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Abstract
We have calculated the Landau level (projected) Green’s functions and the density 
of states of a two-dimensional electron gas in a perpendicular magnetic held as 
effected by impurity scattering using several different approximations. The material 
parameters which we choose correspond to GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures. .A.t the 
simplest level we include the effects of Landau level mixing. .\n  approximation to 
the vertex correction is then added to the calculation, and the results are compared. 
Finally we add the electron-electron interaction to the model in place of the vertex 
correction. In all cases, the electron spin is considered. We find that the vertex 
correction over-compensates for the screening and yields unreasonable results. In 
addition, we hnd the dynamic electron-electron screening to be a dominant factor in 





The goal of this work is to examine the energ}' states of a perfect two-dimensional 
electron gas (2DEG) in a perpendicular magnetic field as they are affected by an 
external potential provided by "impurities". The results presented here are the 
results of several numerical models all of which would not be realistically possible 
to solve without the aid of large computers.
Why study this type of system in the first place? We live in a three dimensional 
houses, eat three dimensional food, and wear three dimensional clothes. The tru th  is 
we also live in a world of constraints. There are forces which for the most part limit 
our movement to a quasi-two dimensional space. Gravity constrains our movement 
more or less to the surface of the earth. Strangely enough, we also live in a quantum  
mechanical world where energies have strangely discrete values. (It is just that these 
values are so closely spaced that we can not usually discern them from one another 
so that we think th a t we live in a continuum.)
The key to this is quantum  confinement. In the system we wish to study, electrons 
are constrained to move in a two dimensional space which is provided by quantum  
effects. So we can effectively produce a two dimensional electron gas. We will be 
studying semi-conductor devices in which this is the case although other system s 
such as liquid Helium interfaces offer this same ciuantuin confinement.
It was postulated by Shrieffer in 1957 that the electrons confined in the inversion 
layer of a MOS structure (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) would not behave classically. 
However, if the interface between the two m aterials is not "smooth" enough, the 
scattering from the interface would mask the quantum  effect. The quantum  signature
was not seen until the work of Fowler. Fang. Howard, and Stiles ( 1966) via rnagneto- 
conductance measurements. Subsequently, much of the early experimental work 
in this area was performed using silicon M OSFETs (Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
Field Effect Transistors.) Later, engineering processes produced better and better 
samples as driven by the electronics industry-. O ther similar systems were studied 
using newer more promising materials (for ever faster electronic devices.) Processes 
such as -MBE (Molecular Beam Epitaxy) and M O\'CD (Metal Organic Chemical 
\  apor Deposition) produced clean devices with controllable doping param eters and 
sharp interfaces. Several of the III-\' semiconductors are very closely lattice matched 
and provide a rich field of study.
We  will be primarily interested in the Gallium .A.rsenide/.-\.lumirmni Gallium 
.\rsenide (GaAs/AlGaAs) heterostructures. Growth processes are such that this 
system may be fabricated so that the interface is ver\' nearly atomically smooth 
between the two extremely pure materials. In addition, there are several aspects of 
the silicon M OSFET that we wish to ignore such as the valley degeneracy of silicon. 
Gallium arsenide is a direct gap semi-conductor with a conduction band which is 
virtually parabolic at low energ}' or tem perature, his will allow us to approximate 
the system as a perfect 2DEG. The only differences which are meaningful to our 
model between a perfect 2DEG and the real world G aA s/A lG a.\s are the effective 
electron mass, the dielectric constant and the effective Lande ^-factor, (i.e. some 
slightly modified physical constants.) Since we can 't live in a perfect world, we will 
throw in some "impurities" to model the dopants of the material which provide the 
extra electrons in the conduction band. Vet. we will limit them to an infinitely thin 
sheet parallel to the 2DEG. We could account for a more realistic distribution of 
impurities which varies over a finite region in the third dimension by multiplying 
by the appropriate form factor or by explicitly integrating the potential over the 
distribution along the :  axis. This adds unneeded com putational complexity and 
does not significantly affect the results.
1.1 GaAs/GaAlAs Heterostructures
Before we continue with our theoretical description of the perfect two dimensional 
electron gas. let us stop and look a bit closer at the properties of the physical system 
which we are using as the basis for this model.
Typically some material from the fourth row of the periodic table is adderl to the 
m aterial with the wider band gap (GaAlAs) to provide extra electrons which will 
accumulate at the interface. It is typical to use silicon. The GaAs is left undoped. 
This layer of electrons forms a quasi-IDEG which is confined by the sharp potential 
well formed at the discontinuity. Typically these electron donors are separated from 
the interface by an undoped G a.\lA s "spacer" layer in order to reduce the scattering 
effects in the interface. Subsequently carrier mobilities of up to 1-5 x 10'’cm ~/\'s can 
be achieved at liquid helium tem peratures. It is in these materials that the Integer 
Quantum  Hall Effect (IQHE) and particularly the Fractional Q uantum  Hall Effect 
(FQHE) have been studied.
.\s  such, this is not strictly a 2DEG but rather a qua.si-'2DEG since typically 
more than one bound state exists in the potential well. However, due to the sharp 
narrow triangular shape, there are typically two or three widely spaced states. If 
we are careful not to over-fill the lowest of these energ}' levels ( "subbands" ) and 
m aintain low temperatures, then we will find that the system does behave much like 
a true 2DEG.
Such effects (IQHE and FQHE) provided the original motivation of this work 
which was to correlate the low m agnetic field Shubnikov-deHaas oscillations to the 
observed properties in the high m agnetic field IQHE and FQHE regime. Extracting 
information from these magneto-resistance measurements lead to a detailed interest 
into the form of the density of states (DOS) of this 2DEG. .A.s such we will concentrate 
on the form of the DOS in this system. However, we will addtionally talk about 
the enhanced Lande g-factor and the magneto-plasmon response functions as they 
apply to this system.
1.2 The Basics
We will be studying specifically the system where a m agnetic field is applied perpen­
dicularly to the interface. Classically this is the electron in a magnetic field problem 
where the electron feels the force given bv:
F = - v x B  (1.1)c
in Gaussian units where we have B  =  Bz.  The electron obeys Xewton’s Law such 
that we have:
eB
r .  =  — r , (1.2)me
I'lj = ----- t'r (1 3 )me
where we have ignored the c direction. The solution to this set of equations is a 
circular orbit with angular frec[uency
-c  =  —  (1.4)me
where rn is the mass of the electron. B  is the magnetic field in Gauss, e is the
electron charge in esu's and e is the speed of light in crn/.i~. This is the characteristic
frequency of the system. (The cyclotron energ}' in GaAs % 0.17nie\'/T .)
In the quantum case this system is described by the Hamiltonian:
where A  is the vector potential such that
V X .4 =  B (LG)
It turns out that the vector potential is not unique. There are two common choices. 
The first is the "Landau Gauge” which has
Â = B x ÿ  (1-7)
and the second is the "symmetric gauge" where
.4 =  —(—y i  + xij) (1-8)
They each yield the same physical result as we should hope. Each has its advantages 
for different calcuations. The Landau gauge as we have w ritten it will end up 
quantizing the y-momentum of the electron while the symmetric gauge will quantize 
the z component of the angidar momentum. Therefore they each yield a set of basis 
wavefunctions which may be translated in to the other. For the most part we will 
be using the Landau gauge in our discussion unless we wish to make use of the 
cylindrical symmetry- of the symm etric gauge.
The quantum mechanical view of this system is essentially the same as the clas­
sical in th a t the characteristic frequency of the system is still The solution to 
the the wave equation gives us the result that the energies are quantized by
En = (n + where n =  0. 1 .2 .3 ----  (1.9)
with the wavefunctions
f.v.p =  (l7T^2-''.V!/)-î/f.v(-i7( -  ( 1.10)
in the Landau gauge. L is the length of the sample (using periodic boundary con­
ditions). / =  is the "magnetic length" and p are the quantized y-
niom ententa given by
27Ti/ where r/ =  1 .2 .3 .4 ----  (1.11)
and the H \{ x )  are the Hermite polynomials. In the symmetric gauge the wave 
functions are given by:
where m > 0 is an integer which represents the quantization of the z-component of 
the angular momentum and the Ly{x)  are generalized Laguerre polynomials. Both 
of these results are calculated in Appendix .A..
In a  large system of non-interacting electrons the density of states of this system 
would be a series of large delta function spikes. Each of these "Landau levels" will 
contain a density of electrons for each spin given by the Landau degeneracy
This is a massively degenerate system as ^  % 2.418 x 10‘^ cm“-T “ ‘. This relation 
may be obtained most easily from (1.10) by considering a finite width of the sample, 
i r .  If we use the fact that x / l  — pi > 0 we can obtain an expression as follows:
^y / l -P m ax l  =  0
P m a x _
i r  “
since simply describes the maximum density of the Landau level.
Of course in a real system the electrons are interacting with each other and any 
external potentials. Under these conditions, each of these Landau levels will broaden 
to a  finite width. Then we can consider th a t the conductivity of the 2DEG is going 
to be proportional to the density of states at the Fermi Energ}-. If we then perform 
an experiment where we measure the conductivity (or the resistiviy) of the sample 
we will find tha t the conductivity oscillates as the magnetic field is increased due to 
the increasing Landau level degeneracy which alters the number of occupied Landau 
Levels. These oscillations are called "Shubnikov-de Haas" oscillations and are clearly 
observed. There is actually much more to the calculation of the conductivities of the 
2DEG. but the essential features do correlate directly with the shape of the density 
of states.
1.3 Moving Forward
With some of the basics in hand, we are about to move into the world of many body 
Green’s function techniques. Before, we embark on this journey, let us state exactly 
what we will be doing.
We are going to treat our system as a perfect two-dimensional electron gas with 
a magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the election sheet. The electrons will 
scatter from impurities which are in a plane parallel to the 2DEG separated by a 
distance, a. We are going to assume that the impurities are singly charged, randomly 
distributed with a two dimensional density. .V,. and interact with the electrons via 
the Coulomb force. Since we are targeting our model toward GaAs/.\lGa.A.s het­
erostructures with a parabolic band structure, we will be using the effective mass 
approximation with rtC =  O.OôTrUe. -A.dditionally, the dielectric constant for the bare 
material will be taken as k =  12.8 and the effective Lande g-factor will be taken as 
g* = —0.44.
W ith some of these details out of the way. let us make a small disclaimer before 
attacking the Green’s function techniciues. Making sense of the discussions on this 
topic in the journals can be ver>‘ frustrating if one wants to keep track of the details. 
Since a relatively small group of researchers is working on this topic, there seems 
to be a general understanding of the basic assumptions and formulations by this 
small group. We will attempt to remedy a bit of this. Obviously, a comprehensive 
treatm ent of Green’s functions techniques cannot be covered here. Therefore, we 
assume that the audience is somewhat familiar with these techniciues or at least has 
access to the basic texts [IT. 13. 14] on this subject. Xow. let us proceed.
Chapter 2
The Green’s Function Approach
2.1 Impurity Scattering
Starting with the Hamiltonian:
H  = u'^hoL'+ uH'{r  — R , ) c  (2.1)
i
where ho is the Hamiltonian for the non-interacting electron and the corresponding 
Green's function as given by the expansion in terms of the unperturbed Green’s 
functions Go(r^. n .  t[):
Gir-i . t-i -ri . t i)  =  Go{ro,t-2-ri. t i)  (2 .2 )
+  J  dr'idt[GQ{r>.ty:r' i . t[)U{r'i)Go{r'i. t[:ri. t i)
we will look at the formal concepts of impurity scattering.
For brevity, let us write this expansion in the form
G(1.2) =  G o (1 .2 ) -b |d l 'G o ( l . l ') F '( l ') G ( l '.2 )
+  J  dl'd-2' Go(1.1')C '(1')G(I'. •y)i'{2')G{2'. 2) -r . . .  (2.3)
where we have used the notation 1' to represent the particle’s position, r'l. and time.
4-
Since the arrangement of the impurities will be different in every sample and 
many measurements such as transport measurements give averaged properties, what 
we are truly interested in is the average of the Green's function over all possible im­
purity distributions. Xow. exactly what do we mean by "averaging over all possible 
im purity distributions'? " We shall define it as:
= ^  I  d R , . . . d R x J { R , }  (2.4)
where V is the dimensional volume of the sample. (This would actually be an area 
in a two dimensional system.) Using this definition, we will now continue to look at 
the impurity average of the Greens' function.
( G ( 2 . 1) ) ,  =  Goi l . 2 )  +  { J d l ' G o i 2 . 1 ' ) r i l ' ) G H ’. l ) ) i
+ { J  dl 'd2 'Go{l . l ' )C{ l ' )G{l ' .2y '{ ' r )n (2 ' . -2 ))r
Since Go is independent of the impurities we see that
(G o(1 .2 ) ) /  = C o ( 1 . 2 )  (2.Ô)
so that we have
(G(1.2)>/  =  <Go(1.2))/  (2.6)
+ 1  d l ' G o i l A ' ) G o { l ' . 2 ) { U { l ' ) ) i
+ J  dl 'd2'Go{lA')Go{l ' .2' )Go(2' .2){U{l ' ) i ' {2' ))r
“h . - -
So now we only have to deal with terms of the form {U{1'))[. { i ' ( l ' ) i ' {2 ' ) ) [. etc. 
Xow. the first of these averages is given by:
I r
(t-(l')>; = ^ J d R , .  ..dR^, y  r(r , -  R,l (2.7)
In order to make this more manageable we will expand the potentials in terms of 
their Fourier transforms as:
j  d R t - . - d R x ,  ^  ' (2.8)
— — R, ]
V(Î7.
This first term  is just proportional to the spatial average of \ '( r ) .  Since the average 
is just a constant energ}- offset, we can adjust the potential so that c(0) = 0 and 
therefore (f,'(T ))/ =  0. We will see that this greatly simplifies our calculation.
Continuing, our next major contribution then comes from {i '(V)i '(2' )) /. .\gain 





^  1 /■ -  -  
^ H ÿ v r y  d R i . . . d R s ^ e '
We now have to consider two cases, i =  j  and i ^  j .  Let us look at the second case. 
If i ^  j .  then the impurity average separates so tha t
( 2 . 10)
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For case where i =  j  we have
^  y  . . .fZÆv, ^  (2.11)
=  i_ j  fl^.g-iki(r'i-R,)^-ikv[r'<-R,)
= y /r f f l ,-
Thus equation (2.9) becomes
( r ( l ') r (2 ')> f  =  (2.12)
Because we have chosen c(0) =  0 this becomes
(C-(l')r(2')>, =  ^ (3. 131
where we have used the fact that for a real potential i'{—k) =  i'*{k).
Xow let us create a more general expression for these im purity averages. We
could have written (2.9) as
j  d R V { ? i - R ) V ( P , - R )  (2.H)
+  -V,(.V, -  1) [ i  J d R V i P ^  -  fi)] [ i  f d R V ( P ,  -  R)
=  . \ i ( r ( i ') r ( 2 ') )  +  :V K .\;- i ) ( r ( i ') ) ( r ( 2 ') )
II
Using this notation and continuing with this process, we can see that
( n i ' ) n 2 ') ) r ( 3 ' ) ) ,  =  (2.15)
=  .Vd.V, -  l)(.v, -2 ) (U (n > (U (2 ') ) ( r (3 ') )
(U (n )(U (2 ')U (3 0 )
perm
+ X { V ( l ' ) V { 2 ’)V{:y))
=  .V .(U(1')\'(2')U(3'))
and
( r ( i ') r ( 2 ') ) r ( 3 ') ) r ( 4 ') ) ,  =  (2 . 1 6 )
= -  1)(.V, -2)(.V, -3)(U(n)<U(2'))(U(3'))(U(4'))
-  1)(.\- -  2) (U(l')>(U(2l)(U(3')>(U(4'))
perm
-k.V,(.V, - l )  ^  (U(n>(U(2')U(3lU(4')>
perm
+.V.(-Vi- 1) Z  (V(l ')' ’(2'))<r(3')l'(4'))
perrn
+.VXr(l')U(2lU(3')U(4'))
=  . \ - { r ( i ') r ( 2 ') i '( 3 ') r ( 4 ') )
+.V,(.V, -  1) (U(U)UM)(U(3')U(4')>
perrn
where we can evaluate
(U(l)U(2)...U(n)> =  (2.17)
X ^ d ( k i  +  £  +  . . .  +
From this point, we can see that it will more practical to deal with the Fourier 
transform of the impurity potential.
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2.2 The Meaning of Gy{E)
In the study of the behavior of a two dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field, we 
find that there are several entities that are used in the calculation of the properties 
of the system which are not adequately explained, if they are explained at all. In 
order to gain a better understanding of the approximations and the entities which 
we are using, we need to examine closely several of the finer details associated with 
these objects.
Exactly w hat does G.v(E) represent? .\ssuming that we already know what 
a Green's function. G (rj. ri: r^. ro) represents, how are these functions related? To 
answer these questions up front, let us make the statement that this is a "projection" 
of the Green's Function that is most like the non-interacting Green's function 
representing an electron on the Landau Level. .A. It ho ugh this statem ent is a 
bit vague, it accurately describes the spirit of this Green's function. W hy would 
we be interested in such an object? An analog}- would be the orbital description 
of atoms and atomic bonds. We have a relatively "good idea " of the shapes of the 
electronic clouds such that we may understand bonding behavior. Here we have 
a "good idea"' of what the highly degenerate Landau Levels represent and what it 
takes to excite the system from one state  to another for a non-interacting electron.
This will hopefully give us insight into how impurities (and the Coulomb interaction)
effect the single electron excited states of the system.
W ith these ideas in mind let us proceed to lay out a more rigorous treatm ent of 
G \{ E ) .  The first thing to realize is that our system is time translational so that we 
may write:
G{f\. n :  C). "2 ) =  G ( n .n :  n  -  To) (2.IS)
which allows us to take the Fourier Transform of the Green's Function to obtain 
G (rj. T)-. E).  O f course this is not the end of the stor}'. We still have to  massage this 
into the entity which we will use in our calculations.
Starting with the definition of the single particle non-interacting retarded Green's 
function, in general we have:
G f ( n .n : r 3 , r 2 )  =  (2.19)
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awhich we can Fourier transform to obtain:
G^in. fTy.E)  =  r  d te ‘^ ^
J -oc




where we have used the subscript n to represent each of the unique unperturbed 
eigenstates.
Let us now take the the expectation value of G(r~i. rj: E)  for a given eigenstate 
in our system. In term of the eigenstates of the unperturbed electron in a magnetic 
field expressed in the Landau gauge. 1-Vp). we have:
(.V ,p ,|G (rl.r;.£ :)|.V ,p ,) =  I  d n d r , o \ - , ^ , { r - ) G ( A . r - , . E ) O s , (2.21)
•V-2P2 £  -  f  V,
.V,po
^ Si.y>^ pip<
E - E s ,
E  -  Es,
as a result of the orthogonality of the wavefunctions. We would like however to make 
this object cover the entire Landau level subspace. So we will opt to sum over all of 
the states in the Landau Level. Xow we have:
^o.s\ (E)  — ^
1 3L
pi E  -  Ex, E  -  Ex,
lO -70]
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In this way we can proceed to write the non-interacting Green's function as a 
sum of the projections on the Landau levels.
GS(f \ .r-,:E) = - y  G„«v(E)y;o-v„(r;)o.v,(<ï)
s  p
(2.2.3)
where gi_ is the Landau level degeneracy for the system.
We can now see that we can separate G ^(rj. r>: E).  the non-interacting Green's 
function, into its Landau level projections. Can we separate the interacting Green's 
function in the same manner'?
To begin this aspect of the discussion. let us consider this system to now he 





=  y  r^: rl: E)




The first of these terms. Tq can obviously be separated into its Landau level pro­
jections as we have just finished showing this fact. Let us then look at the second 
term:
Ti{ry .E:E)  =
=  I  dn, Y ,
-V iP i
y  d n C f  (n . rii: E)r(n;)C;^(r;;. rl: E )
'o.Vip,(rl)o:v,p,(c{)'
E -  E.v
P:V,po(r3)0y,p,(T))'
E -  E.v,





Once again taking the expectation of a single state and summing over the Landau 
level subspace we obtain:




^  f  .V p .A 'ip o
Oypjrl)o.Vip, (à )oV,p,(r>)Oxp( )
( E  -  E s ) { E  -  £■.%-..)
1 1
_  E y  E  -  E y  
=  I ] r v p . . v p % ( ^ ) % ( ^ )
p
We can also reconstruct this term as:
Ti =  ^ T , .v ( E )
\
Let us continue this inductive investigation by considering the next term.
(2.28)
(2.29)
T-An.rr .E )  =  (2.30)
= J  dr-h J  drlGo(rrr3:E)L'(r:3)Go(r;;.r,:£)r(r;)Go(r,.r>:E)
=  [  f  dr-\ Y ,
.v,p,
O v.pX n)oyp(^) 
E  -  E x
ov,p-.(^7j)c»:v.,p.,(^i)'X r ( n ) T
X C ' ( n ) T
V  r  r  o.\\Pi(n)ox3P3('^)
.v ,p ,..4 ..v ,p . (£• -  £»•.)(£■ -  E s M E  -  E s .)
Taking the expectation value:
T,y{E) = (2.31)
1 6
— J dridr'f ^2  ^•Vipt..v>p-,t  v-.p>,.\'3pn
P A 'ip i..V 2P > .A ':iP 3
^ Oyp ( n  ) g>:Vipi ( n  ) g>;v3P3 ( fS ) g>.Vp ( rj )
{E  — E y ) { E  — Ey.,){E — E" \-g )
=  E  E  t  ‘ ‘ ‘P \,p,  ’  E  -  Ex  E  -  Ex .  E  -  Ex
=  E  Z  C'.vp..v=P,f.v„,..v>Gfv(E)G„«vJE)G„«v(£)
p ,V.p-.
Since the interacting form of the Greens function involves a sum of terms such as 
these, we can conclude by induction that it can be continue to be decomposed in 
this manner. Yet. there is one other class of terms which we would like to show is 
of this form which arises when an electron is temporarily excited to another state 
leaving an unoccupied state behind which behaves like a positively charged electron. 
This "electron-hole" pair is originally excited with the energy* E  to the state with 
energ}' a . This term is given by:
r(rî.ro:E) = j z  J  J  dr,dr-\Vin. Ei) (2.32)
X ( y  -^V2P2('i ) o;v.^2j^ >A V i E . E )
Q.v.p>(n)o.y..p.,(^3) I r dq-î
E  -  a  -  E.v, y y (2-):^
•'iPi,AjP2 \ / y /
where
d / . V i p i  -V 2P2 ( 91)  -^ ^ A '2 P 2 ..\ IPI ( 92)
a  — E.Vi E  — ol — E.v,
Kv,p,..V2P2(^ =  (.V iPt|e'n.V2P2) (2.33)
Xow. this is essentially the polarizability of the electron gas as it reflects the response 
to an external potential. VVe have a slightly different approach to this term since we
IT
have the potential interaction which initiated the state and the interaction generated 
when the state decays. We can separate out the potential terms so that
I f  , ..V2P2 S>pi■ .V1 p 1TpotiE.q) = —  f  da Y ,
.ViPi..V>p-2 a — E.v, E -  o — E.v,
^ t p t t p t  ( vl
X y  (/a F  -  ft) (2.34)
One of the primary- advantages of using this form of the Green’s function is that the 
spectral function ,A.(x) is just the energ}- density of states and is easily calculated 
from:
.4(E) =  2  [ d f l m G ^ ( r .  r: E) (2.35)
/I J
We should notice that taking the sum of the expectation values of G ^ i r . n E )  is 




p E - E s
Of course then we can treat
.4.v(E) =  llm C j^(E ) (2.38)
7T
as the effective density of states for a ''Landau level ” for the interacting system. 
These quantities are ultim ately what we wish to calculate in order to get a better 
understanding of the density of states.
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2.3 Combining Gx{E) with Impurity Scattering
Xow that we have looked at impurity scattering and the form of the Green's func­
tion which we are using, it is time to combine both of these principles. This final 
combination will result in the tools which we will use to develop our model of the 
two dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field. Returning to our expansion of the 
Green's function but this time after we Fourier transform the time dependence:
G « ( r î .r , :E )  =  r,: E) + J dn^G^(r^  T:,: E)i-{rr,)G^{r,. ry. E) (2.-39)
+ 1 d n d n  n :  (ni. n :  E ) E (n ) C ^ ( n .  r): E)
4- . . .
Xow we want to express this in terms of our G \ { E ) .  so let us expand each of the 
GoiEi.r,:  E) terms as:
G ^ iG .ry .E )  =  ^  (2.40)
■v.pi ^
= S  o .v ,pJn)o*v,p ,(r> )^G ^v,(^)
Vipi dL
where again gi  is the Landau level degeneracy. Substituting this into 2.39 we get: 
G " ( n . r i : £ )  =  I E  °.v,p,('-l)«-:v,p,('-:)-G„«v,(E)) (2.-I1)
XXiPi I
+  G rS  I E  o.v.„(r-:)o:v,„,(r5);i-G«v,(£') I V { n )
X I ^  0.\\p..(fS)o%,p..(fS)— Gqx.,{E)
\\1P2 J
-h / I Z  I E(/S)
 ^ \s\P, 3l /
X  I  z  I  C'(n)
<-V.p3 9l




=  - r o v . > . . ( ' ' l ) ° ‘v„,(r3)Gj'v,(£) (2.42)
.vipi
+   2 H  <^\\pi{’^ l)‘^ X-,pAf'2)GQx^{E)i x,pi.\,pXrl^y,JE)
UL .Vipi 
S-,p2
+  —IT E  ^s^pdG)o\r^p.^{rl)G^^■^{E)l\■,p,,s,p■,G^^■.^E)
9L  ,v,pi
■'•’Pu
X t  \ . ,p .,. .V,P3 Gq v , ( ^  )
4- ...
Xow we are ready to take the expectation value of this expression to obtain:
(2.43)
p
=  Y . T ^ os(E)
p 9l
+  XI —  ^ \  p.\pGox (^ )p 9l.
+ X —T X G qx{E)L  xp..\.,p.,G§xA£^)^ SiP-2.ypGQxiE)
p 9l x,p..
Xote that the first term  is simply given by G qx( ^ )  after summing over p. This is 
exactly what we want except that now we would like to take the average over all 
impurity distributions. Following the procedure that we discuss previously we form:
(G « (E )) f  =  (G ^ v(E ))/ (2.44)
+  z  A (G o"v (£ )t’vp..vpG„«v(£)),
p 9 l
+ X TT X (Gqx{E)1 xp.Xip f i^xAE^)^  s\p-2.XpGoxi^))I
P X2P2
+  . . -
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Remember that the unperturbed Green's function is independent of the impurities 
so we may take them out of the impurity average. Therefore we iiave the expression:
(G ^ .(£)), =  G "v(£) 12.45)
+  X A { E ) G § , A E H Z  C.v>.vp>/g r
■£ G „«v(E )G „"v,(E )G »v(£)(j;f,v,..v,p,r.v.,p.,..vp),
g I- .\'2P _
+  ...
Xow all we need to deal with are terms like (]]p f ’.vp..vp)/. To take care of these we 
will again use the Fourier representation of the potential.
l}(r) =  ^ V { r - R ^ )  (2.46)
A
r dq
r J  (2 -)
The quantity f'.v,pi..\5.p-.> now becomes:
G.v,p,..v,p., =  (2.4)o 2 (2«)
— J  / ..v>p> (g)^9 /.ri V 'ç -  iv-ft.
(27t)
where now we have used the notation
(2.48)
We are now ready to take the impurity averages. The im purity average of the second 
in equation (2.45) is
( E i : t V p .A ’p)' =  ( Z  /  7 & 4 ( 'n % 'p . . \ p ( ^ i : e - ' ' ' ^ ) ,  (2.491
p a  p
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“  Y1 j  ^ jy 2  *-’(Ô0-^ -/’.Vp..Vp('7) ^ ( - ~  )~'Hfd
=  TT ^  ' ( 0 ) . \ f \ p . X p (0 )
P
=  0
since we have chosen to let the constant energ}' offset. c(ü). to he zero. Xow. if we 
look at the third term  in (2.45). we see that this one will give iis something m o r e  
interesting:
< E tV v ^ C .v ^ „ v ,> ,  =  E < /
p p 1 n
X /  i ^ d ? 2 ) . U . V , p , . , V p ( é )  è
p U '> rU '‘r  
V.
x ( H  p-")! «j)y
rt J
=  5 1  /  (9~ )2 ( - 4 ) 2  d/.Vp..V,p, (<zl ) -^/.V,p>-Vp(72)
=  E  - ^ / v p . .v , p , ( 0 ) - U v , p , . . v p ( 0 ) r ( 0 ) c ( 0 )
^  p
+  - ^ E / - ^ / v p .  v . p . . ( ? i ) . \ / v , p . . . V p ( - g i  ) c ( f / i  ) r ( - q i  )
= E /  (9^-^ /vp..\'.p2 (9Î) A/.\%p,,.Vp(-9i )r(yl )c(-y,)
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where again we have set the constant potential offset to zero. We can plug this 
expression back into equation (2.45).
(Gf(£-)), =  (2.51)
+ Z  GJ'v(£)G,%(E)G„*v(£)
-V. ^  f
(2- )
+  ...
7 .^ 2  -^ f.vp..v.p>(</i ) f^.Vjp-...vp( -f /i ) t’(<7i ) '•( - f /i  ;
We could continue generating terms like this forever. .\t this point we should have 
a pretty good feel for the types of expansions that we are dealing with here.
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Chapter 3 
Standard M ethods for Calculating the Density of 
States
3.1 The Self Consistent Born Approach
Using our Green's function techniques, we are now ready to proceed with the calcu­
lation of the density of states of a two dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field. 
O ur first tr>' with this will yield what we will call the Self Consistent Born approach. 
Essentially this involves a simple self-consistent impurity scattering as given by the 
following two diagrams:
-V, A"
9  =  . +  (3.1)
In equation form, this gives us:
I
- v ( ^ )  =  ^  — {i'Xp..v,p-2G.\n[E)i \.,p2.\p)/ (3.3)
X > P i P
where ql =  is the Landau level degeneracy. W'e have dropped the first term
in the self-energ>' since this gives just the average energ}- of the interaction as we did
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in our general treatment of impurity scattering. Xow we can substitute the second 
equation into the first to obtain:
r ,v (£ )  =  Y1 (3.5)
.V .p .,p  t  -  b y  -
To simplify this a bit let us make the assignment





Z y { E )  =  g  - f ' ^ > ' - ^ E ~ E y - E y , { E )
Xow if we assume that we are dealing with magnetic field large enough that the wave 
functions do not overlap significantly, the diagonal terms of y. will dom inate. 
Therefore we ignore all off-diagonal terms such th a t
W ith a little rearrangement, the equation becomes a simple quadratic
[Ey{E)]- +  (£.v -  E )E y (E )  + h \ - y  =  Ü (3.9)
with the solution
So now we have an expression for the Green's function:
G v (£ )  =  p f (E  -  Es )  ±  y ( E  -  E .v)' -  ri-.v (.3.11)
Xow we notice that G y{E )  has an imaginary' component when the energ}- is within 
r ’vv of a Landau level. In order for the Green's function to be a retarded Green's 
function, it needs to be analytic in the upper half of the complex plane. This requires
zo
us to choose the solution which gives the negative imaginary part. The Landau level 
density of states is then given by
D.v(E )  =  -(27r-/-)-4m G .v(E)
)
l - (  I f - E \ | < r \ y
=  0: \E — Ev | > L.v.v (3.12)
where we have added in the factor of gi  =  (27t/'-)“ ‘ which we have om itted in our 
G o . v ( E )  to account for the Landau level degeneracy. We can then see that the 
density of states is a series of semi-elliptic states centered around the Landau level 
energies. This discussion usually continues with the assumption that we have short 
range scatterers. We can then approximate the potential as
V{r) = \ \S^-Hn  (3.13)
which gives the simple result that
r.v.v =  4 (27r/-)n .|\;i- (3.14)
though the derivation of this in the Landau gauge is not exactly simple. Starting
with (3.6) we have
r.v.v =  —  Z ( / -  Ea)o.\>,(rl)
9 l  piP2
X 0xp,(r;)W ô"(,S -  (3.15)
which reduces to
r.v.v =  — 1 c" (ovpj(i^)c>;Vp2 (.^^)c>xp.j(Ëj)ovpi(-^j))/ (3.16)
9l pip.,
Xow. remembering our discussion about im purity scattering, we will take the average 
over all impurities. Xote that here we did not use the Fourier transform of the
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potential due to the simple nature of the potential. Still we have two cases. In the 
first case o 7  ^ J  and. in the second ciise o =  J. Therefore we have:
r.v.v — 4(2Tr/^)l ^  ^  f  dRadR:jOyp^{Ra}0 \p^(Rrt )o\p. , iRj )o\p^(R, i )
P i P 2  a ^ 3
+  4(27r/-)l ^  J  d ^ n O y p ^ { R n ) O S p . , i R a ) O x p . , { R c t ) O S p i ( R n )  (3.1,
P:P-2 Q
We have already shown that this first term is removed by subtracting a suitable 
constant from the potential without any effect which we have done implicitly by 
ignoring the first contribution. Therefore we shall drop it from our expression. The 
remaining term may be dealt with as follows:
P i P 2  a
=  (3.18)
P i  a
where we have used the property of the wavefunctions that
Continuing, we have
r.v.v -
P i  Q 
Pi
r.v.v =  (3.20)
which gives us the result that we have claimed.
This result bears a striking resemblance to the result obtained from the Born 
approximation in zero magnetic field. In this zero field case, we have for this two 
dimensional system:
d~k o
T { k y )  ~
— {2Tr)'^rii J  - ft J
=  rii JdekjTk^k,\~  (3.21)
u'ith
Tk,k, =  /  d r o ; j r )C k A n  (3.22)
where n't, (r) are the wavefunctions of the initial state and Ofc,(r) are the wavefunc­
tions of the final (scattered) state. For the case of a delta  function potential, this
yields the result
-  =  lllj"  (3.23)
We can now relate the two quantities by inserting
r  — ----  (.3.24)
rriT
into equation (3.20) obtaining the relation
r-v.v - r -  -  4
2 eB




So we have a simple relation between the Landau level w idth and the scattering time 
in the zero field Born approximation. Therefore this approach is known as the "Self 
Consistent Born Approximation" (SCBA).
To summarize, if we ignore the inter-Landau level interactions in our system we 
obtain the result that the density of states has a semi-elliptic form. In addition, 
if we consider only short range scatterers. the width of these semi-elliptic states is 
independent of the Landau level index and can be related to the zero field scattering 
time in the Born approximation.
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3.2 The Single-Site Approximation
The next "improvement" to the Self Consistent Born approach, is the Single-Site 
Approximation. [Ij This time we consider that the electrons can scatter more than 
once from the same impurity. In fact we will sum the entire infinite series to obtain 
our result. However, once again we will ignore inter-Landau level interactions. This 
is of course a good approximation a t high magnetic fields. Diagrammatically this 
approximation is given by:
.V,
^ x+  (3.26)
and
where once again we are solving self-consistently for the interacting Green's func­
tions.
Thus, we have the sum:
Es-{E) =  2 -/-^ (.V m il> |-V m )
m
+ 2-/-.V, Y ,  <-Vm|l'>|-\%m,)G.x-,(f)(.\Vn-,|Ù|-Vm)
+  2 '/-  Y  (A^mir,|.\2m.,)G.v,(E)(.Vom,|\>|-V:,A/e,)
'■3 ">3
X G v 3 ( F ) ( A 3 m 3 | l } | . V m >
-b . . .  (3.28)
where this time we have used the symmetric gauge to describe our wavefunctions. 
.A.S is usually the case with this type of expression, we may simplify the sum and
include terms of all orders by realizing its self-similar properties. To continue, we
can form an operator O such that
S,v(E) =  27t/^V, Y  (-V"î|r/Ô|-Vm) (3.29)
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where the self-similarity yields the expression:
0 = l - h  ^  |.V2m2>Cy,(E)(.V2m.2|W
-Vt mi
which we can easilv solve for O such that
(3.30)
O = 1 -  ^
Si mi
SO that we have an expression for the self energ}* given by;
Ex(E )  = ml
= 2 '/ -  .V, ^  (.Vm 11 ■/ j ^  I -V:, m:j) (.V, rn 3 1
m \ V 3 m3
X  ( ------------------------------------------ ! --------------------------------------- .




X (A3 m3 1 -  |A'm) (3.32)
Here we have used the fact that the wavefunctions form a complete set in order to 
avoid dealing with the commutation of the 1 } and Ô operators in the steps to come. 
Continuing.




1 — I A3 m3) ( F ) ( .\  3 m311
|A'm) (3.33)
by using the orthogonality of the wavefunctions. (A^smsl-X^m») — àsiSi^mîmi-
We still cannot deal with this expression without applying our further assum ption 
that the Landau levels do not overlap significantly. Therefore, we can ignore all of 
the off-diagonal Landau level terms in the sum. Again, this is a valid assum ption for
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high magnetic fields where the energ}' broadening due to scattering is much smaller 
than the large cyclotron energ}'. Proceeding.
E y(E )  = 2 n lW \  <-Vm|l>l.Vm:,)
mm.-j
Since we are using the symmetric gauge and we have a cylindricaily symmetric 
potential, so that (.Vm|l'/(.Vms) =  <)n,3f„(.Vmjl}|.Vm). we may write.
Ey{E)  = 2-/-.V,53(.Vm!r>|.Vm)
rn
x ( X m \  ( --------------------------------   I i-Vm)
.A.dditionaIly. we may separate out the first term in the original series so that
E.v(E) =  •2;r/-.V,53(.Vm|i')l.Vm)
rn
One then solves this self-consistent set of equations. The result is again for high 
magnetic fields. The density of states in this approximation shows a large asymm etry 
with a sharp cutoff on the high energ}' side and a truncated tail on the low energ}' 
side. In addition, the solution predicts that below a certain critical density 
the level splits into p im purity bands each tending toward the same asymmetry. 
[1. pages 1325-1526] On the other hand, if the density of scatters is increased, the 
behavior returns to that of the self-consistent Born results.
3.3 The M any-Site Approximation
The next particular approximation in the set of approximations set forth by .A.ndo 
is the Many-Site Approximation. [2. 4] This approximation naturally extends the
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Single-Site Approximation to scattering many times from more than one im purity 
site. Once again short range scatterers are assumed and inter-Landau level interac­
tions are ignored. The diagrams for this approximation are given by;
(3.37)
. . . =  I  <3.38,
L'nfortunately. this approach is limited because it yields unphysical results due 
to a problem with the analyticity: the imagincuy part of the retarded self energ}- 
becomes positive in certain regions of the solution. This is most likely a result of 
truncating the approximating series. However, for the case of high density weak 
short-range scatterers. the series may be summed to give an asymptotic expansion. 
[2. p.626] The asymptotic expansion is necessary since the approximate series does 
not converge. Ultimately, it can be shown that the result yields a shape for the 
Landau Levels which has high and low energ}' tails. These tails drop off more 
rapidly that for a Gaussian shaped energ}- level which has been conjectured as the 
the shape of the density of states. .Additionally the levels approach the semi-elliptic 
limit as the Landau level index increases. It can also be shown that as the density of 
scatters increases the effect of multiple scattering from the same impurity decreases 
therefore again yielding SCB.A behavior.
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Chapter 4
The Models and Approximations
The starting point for these calculations is based on the work of Xie. Li and Das 
Sarma [24j in 1990 where they set out to develop a method to extend the sim­
ple Self Consistent Born model by including the Landau level interactions. They 
also extend this model by including the effect of non-linear static screening via the 
Random Phase Approximation (RFA). This allows for the relaxation of two of the 
basic assumptions in the Self Consistent Born Approximation. This approach no 
longer requires that the Landau levels have negligible overlap, and it allows the 
model potential to be the much more realistic Coulomb potential as seen by the 
two dimensional electron gas. Of course, this is obtained by solving self-consistent ly 
for both the scattering and the screening effects. .A.s such we will need to rely on 
numerical methods to generate the results in this framework.
In the course of this odessy. we will be looking at several different models which 
take Landau level mixing into account. O ur approach will be slightly different than 
that taken by Xie. Li and Das Sarma. In the first model which we will look at. 
we will not include the effects of the so-called "vertex correction.” As we will see. 
the essential characteristics of the system can be studied without the additional 
com putational effort required by the inclusion of the vertex correction. In our second 
model, we will add a vertex correction to the calculation, but we will make a different 
approximation than that of Xie et al. This will be done to provide a reasonable 
extension of our first model. From this point, we will add the electron spin to each 
of the models and explain what effects tha t it has on the calculations.
In our next chapter, we will introduce a model which includes non-static screening 
introduced via the electron-electron interaction. This enhancement will produce
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results that are somewhat different than these static model. We will defer further 
discussion of the non-static case to the next chapter.
4.1 Our First Model
In our first treatment of this system, we will essentially follow the same procedure 
which we applied in the Self Consistent Born approach. However, we will include a 
modification to the im purity potential in the form of the static screening provided by 
the 2DEG. We will use the Random Phase .Approximation (RPA) to self-consistent ly 
calculate a static dielectric constant for this system. In diagram matic format this is 
given by:
-V,
E.v(E) =  (4.1)
=  (4.4)
For our system, we will assume that the impurities are distributed randomly in 
a two dimensional plane which is parallel to the 2DEG and separated by a distance 
a from the 2DEG. One could use a more complicated distribution for the impurities 
along the third dimension, but the major effect would be to modify the result with an 
appropriately calculated structure factor. In fact, it effectively adds more disorder 
to the system. Yet. the basic calculation is unchanged as noted by Xi. Li and Das 
Sarma (1990) We will continue in these footsteps. The two dimensional Fourier 
transform of the impurity potential is then given by (Appendix F):
'^ 7T6~
=  — e-"" (4.5)Kq
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where k is the dielectric constant of the bulk material. Therefore the screened 
potential given by the random-phase approximation (RPA) is
u(q) = ^  (4.6)
where
(^ql = I -  lee(miÔ) (4.7)
is the static dielectric function.
"^ TTC"
KAql = - ----  (4.8)Kq
is the 2D Fourier transform  of the electron-electron Coulomb interaction, and U.(q) is 
the irreducible static polarizability. Therefore all together our diagram m atic equa­
tion (4.3) becomes
^  1 -  U .(r/in(r/l
Kq_______
1 -  ^ n ( ^
(4.10)
(4.11)
Xow our first diagram (4.1) for the self energ}' is
Z s ( E )  =  .V, Y .  Cs, (E)  f  (4.12,
.\'2 (-'*)
where we should recognize this as being similar to the second term  of (2.51). The 
difference is in this equation, we are substituting the unperturbed Greens function 
with the full self-consistent Green's function and the impurity potential with the 
screened (RP.A.) im purity potential. (In addition, we have used the fact tha t u (—g) 
is the complex conjugate of u (^  for any real potential.) We will rewrite this in a 
slightly different form making the assignment
i r .v .v /  =  .V, I  (4.13)
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This will allow us to write this set of equations in a manner sim ilar to the SCB 
approach.
Es-{E) =  Y l  (4.14)
■V-2
Here, the T.v.v, represent the Landau level coupling constants, and the diagonal terms 
may be recognized iis the widths of the semi-elliptic levels in the SCB approximation.
The last diagram will require a bit more work. In order to deal with this effec­
tively at finite temperature, we will have to use the Matsubara representation of the 
polarizability. (Although it is a bit confusing, we will be using the same symbols for 
the tem perature Green’s functions as we do for the retarded G reen’s functions. The 
only difference will be that the arguments of the temperature functions will contain 
an imaginar}' part. This is to reduce the number of symbols which clu tter the equa­
tions.) We will then generate the familiar retarded form from our final result. To 
begin we have:
n(g. i-') =  — % X] $1 d/.vp..v.,po(^G.v(i(,'ri + 'A)G.v. (^/Ci)d/.v._,p.,..vp(—f/) (4.15)
‘Cn yp.\.>po
where here we have used the full m atrix elements which also depend on the mo­
m entum . One other point to notice here is that we are starting  with the non-static 
diagram . We will later take the limit as uu' —> 0 in order to obtain the static result. 
In order to proceed we will s ta rt by considering the sum over the M atsubara fermion 
frequencies ((,'„ =  liEzllI) represented by
5  =  (4.16)
Since we are using the self-consistent Green’s functions, we will need to write them 
in their spectral form.
Gv(zA’) =  r  (4.17)
J-3C luJ — X
Therefore S  becomes
^  =  - i C  I I  (S') g  +  L - Z  ,C„ -  y
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/ cc roc
dx / dyAx{x)Ay.,(!j)S2OC V - oc
where now
Kn +  tu; — X — !j
(4.18)
(4.19)
Sums of this type are covered in many textbooks. However, due to the im portance 
of these types of sums in this subject, we will briefly layout the way to proceed. The 
first thing to realize is that the poles of
1
pJC + 1




where the are the poles of F ix )  with the residues This relation will only 
hold if F(x)  is analytic ever}"\vhere except the simple poles at Here, we have 
selected a contour whose radius tends towards infinity. This implies that we also 
must satisfy the condition
lim |u.'F(..')| = 0  (4.22)>-|-+oc
let us note that our sum So satisfies these conditions. So. we have for our case:
Ç + i x  — X J \ Ç  n !JJ
= So
1 1
=  0 (4.23)
since the contour we have chosen is zero. Now. we have
So =
+  l )  ( z  — i x  — y ) +  l )  ( y  +  i x  — z )   ^ ^




+  l) (x — io,' — y) +  l) y  4- /u-' — X (4.26)
Xow we can substitute this in to (4.18) which gives us
^  =  C  ( x  - lL - _  y )
(e '^ î'+  I )  ( y  + /u,'— x )
=  J _ ^ d x ( ^ ^ j ^ y A x { x ) G x , { x -
-  ( p ^ )  .4v,(.v)G.v(y +  !-.')
=  f  (fxn/r(x) [.4.v(x)G.\%(x —/a,’) 4 --4.\%(x)(j.v{.i'+  i'.i-')] (4.2< )
J ~oc
Xow. if we take this result and plug it back into (4.15) we have the expression 
n(y./a.-) =  Y1 l-^ -^Vp..V2po(^ l"
Vp 
,Vo p..
X f  dx n p i x )  [ .4 .y (x )G .v v ,(x  -  i^:) + .4.\o(x)G.v(j’ +  
J~yz
=  9s  Y i  l-^ -/^ -Vp..V2Pi(<f)!"
r , 4 ]
Vp
■V-iPj
X f  dx np{x) [.4_\ (x)G;Y,(x" — iu.') 4- .4\-(x)G.v,(x’ 4- /wt,’)j (4.28)
2 —3C
where we have used the symmetr}' of the sum over Landau level indices in order to 
alter the sum in the last step. We can now perform our analytic continuation, and 
also let -> 0. The first term now becomes the advanced Green's function while 
the second term becomes the retarded greens function. Since these are complex
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conjugates of each other, we may write them  solely in terms of the retarded function. 
Therefore, for the retarded polarizability. we now have:
n(ç.O ) =  9s \Mxp..\>pA q)\^ f  dxnp{x)Ax{x)2ReGxA-r)
Vp
V .p j
=  —^  ^2  l-^Avp..v,pn(ô3l" [  d.r f ; f ( j ' ) I m [ ( 7 ( d . 2 9 )
“ Vp
where we have substituted the fact that —% times the imaginary part of the retarded 
G reen’s function is equal to the spectral function. Last, taking the sum over the 
momenta which essentially adds the Landau level degeneracy (See .A.ppendix B.2). 
we end up with:
=  :T 3 7 7  Z !  l-^^.v ..V i(9)l" /  d J - n F ( x ) I m [ 6 ' . v ( j - ) G . v , ( x ) j  (4.;3Ü )
Therefore in summary our model becomes the self-consistent solution of the following 
set of equations.
1 ,
-■'(£■) =  E i r - v v / 'G v ,
•V.
(E) (4.31:
=  E - E . W )  ' ' ' ' '
ir.v.v,- = . V , / (-1.33)
n ( ^  =  z  A d x n F ( - r ) I m [ 6 ’. v ( - f ) G . v , ( x ) j  ( 4 . 3 5 )
- ' ‘ “ ' “ .V.Vp
Notice that the first two of these equations may be solved self-consistently given the 
proper set of F.va-p. Since these are ju s t a simple set of real numbers, our solution 
to this set of equations will be very sim ilar even under vastly different im purity 
potentials. In fact, we shall see in our results th a t we will observe this behavior.
The th ird  equation implies that the longer the range of the interaction the more 
coupling will exist between the Landau levels as we would expect. Therefore, the
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coupling will be more im portant for our Coulomb interaction than it is for a delta 
function interaction as in the SCBA.
In the last equation, we have the result that the polarizability is related to the 
overlap of the Landau levels below the Fermi Energ\'. If we look at the structure of 
the Green's functions we will realize that this quantity is primarily negative since 
the low energ}' tail of the real part of the Green's function is mostly negative and 
the imaginary part is negative. Therefore the strength of the potential is reduced or 
"screened."
Consider the situation were the Fermi energj- is well above the center of level 
-V. The real part of the Green's functions looks approximately anti-symmetric while 
the imaginar}' part looks approximately symmetric. Their product then looks an­
tisymmetric about the center of the level. In this case the integral of the product 
will tend to zero thus making the im purity interaction larger. Therefore, we should 
expect the lowest filled Landau levels to have the most scattering and consequently 
exhibit the largest level broadening. This is what we will see.
4.2 The Second Model
The step in our progression of models is to include the effects of the vertex correction. 
This essentially modifies our expression for the irreducible polarizability. In terms 
of the Feynman diagrams this is given by:
.A.S is implied by the dynamics of the diagram, here we will be taking into account 
the interaction of "electron-hole" pairs with the impurities in the system. Here we 
are talking about the "hole " left in the 2DEG after an electron is excited to another 
state. This interaction will shorten the effective lifetime of the "electron-hole" pairs 
which screen the impurity potential and reducing its effect on the electrons. The
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new and improved irreducible polarizability in term of the M atsubara tem perature 
Green's functions is therefore given by:
r i ( ç .  lu : )  =  — — -2 ^  ^  -M .V ïA '(~ Ç )G .v (^ i^ ’ 4- <C n)G .v% (/C ,n)".V .V .(9- 4- i ç „ .  iÇ n)
«a yp
(4.37)
where we have taken the liberty of pre-summing over the momenta as it just yields 
the factor of (2 -/- )"^  'yx. ,{q.ia; + iQ-Kn)  represents the vertex correction. It is 
given by the expression:
- .V.V, (?• 4- iÇn ■ iCn ) =  4/.v.vJç) 4- 51 Gt, ( /a.' +  )Gc , ( )
LLi
X 11 S\i.LL-À^~ LL-2(fî- 4- iCn- i-Qn) (4.-38)
where
11 SSi.LL-ii^ =  J  ^  ^ ( ~  ^ 2 ) ^  ( <72 ) -1 -f .V L ( — Q> ) -1 / .V j  L j ( ^ /2 ) g ‘ (4.39)(2-)^
Diagrammaticly these expressions are given by:
-V A' ^
A-,
+ i(,n.Kn) =  \ -*  ^  (4.40)
-Vo - ^ 2  L-,
A ' I  L
I
11 .v.V2.Li..,(^ =  ! ' (4.41)
- V o ' I o
We will approach this problem in the same manner as in the first model. Only in 
this case, we now have the expression for the sum as:
S  =  — — 5 2  Gy{iiu'  4- iÇn)Gy^{iÇn)''!X\i iQ-  4 -  iC n -  Kn)  (4.42)
^  Kn
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If we assume that the vertex correction is analytic, then after the contour integration 
the second sum becomes:
5-2 =  n f ( x )  I    I -'■xx,{q.x.x -  iu,') + nfr(y) ( — — ^ ~  ,v.v. (7 .\ x - i u : - y j  ■ \ y  + i ^ - y )
(4.43)
which gives us the result that
S  = [  dx nF(x)[Ay(x)CT\.,(x -  i<^-)-yx,((i.x.x -  iu.-)
J-OC
+ .4 \ j  (x)G,v(-^’ 4" i^')~ sSjiq- J- +  -f )] (4.44)
This expression is a bit trickier than in our first model. In the to tal expression for 
fl((f. io,'). we can use the same technique of exchanging the indices of the symmetric 
sum as we did previously. If we also let q —> —q in the integral of the second sum 
we end up with:
U(q.iu:) = X !  [  dx n f r ( x ) A y { x )
.V.V.
X  I G  \ \ ( T  — i u ; ) M x . y \ { — ( J ) " x x . , { q . x . x  — i ^ ' )
+  Gy., {x +  iuj)^I\\., ( ^ ‘' • \ . \ (~q -  ■>' +  -f )] ( 4.43)
.\Ithough it may be difficult to see. it may be shown by the sym m etry of (4.38) 
and (4.39). that the two terms in brackets are in fact the complex conjugates of 
each other. Notice, th a t this time we cannot simply take the imaginary part of the
product of the Green's functions. Therefore we have for the polarizability in our
second model.
niq.iu,'} =  ^  [  dx nf rix) lmGy{x)
X Re [G.vJ - c -f- /a,’)d/v..v(-7)7.v.v.(7- J’ +  /j .'. J')j (4.46)
In its current form equation (4.38) is ver>' difficult to deal with due to the self-
consistent dependency. Even though it is possible to carr>' out this calculation, it 
would prove to be ver\" computationally intensive. W ith this in light, we will opt to
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make the approximation that the scattering in the vertex does not. alter the Landau 
level indices of the electrons. In other words, we will only account for the case when
V.Vj.LC] dy[,d\.,L., (4.47)
so that we have
.\ .V j(g l =  j  92(^92 » ( — ?2 ) »(?2) df V.V (^  dLV, V ^  -Vo( 1 / ( ^ 2 ) (4.48)
where we have also performed the integral over the angular dependence of the mo­
mentum. (The zeroth order Bessel function can be easily verified in many m ath­
ematical references as the result of integrating over the cosine factor in the cross 
product.)
Notice that the terms we are ignoring are second order in the overlap of the 
wavefunctions. so that we expect that this will be a good approximation. .Lfter 
making this assumption, we have:
where we were able to collect the terms containing '  \ \\ on one side of the equation 
which yields great computational savings.
We must now take the static limit of this set of equations. We have the following 
set of equations in terms of the retarded Green's functions which we will substitute
for the simple expression for the polarizability in the previous model:
r i ( ^  =  - S h i Y .  f  d x nF{ x ) l mGx { x )
.V.V,
X Re [G.v.,(.r)-\/.v,x(-<7)7 .v.\-,(7 -x)] (4.50)
_  A/aa%(q)________  ,,
 ^ l-G .v(E )G .v,(E )n-A % v,(^  ^ ^
A-:V,(  ^ =  ^ / (/%(/( - i z  ) U ( (5 ) -Kv A- ( ^  -I Tv J .V, ( ^  .4  ( 9% ( ' ) (4.52)
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4.3 The Inclusion of Electron Spin
Once we have gotten a good grasp of the previous models, we would like to include 
the effects of the electron spin. This is especially im portant in a magnetic field due 
to the Zeeman effect. In the systems we are studying, there is an enhancement of 
the spin split energ\' which is ver\* apparent in magneto-resistance measurements. 
We would like to be able to see if we can recreate this behavior with our models.
Inclusion of spin into these models is very straight forward. Since, we have 
no idea about the magnetic properties of the impurities, we will assume that they 
contribute no direct mechanism to alter the spin of a scattered electron. In this case, 
the m atrix elements become diagonal in the spin indices. Therefore, the equations 
in our first model become:
ZyAE)  = y  ir,v.v;’G,v,,(£) (4.Ô3I
-Vj
=  E  -  -  £  v .(£ )  "
ip.v.N-;- =  . V . /  (4.5.5)
n (^  =  — [  dx  nri-r)lm[Gxffix)G\.,^{x)] (A.:
.V.Vjo-
where now
Eya = ±  (4.38)
and the spin degeneracy =  I.
If we look closely, we will see from the first two equations that the solution, for
the most part, splits into two independent spin gases. The only place that there is
an interaction is indirectly via the Fermi Energ}' in the polarizability. There is no 
direct exchange energv' term  here although one could be added in an ad hoc manner. 
So. the only difference tha t we should see is in the broadening of the Landau levels. 
This obviously will not account for the enhanced spin splitting. However, it will
0 /
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provide a "more correct" broadening result. For completeness, the vertex corrected 
model now has the polarizability as:
n ( ^  =  ^  /  dxTifr{x)lmGx^{x)
"  ^ V.Vi<r
X Re [G.v.o.(x)A/>,a-(-’ç)':'.v.v..o-(9 --^)] (4.59)
-,v.vw(<7.£-) =  i  _  Gy-AE)G.^!i(E)n\x ,{cf)
"(-%)"(%) 4 /V V (  9 ) 4 .V ,  ( (/) ./n ( ) (4.61)
.Again this only slightly modifies the results. Unless there are ven.' large magnetic 
fields, these two spin gases will add to yield results verj- close to the non-spin case. 
Therefore, we conclude th a t for static RP.A. our calculations will not yield any 
significant difference with the inclusion of spin.
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Chapter 5
Living a Non-Static World
5.1 W hat’s Wrong W ith Static?
One of our original goals was to understand how spin played a part in this system. 
Therefore this separation of spin gases was a less than satisfcictor}' result. There 
must be something more to this system. There must be something which we are 
missing.
Searching through the literature, there were several ways to proceed. One of the 
directions we could have taken would be after the calculation of Xu and \  asilopoulos 
[25]. They included the effects of the phonon interaction with the 2DEG. Their 
results seem somewhat promising in predicting the spin splitting. However, it was 
our feeling that the same type of result could be achieved independently of the 
lattice. It is obvious that we must include some type of effect which allows the spin 
gases to shift in energ}' beyond the bare Zeeman effect. Let it also be noted that the 
approach of Xu and \  asilopoulos although self-consistent did not include the Lande 
g-factor enhancement in the self-consistency.
The work of Efros. Pikus and Burnett [7] had accounted for linear and non­
linear electron-electron screening in the high magnetic held limit. Their approach 
seemed viable but their focus is toward the high held limit and the Integer Quantum 
Hall Effect (IQHE). Towards this end. they chose the direction of modeling the 2D 
random potential and concentrating on activation energies. However, the key seemed 
to lie somewhere in this method.
We then turned our interest towards non-static methods. ,A.s it tu rns out. after 
several failed attem pts, we realized th a t hxed impurities (impurities with elastic
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scattering) have no method of exchanging energ}-. Therefore, impurity scattering by 
itself leads to a static screening model since we have the requirement that = —cfy 
and Cl =  C2 =  0 at the impurity as is demonstrated by the result in equation 
(4.13). This fact left us with an instinctive way to proceed. First, let us look at the 
non-static polarizability.
5.2 The Non-static Polarizability
Recall th a t in our first model, we took the polarizability to be ec[ual to the electron- 
hole propagator in the full self-consistent system. That is to .say.
(5-1)
which ended up giving us
V.V.
X f  d x  riF-(x) [.4 \  ( z )C i- \ \ ( z  — iuj) -r . 4 \  (2 )Cr ( z  1-  iu.')j (•3.2)
■ / - X
before the we took the static limit and analytic continuation. Xow. let us take the 
analytic continuation, letting ijj E  + id. Xow we have
n( q . E)  = l i m - ^  Eo-o 2nl-
X f  dx np-(x)A\{x)  [ C _ \ \ ( z  — E — /3 i) -4- G\-.,{x 4- F" 4- /<))]
‘ V.V,
X J  dx nF(x)Im[G.v(x)| [G*v.^ (x — £") 4- G\.,(x  4- E) (5.3)
where we have expressed our results in the final equation in terms of the retarded 
Greens functions and G x(E )  is the complex conjugate of G_\{E) (which also happens 
to be an alternative representation of the advanced Green’s function).
Xow, let us stop a moment and look at what we are tr} ing to do. We are looking 
for collective modes of the system which will effect the overall energ}' structure. We
are looking for the effects of the so-called ‘‘magneto-plasmons ". So. we are really 
looking for the zeros of the non-static dielectric function. Once we have calculated 
the dynamic polarizability. this is a simple task since all we need to do is plug it 
back into
€(q. E) = I -  E)  (Ô.4)
In reality, it is not quite that simple as the impurities add sufficient scattering to the 
system to damp the magneto-plasma oscillations. Instead let us use the properties
(  1
\ f { q . E )  J I -  £■)
It can be seen from this equation that this entity is itself a Green's function. In fact 
it actually represents the propagation of a magneto-plasmon. Therefore, if we look 
at the imaginary part of this entity, we will have the spectral function. We then will 
be able to access the properties of the magneto-plasmons in the system. Notice that 
we can calculate, in the first approximation, the dynamic properties from the static 
impurity result.
5.3 Magneto-plasmons
We will take a moment here to examine the work of Smith. MacDonald and Gurnbs 
[20]. They produced a ver\- nice calculation of the single particle self-energ>- in a 
2DEG in a perpendicular magnetic field using non-static screening. The approach 
is similar to the plasmon pole approximation used at zero magnetic field which they 
call the "magneto-phismon pole" approximation. Here the effects of the collective 
modes of the electrons in a magnetic field are accounted for by a single magneto- 
plasmon pole. The frequency of this pole is determined by using both the /-sum rule 
and the zero-frequency Kramers-Kronig relation. [17. 13. 14] In terms of equations 
this approximation is given by:
 ^  ^ -------^— 7 --------------------------------------(5-6)
c ( ç ,  o/') J  TT — ulq +  id  ju +  jJq  +  (()
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where is the frequency (energ} ) of the plasmon pole and o is the pole strength 
which is given by
a(q) =  —-n q  (5.7)
The static screening result then produces
2 a(?)
[û iïï]  -  ^
(5.8)
which allows us to produce the value of plasmon pole frequencv. This approximation 
is then used to calculate a correction to the electron self-energ\'. In their specific 
model, the self energ}' is calculated by
.\gain they use the Random Phase .A.pproximation to account for the screening where 
their polarizability is given by
Using this framework they proceed to calculate the correlation correction to the 
self-energ}'. This is given by
ciq
.V.
 ^ /  f i iq.Ey.,^) , foiq.Ey.,^) (5.11)
where
f i i ^ - E )  —  {I — nf-(E) + (5.12)
E) =  {I — n f { E)  + nB{—^ 'q)) (5.13)
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The total self energ}' is given by;
E .v .(E )  =  +  E % (E -) (Ô.14)
and
^ y J B )  = - (2 -/^ ) X  [  (5.15)
\.\-2 1-“ /
is the electron exchange energ}*.
Their findings suggest that this method gives good results for the spin split 
enhancements at high field. They also make the statem ent that in their RP.\ model, 
the correlation energ}* is solely dependent on mier-Landau level excitations as the 
polarizability is zero if N  =  X}. As it turns out. if there is any impurity broadening 
of the Landau levels, this is not strictly the case.
After assimilating this information, we now have a framework in which to pro­
ceed. We will develop our own formulation of this problem with our own form of 
(5.11).
5.4 Our Very Own Non-static Model
We will develop our own formulation of this problem. We will generate a correlation 
correction similar to (5.11) with electron-electron effects and impurity scattering. 
We will also opt to ignore the "vertex correction" due to the excessive com putation 
which would be required to handle it properly. That is to say. we will be proceeding 
with a non-static formulation of our first model by including non-static electron- 
electron effects.
Therefore the model which is proposed for study is given by the following Feyn­
m an diagrams:
-V,
-F /  (5.16)
-F ---------  (5.19)
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n ( g . E ) = « H »  =  C  3  (5.20)
Notice that the polarizability and subsequently the dielectric function apply to both 
the im purity scattering and the electron-electron scattering, yet only the static limit 
( a . -  =  0 )  is used in calculating the screened im purity potential due to the requirement 
that the impurity scattering is elastic.
Since we. have already talked about the non-static polarizability. let us concen­
tra te  on the self-energ}' which is now given by
I:^V.(E) =  (5.21)
were we have split the contributions of the self-energ}' into the impurity and electron 
interaction parts. The first part is just the the same self-energy from our sta tic  
models. The second part is the heart of our discussion.
The M atsubara tem perature Green's function for the electron-electron self-energ}' 
is given bv
This may by broken down into two further parts as
= E ^ :(r ) +  E ^ (E )  (5.2:3)
which are respectively, the exchange and correlation energies. The first of these is 
given by:
=  - A  /  7 ^  Y. Y ' (5.24)
U'U V, Cn
and the second is given by
^ (- '1  =  - 3 /  (2^Ç I'Ç 'j
(5.25)
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We have done this in order to write the second expression in terms of — 1
which we have stated is a Green's function itself. This will allow us to decompose
this expression into its spectral form.
To handle the exchange term we need to again use our path integral techniques 
to evaluate the frequency sum:
S  =  G y.,a(iu: +  ix,n) ( Ô .2 G )
i V-ic ^  to.- — J"
(.3.27)
(.3.28)
which reduces to evaluation the sum
(.3.29)
Xow S-i does not exactly meet our criteria for the path integral technique since it 
does not behave appropriately at the boundaries. In order to deal with this we will 
evaluate the contour integral (using Bose frequencies. =^)
+ Ç - X
=  —S> 4- lim 
=  So —
p(x-ia,-)r
dJx _  2
=  0 (3.30)
giving us the results that
S o  —  —rî f ( j )  (5.31)
S  =  -  [  dxAs.,^{x)TiF{x)  (5.32)
J-OC
= -  I  - ^ Y .  I-W.v.v,(</)!-';.(?) r
J ( - ' ■ ) ■ . v.<r
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=  j  r /x I m [G .v ,^ ( .r ) ]n F ( -r )  ( 5 .3 3 )
We will now proceed to evaluate the electron-electron correlation in the same man­
ner. First we need to express the Green's functions in (5.25) in their spectral form. 
Here we will use B{.q.t)) to denote the spectral function for — 1. So now we 
wish to take the sum:
which gives us
Here we are taking the sum over Bose frequencies such that Therefore we
have
(£ ^ )  ( - £ ” )
=  -S-i
1 f  1+ çJy — I \{J + iu," —
1 (  1 5.36)
which gives us
^Jy — 1 \ y  ijJ — z y  — 1 — /T" — y ^
= ^ B { y ) \ —^ --------) + « f ( z )  ^y + iu; — X J  \ . r  — ix — y^
Bb Uj ) -  ripix) 
y  +  ix  — X
(5.37)
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This expression may be wTitten in many forms clue to the relations
n,g{—x )  =  —n,g{x)  — L (Ô..38 )
nfr{—x)  =  1 — ri[r{x) (5.39)
We will opt to choose the following:
c. «s(z/) -  /ZfM  
=   — -----------------------y +  IX — X 
_  —’^ b{~!J)  — 1 — ri f (x}
y + ix — X
_ ^B{~y)  +
y +  i x  — X
which now gives us
(5.40)
s  =  r  d ^ A y ,A s )  r  dyBin., ,)  ,5.41,
4-5C ■ J-oc \  y + IX — X J
In order to make this expression more like (5.11). we are going to let y —y and
use the symmetry of the spectral function. B{q. —y) =  —B(q.y) .  This gives
S = r  d s A . M  r  dyBiy- y) { l i i M j l î d z f l ' )  ,3.42)
J-x J-x  \  IX — y — X j
which is essentially (5.11) if we were to use the spectral functions in the unperturbed 
case:
--l.v<7(-r) =  à{Esa -  -f) (5.43)
B{y) = à{^p — y) — à{xp +  y) (5.44)
To continue. S  becomes:
S  = f  dyB{q.y)nB{y)Gx.,a{i^'-  y)
7—OC
+  [  dxA.\.A^)>T-F{-x)  r -  1 j (5.45)
J - x  ' \ e { q . i x - x )  J
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where we have evaluated the appropriate spectral functions. Xow. we end up with 
the complete expression for the correlation self-energ}':
X d i j B { q , y ) n B { l l ) G s A ^  -  U )
+ j _ J x A s , A x ) n H - r )  ^  “  l))
T . f A E )  =
X ( / _ “  < / « I m  ) G v , , ( £  -  « )
-f j  djIm [G .v,^(j)]nF(--^‘) £  _ ~.) ~  (5--16)
where we have used the relationship between the spectral functions and the imagi- 
narv' part of the Green's functions to simplify the total expressions.
.A.fter all is said and done, we now have a complete set of equations which may 
be used to calculate the density of states the 2DEG self-consistently in terms of our 
model. The result of our work is the following set of self-consistent equations terms 
of the retarded functions:
(0 .4 7 )
r f ; ( £ )  =  y  ir.v .v ;-G .v ,,(E ) (5.48)
■V-i
=  z Y L  1 /  dxlmGx.,a{x)nF{x)  (5.49)
"  •' ( - ' *  ) “  J - - X .
: % ( £ )  =  - = Z / '7 & l - V x , 'x M n « ( < n
4- rm [G ..-,,(x)],=H -x) (^ , T - ,  -  i) (5.50)
=  E - E . ^ Z Z (Ë)
oo
=  .V ; / j ^ | .U .v ,v , ( , l P |u ( f l |"  (3.52)
n ( f .  E) =  ^  |.i/.v..v,(?ip
'■ \ y ,
X y  (/T n p ( x ) lm G \ ( x )  -  F ) 4- G,\\(x 4- E)  (5.34)
At this point, all that is necessar>' is to perform the actual calculation using a 
computer. Implementing the com puter model itself leads to several challenging 





Once we have our model equations in place, we must generate the appropriate com­
puter program to make this calculation a reality. _A.lthough we have hinted at the 
computational complexity of this model, one should note that our non-static calcu­
lation requires a supercomputer class of machines. W ith that in mind, we are going 
to aim at some level of efficiency.
One of the first decisions that we made was to scale the model. Typically in 
these systems, one scales the calculation in atomic units where lengths are scaled 
in terms of the Bohr radius and the energies are scaled in terms of the energies 
of a hvdrogenic atom  (Rydbergs). We have opted to scale our system in term s of 
the magnetic units. Therefore lengths are scaled in terms of the magnetic length. 
I = and energies are scaled in terms of the cyclotron energ}' in the system.
This allows us. for example, to treat factors of the Landau degeneracy 
as. = (2~)~L etc. .A.s a whole, this will reduce the number of multiplications and 
allow for etisy adjustm ent of the calculation range. This has the added advantage 
of allowing for simple comparison of the results of different magnetic field strengths, 
but we must keep this in mind when translating to standard energy units.
_A.nother design decision was to explicitly calculate the real and imaginar}' parts 
separately instead of using Fortran's intrinsic COMPLEX type. This was to allow 
us to both save on extra computations when they were not needed and to allow us to 
use the special significances of the real and imaginary parts of the Green's functions 
and self-energies.
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We also followed in the footsteps of Xie. Li. and DasSarma by generating the 
im purity density. .V,. from the zero field mobility. [24] We do this by employing the 
relation
where
Ui 2kp sin ^
6{q — kp)
(6.1]
/f (^) =  1 — cos 9
f s { 9 )  =  1 (6 .2 )
describes the transport scattering and single particle scattering angular dependence 
respectively. Since Tt.s is inversely proportional to the impurity density, it is straight­
forward to generate .V, from the zero field mobility. We have used the Thomas-Fermi 
expression for the potential to start. Therefore, keep in mind that this should be 
viewed as a model parameter rather than  an experimental mobility. L sing A', di­
rectly would probably be a better idea, except th a t the impurity density in these 
samples is not a well known quantity.
6.2 Numerical Techniques
The formulation of this problem lends itself for the most part to evaluating sets of 
integrals. We have not chosen to implement any special integration techniques since 
most of the integrals can be reduced to simple sums. The only restriction on these 
sums is th a t many of them represent im proper integrals which span from — oc to oc. 
The only precaution we must take here is th a t we make sure that our selected range 
of integration is large enough to contain the parts which are significant 1\' different 
from zero. Such is the case with the energ}' range. If we let our energ}' range 
s ta rt too close to the lowest Landau level energ}'. the level width may become too 
large and a significant amount of the im aginary part of the Green’s function will be 
unaccounted for. This will cause the calculated Fermi energ}' to be too large which 
will in tu rn  destabilize out whole calculation.
Additionally, we do not want our Landau level widths to become too small with 
respect to our numerical energy grid spacing between energy points. This will yield
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a poor approximation when integrating over the density of states. As a ride, we 
would like at least ten energ}' points to span the width of the energ}' level.
We use a binary search method to calculate the Fermi energy at finite tempera­
ture. This is done by taking an initial guess for the Fermi energ}' as the midpoint of 
the energ}' range, and integrating (summing) the product of the Fermi distribution 
function and the density of states. If our estimate gives too many electrons, we 
set the top of our range to the current estimate and set the new estimate to the 
midpoint of this new range. If we have too few electrons we choose the upper half as 
our new range. This process continues until we have reached the specified tolerance. 
Since we calculate the Fermi energ}' in this way. we have a ver}' "smooth" response 
to changes in electron density as compared to a zero tem perature result which would 
give changes in multiples of the energ}' step size. Therefore, we use a ver}- small but 
finite tem perature in order to calculate zero tem perature properties and maintain 
numerical stability. We have chosen our temperatures to reflect the temperatures of 
"real-world” experiments.
In certain cases where special functions were not available in the mathematical 
libraries, we needed to resort to calculating our versions. The Laguerre polynomials 
are calculated via Horners method using the standard representations for the coeffi­
cients. and using the recursive definitions for calculating the factorials. In the case 
of the zeroth order Bessel function, we found that not all systems have this in their 
libraries. Therefore, we calculated our own by splicing the Taylor series expansion 
and the asymptotic expansion for this function. To avoid excessive computation 
of these special functions in the first place, we opted to trade off size for speed by 
pre-calculating the m atrix elements and the Bessel functions before beginning the 
numerical self-consistency loop.
6.3 Convergence
-Although, we have written out our various self consistent models, nothing guarantees 
th a t they will converge. In our various static calculations we have taken the following 
approach.
To begin, we see that equations (4.31) and (4.32) may be solved independently 
given a set of F.v.Vj- We have found that if we generate all the quantities in a large self
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consistent loop that these two equations yield various computational discontinuities 
which cause no end of problems with the calculation. However, since we may attack 
the solution of (4.31) and (4.32) independently at each energ}- point, we can achieve 
vastly improved convergence. Essentially the problem arises at the spectral edges of 
the Landau levels which may take thousands of iterations to converge. This behavior 
is caused by the fact th a t the relative change of the solution between iterations is 
largest at the discontinuous edges. Meanwhile, the centers of the Landau levels may 
take as few as ten iterations to converge to our given tolerance.
Using this approach, the self consistent loop is designed as follows: Given a 
starting  set of Green's functions and a starting potential calculated in an ad hoc. 
way from the zero field mobility, we then calculate the L.v.Vj which we then use to 
calculate the self-energies and Greens functions. L'sing these new Green's functions 
as calculated in the m ethod above, we then calculate the static polarizability and 
subsequently the new version of the Fourier transformed potential which is then used 
to calculate the new F .v .v ,.  We use a bit of admixturing of the Green's functions 
(a weighted sum of the old and new solution) in an ad hoc fashion to help stabilize 
the solution. This loop is continued until the Greens functions stabilize to a given 
tolerance. Using this method, we can achieve excellent convergence for the static 
model with out the vertex correction.
For the second model, we add the vertex correction, which essentially adds a step 
to the calculation of the potential, which involves calculating the vertex coupling. 
U’v .v ,(^ . before calculating the static polarizability. Othenvise the method remains 
unchanged. The model which includes the vertex correction does not converge as 
well as the model without the vertex correction. This is due to the feedback from 
the vertex corrections tendency to dynamically adjust the amount of Landau level 
broadening. The convergence is still acceptable. It should be noted however, a very 
small amount of "background" static scattering is added to the system to promote 
stability. This takes the form of a ver}- small but non-zero imaginary part added to 




Originally when we performed the non-static model calculation, it was not ver\' 
stable. It turned out that by enforcing the Kramers-Kronig relationship between 
the real and imaginary- parts of the Green's function, we were able to condition our 
system so that we now have excellent convergence.
.A. few special features are employed in order to speed the calculation and im­
prove the performance. For the most part, the spectral function (also related to the 
imaginary' part of the Green’s function) for this system is zero everywhere outside 
of our finite range of energies (enough to include all the Landau levels plus a little 
buffer). The real part typically drops off as This means th a t if we perform 
integrals (approximate sums) over all energies involving the real part of the Green’s 
functions, we will have problems. The key to handling this is to calculate the integral 
over the imaginary part and then use the Kramers-Kronig relationship to generate 
the real part. These types of integrals occur in the polarizabily and in 7  — 1- This 
technique allows us to obtain these quantities as accurately and quickly as possible.
Once we have the polarizablity and the dielectric function, we generate the non­
static electron-electron self-energy.'. This is calculated in a few steps in order to keep
the computational complexity manageable. This involves calculating the quantity
A'.v.v.i-r) = [  d q q \ .\/.v.v,(?) \'\ee(g) (  7-  T -  1 )  (6-3)JO \ e(x .q)  J
This is then used to calculate E ^ ( E )  via
- ^ ( E )  =  [ImA'.vvj(x)]nB(-r)G.v,^(E -  x)
. J — oc
-r ImG;v-,<T(x)|(I — n . [ r ( x ) ) h \ \ . , { E  — j')j (6.4)
The same type of thing may be done for the exchange energy. Here
•M.v.v, =  /" dqq\Mx.\;{q)\-\ee{(l) (6-5)Jo
and
E®^^(E) =  —  ^  Xva'3 [  dxlmN2(T{x)nF(x)
.V-2 L J -c x :  J
(6 .6 )
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We then proceed to calculate the static impurity part of the self-energ>' using the 
non-static electron-electron interaction as part of the Green's function. This allows 
us once again to avoid the instability at the spectral edges in the impurity scattering 
term  of the self energ}-.
6.5 Calculation Times
W hen we developed the initial calculation based on the work of Xie et. al. [24j. this 
model took several hundred iterations and several hours on a Sun workstation. .After 
some model refinements, we reduced this time down to several minutes to obtain 
an answer for the static model. On a sixteen processor Cray .190. we can obtain an 
answer for the non-vertex static model in a few seconds. The vertex model takes 
somewhat longer do to the double sum over Landau level indices. (It is proportional 
to the square of the number of Landau levels calculated.) This fact combined with 
the poor convergence properties, leads to run times of several minutes on the same 
Cray .190.
The dynamic model is another m atter entirely. The calculation time for a con­
verged point currently is on the order of a five to ten hours of CPC time, though on 
a multiprocessor machine this may take only an hour or so of wall-clock time. There­





7.1 A Road Map for the Discussion of the Results
Although we have deliberately kept this system as simple as possible, we are still 
left with a fairly large set of parameters: Impurity density, impurity plane distance, 
magnetic field, electron sheet density and tem perature. In addition, we have six 
models after we include spin. To perform a full analysis of these models could take a 
very' long time. Therefore, we will present some of the features that characterize the 
basic results along with some of the more intriguing aspects. We will break up our 
results into two categories, those results arising from basic impurity screening with 
out including the electron-electron interactions and the result generated with the 
electron-electron interaction with impurity scattering. Of course, we will examine 
the first category in more detail since it sticks closest to the currently accepted (self- 
consistent Born) view of the 2DEG in a perpendicular magnetic field, and we would 
like to understand the ramifications of using this approximation before introducing 
electron-electron interactions into the model.
In this first part we will explore the differences of the four "static" models: vertex 
corrected vs. uncorrected and spin vs. no spin. We will look at the basic shape of 
the levels, and the level widths as a function of several of the parameters. From this 
examination, we will try  to deduce the validity of the approximations and provide 
insight on any practical improvements. We will also briefly look a t the dielectric 
response function using the static model as the base calculation.
In the second part, we will provide a somewhat less comprehensive look at the 
dynamically screened model with spin. The prim ary focus of this discussion will
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focus on the self-consistent dielectric response function as it seems to provide the 
most insight into the validity of this model. We will also discuss the features of 
the density of states in terms of the contributions of each of the individual Landau 
levels.
7.2 The Statically Screened Models
We will begin with the simplest model, the one without spin and w ithout the addi­
tional vertex correction. Our first figure (Fig. 7.1) demonstrates the basic output of 
the model where each of the contributions of the the Landau levels ( —rIm 6'.\-(£)) 
is displayed. .A. single state is highlighted in order to show how the electrons for a 
single Landau level are distributed. The overall shape of the m ajor component of 
these levels is semi-elliptic in nature keeping with the theme of SCBA. This should 
not be much of a surprise since there is minimal overlap of the levels.
Note that the Landau levels do share electrons and that the side peaks do have 
a suggestive shape. By "shared” we mean that some of the electrons have energies 
which overlap with other Landau levels even in the presence o f an energv' gap. 
We would expect that these "shared” electrons should contribute some interesting 
effects to transport calculations. This would be especially interesting if one were 
to strengthen the boundarv' conditions in order to isolate the differences between 
electrons with different momenta.
As levels overlap more and more, the shape of the Landau levels becomes more 
and more "Lorentzian” in nature as shown in figure 7.2. This is im portant since 
the assumption that the levels are Lorentzian in nature does lead to reasonable 
predictions for the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations at low magnetic field. [8]
In order to get a feel for the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and the transport 
properties in general, we have plotted the Fermi energv' and the density of states at 
the Fermi energv- versus magnetic field in Figure 7.3 . Here we will consider that the 
conductivity is essentially proportional to the density of states in the neighborhood 
of the Fermi energv-. This is not too bad of an assumption at low tem peratures. The 
Fermi energv- might be a bit confusing in here as it is plotted in m agnetic units which 
change with magnetic field. If one takes this into account, they will see that the 
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Figure 7.1: The density of states in terms of the individual Landau Levels as output 
from the basic model without spin and without the vertex correction, (a =  50.\)
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Figure 7.2: As we get many closely spaced levels the individual levels begin to take 
on an almost Lorentzian shape. Here we have calculate 20 spin degenerate levels 
and filling factor i/ =  35)
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gaps between the Landau levels that form at higher magnetic fields. The DOS at the 
Fermi energ}' does reflect the general behavior of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations 
except for the absence of the spin split peaks which are observed at higher magnetic 
fields.
The widths of the Landau levels oscillate with magnetic field as indicated in 
Figure 7.4. When the level just above the Fermi energ}- is just about completely 
de-populated. the widths of the levels increase dramatically. This is a result of the 
decrease in the number electrons available for screening when a level is completely 
full. It is not energetically favorable for an "electron-hole pair" to form due to the 
large energ}- gap. The reduction in screening is then seen as an increase in scattering 
and therefore an increase in the level width. Of course, one could also view this as 
an attem pt of the system as a whole to keep the Fermi energ}- as close to the zero 
field value as possible. The level widths of the whole system adjust accordingly.
To see some of the dependence of the level width at half the maximum value 
versus Landau level index, let us look at Figure 7.5. This shows the general inverse 
relationship between the level index and the level width for a system of many oc­
cupied Landau levels {i> =  35). The anomalies at the ends are due to the sharp 
semi-elliptic peaks in the highest and lowest level in the calculation. Since we can 
not realistically calculate an infinite number of levels, we can assume this behavior 
continues beyond our calculated limit.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 represent the level width versus the mobility at filling factors 
(/ =  6 and w =  7. There is a general inverse relationship between the mobility and 
the level width. Of course the mobility which we calculate is inversely proportional 
to the impurity density.
The last param eter which we will consider is the distance of the im purity plane 
from the 2DEG. The overall result is shown in figure 7.8 which dem onstrates the 
inverse relationship between the impurity distance and the widths of the levels. We 
should be ver}- careful about how we interpret these results as .V,. the impurity 
density is calculated from the 'zero field mobility" using this param eter along with 
the electron sheet density. Therefore, the results here show the qualitative behavior 




































Figure 7.3: The density of states and the Fermi energy plotted as a function of 
magnetic field.
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Figure 7.4: The Landau Level widths vs. magnetic field without the vertex correction 
or spin included in the calculation.
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Figure 7.6: The Landau Level widths vs. mobility for u = 6 without tlie vertex 
correction.
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Figure 7.7: The Landau Level widths vs. mobility (ov u = 7 without the vertex 
correction.
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2DEG: as the impurities get closer to the 2DEG the effective scattering time is 
reduced thus increasing the level width and decreasing the mobility.
This brings us to the point where we can discuss the effects that the vertex 
correction has on this calculation. .\t first glance we notice that the result produces 
wider Landau levels than the corresponding result without the vertex correction 
indicating that the screening in the system is reduced. We have already predicted 
that this factor would reduce the screening. The question remains about whether 
our specific approximation of the vertex correction has yielded reasonable results.
If we look at figure 7.9 we see that the level widths for the vertex corrected 
model are definitely wider. To get some insight into what causes this, let us refer 
to figure 7.10 where we can see that the magnitude of the polarizability is smaller 
for the vertex corrected model especially a t low q. This tells us that the long range 
interaction is stronger for the vertex corrected model. Xt high q (short range) 
the two models become virtually identical. In 7.11. we see that by lowering the 
mobility, the polarizability of the vertex corrected model becomes more like that of 
the simpler model. The vertex correction reduces the strength of the polarization of 
the electron gas by including the effects of scattering on the polarizablity. Another 
interesting facet of the relationship of the polarizability between the two models is the 
dependence on magnetic field or more accurately the filling factor. Figure 7.13 shows 
that at 1/ =  4 both models display a ver}' similar polarizability. Meanwhile at u = Ô 
(figure (7.15). the polarizability displays a  ver}' different behavior. Remember that 
both of these results are coming from models which neglect the spin split energy, and 
here, we are using the filling factor from the spin model. So we are really comparing 
the results between a fully populated level and a half populated which lies just 
below the Fermi energ}'. We have already noted that as the scattering increases the 
two polarizabilities become more alike. We also see that the levels widths increase 
(leading to increased scattering) at even numbered filling factors.
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Figure 7.8: The Landau Level widths vs. the impurity plane distance a.
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Figure 7.9; .A. comparison of the density of states with and without the vertex 
correction at t/ =  35. (/t =  200.000)
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Figure 7.10: .A. comparison of the static polarizability with and without the vertex











Figure 7.11: A comparison of the static polarizability with and without the vertex 
correction at =  35 at a lower mobility, (/.i =  100.000)
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Figure 7.12: A comparison of the density of states with and without the vertex 
correction at =  4.











Figure 7.13: A comparison of the static polarizability with and without the vertex
correction at t/ =  4. -c
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Figure 7.14: comparison of the density of states with and without the vertex
correction at t/ =  5.
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Figure 7.15: A comparison of the static polarizability with and without the vertex
correction at u =  o. 11
The comparisons of the density of states for these cases are displayed in figures 
7.12 and 7.14 where we can see the relative differences in the level widths. The 
artifacts which are apparent between the first and second Landau level peaks arise 
as a result of the overlap of two semi-elliptic states. This suggests that the vertex 
corrected model gives a Landau level width dependence which is closer to SCB than 
the uncorrected model. This can be viewed as a result of the reduction in inter- 
Landau level interaction by including the vertex. This also has the effect that the 
level widths do not change as much with filling factor as the uncorrected model.
The Landau level widths at half maximum versus the mobility for the vertex 
corrected model are shown in figures 7.16 and 7.17 as compared with the results 
from the model without the vertex correction presented in figures 7.6 and 7.7. In 
the vertex corrected model, there is a  sharp saturation at /t =  50 .000cm“/ l ’.s where 
the level width does not want to decrease below hu,'r- In fact we actually see a slight 
increase in width with magnetic field which is more noticeable at u = 7. This is 
an odd behavior which suggests th a t something is “w rong” with vertex corrected 
model. In fact, the range of this graph is limited since the numerical results at 
higher mobilities do not converge. This problem seems to arise as the polarizability 
suddenly displays a small positive value at <7 =  0  which severely overestimates the 
long range interaction of the electron gas as the system gets near to a solution 
which then causes the numerical calculation to fail dramatically. The calculation 
then essentially resets itself, begins to converge, and then repeats the whole process 
again. This strongly suggests that our vertex correction over-estimates the reduction 
in screening.
So far we have not included spin in these discussions. For the calculations we 
have displayed the spin split energ}' is 1.47 x 10~2 .^x.’c which is a small fraction of 
these level widths. Therefore, we do not expect to see any significant difference 
in the results unless we are looking at high density, high magnetic fields and high 
mobility. Figure 7.18 which displays the density of states at the Fermi energ}' versus 
magnetic field highlights this fact using the model without the vertex correction.
We did not obtain usable results for the magnetic field runs using the vertex 
correction. This is as a result of the instability which we mentioned above.
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Figure 7.16: The Landau Level widths vs. mobility for (/ =  6 with the vertex 
correction.
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Figure 7.18: The density of states for the non-vertex model with and w ithout spin 
plotted as a function of magnetic field.
SO
In order to gain insight into our next set of calculations. let us take a brief look at 
the response function as a function of both momentum and energ}-. using the static- 
model with spin and without the vertex correction as our starting point. Figure 
7.19 dem onstrates the type of peaks we develop in the response functions which are 
suggestive of the magneto-plasnion modes. We will see a slightly different result in 
our calculation which includes the dynamic electron screening.
7.3 Including Electron-Electron Effects
-\fter looking at the staticly screened impurity scattering model in some detail, it is 
time to focus on the output of the model which includes the electron-electron inter­
actions which we have called the non-static model. It will become readily apparent 
that neglecting the collective motion of the electron gas as we did in the static model 
is a gross oversimplification of the system. We will find that the dynamic properties 
and active modification of the energ}- level positions and widths are key properties 
of this system.
To begin, we will look at a system with many Landau levels. We chose this as a 
starting point because a system with a large number of filled levels will not display 
large exchange energ}- effects. The basic results are shown in figure 7.20 where we 
are comparing the sta tic  and non-static models. In this graph, we have aligned the 
Fermi Energies of both  models to F  =  0 since the results of the two models are offset 
by the large exchange energies. (In an experimental system, typically we measure 
ever}-thing from the Fermi-energ}- anyhow, and we have already arbitrarily chosen 
the zero energ}- point anyhow.) .\s we can see the difference in behavior is quite 
large. Looking a t the contribution from each of the individual levels in figure 7.21. 
we immediately see th a t most of the the levels are not semi-elliptic but instead have 
long negative tails. It is true that we saw this type of behavior in the static model 
due to the level overlap, but here even the lowest Landau level displays this feature. 
We will also notice th a t as the levels increase in energ}- toward the Fermi level, the 
shapes of the levels s ta rt to become more abrupt and begin to take on the shape 
found in the M any-Site .Approximation.
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Figure 7.19: as calculated from the Green’s functions resulting from the
static impurity model. {Ng =  2 x lO^^cm—2, (x =  100, OOOcm /^Vs, T  =  A..2K, 


















Figure 7.20: A comparison between the output of the static and non-static models. 
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Figure 7.21: The individual contributions of the Landau levels to the density of 
states in the non-static model.
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While developing the computational model for the non-static system, we had 
quite a bit of difficulty getting the system to converge. While studying the conver­
gence, we realized that the dielectric response displayed an interesting reorganization 
as seen in figure 7.22. The response function, now showed some signs of the zero 
field plasmons. It was pointed out [15] that the result looked very much like the 
zero field result of Wendler and Pechstedt. [23, page 209] This can be seen more 
clearly in figure 7.23 which displays the peaks of |hn[ë(gs)ll- Here, we can see this 
characteristic inverted parabolic-like shape as is seen in the calculations of Wendler 
and Pechstedt.
The convergence problems were eventually overcome, and we were able to calcu­
late the density of states for diSierent mobilities and densities at various magnetic 
fields. Figure 7.24 shows how the density of states varies with mobility. The electron- 
electron effects do modify the system significantly, but the effect of impurity density 
still dominates the width of the Landau levels. The basic broadening due to the 
impurity scattering is not lost amidst large effects due only to the electron-electron 
scattering.
Figure 7.25 shows the effect of the electron sheet density with fixed mobility. 
Here we can see that we have essentially the behavior that we would expect with 
sharper narrower levels at higher densities.
Figures 7.26 thru 7.31 show the corresponding response functions for this system. 
We can see that the peaks in the response function become more defined as the 
Landau levels become more defined while the major parabolic feature still remains.
Up to this point, we have not talked about adding spin to the systems. In the 
many level solutions we have discussed above, we had actually included the spin in 
the model although the filling factor was chosen deliberately to minimize any spin 
interaction. Essentially, the results are no different for the model without spin in 
this regime. If we do look at higher magnetic fields, we find that the spin split 
enhancement due to the exchange energy can become quite large as seen by the 
spacing of the peaks in the density of states at the Fermi energy in figure 7.32 at 
filling factor i/ =  3. Yet, when both spins are populated evenly as in figure 7.33 
where u = 6, the spin splitting is virtually given by the bare Lande g factor, and 
therefore we can resolve only half as many levels. We also notice how the levels
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Figure 7.22: The dielectric response for our system with 12 calculated Landau levels. 




















Figure 7.23: By identifying the peaks in the response functions, we see that this result 
is consistent with the zero field plasmon theory. (Ng =  2 x T  =  4.2Ü',
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Figure 7.24: Increasing the mobility produces well defined levels in the density of 
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Figure 7.25: The density of states plotted for diSerent electron sheet densities. 
(Again all Fermi energies are aligned at E  = 0.)
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Figure 7.26: The dielectric response function for Na
^ =  10, OOOcTM^ /yg; a — 50Â, B  =  0.390T
=  2 X IO^^cm-2, T  =  4.2Æ,
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Figure 7.27: The dielectric response function for 
H =  30, OGOcm^ /V’s, o =  50Â, B  =  0.390T
=  2 X  T  =  4.2AT,
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Figure 7.28: The dielectric response function for TV,
il =  80 ,0G0cm2/V"s, a =  50Â, B  =  0.390T
=  2 X lO^icm-2, r  =  4.2%,
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Figure 7.29: The dielectric response function for Ns
H =  100, GOOcm^/Vs, a =  50Â, B =  0.390T
=  2 X lO^icm-2, T  =  4.2%,
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Figure 7.30: The dielectric response function for iV,
fi =  50, OQQcm^/Vs, a =  50Â, B  =  0.195T
=  1 X lO^^cm T =  4.2/f,
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Figure 7.31: The dielectric response function for
H =  50, QOOcrri /^Vs, a =  50Â, B  =  0.780T
=  4 X 10“ cm-2, T  =  4.2K,
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become strongly truncated and how a “gap” opens up at the Fermi energy which 
agrees well with experiment.
The polarizability at these higher magnetic fields also displays some interesting 
features. Here in figure 7.34 we can see three distinct ridges which represent three 
collective modes which correspond to the three filled spin split levels. We can also 
see that magnetic field damps out these modes at larger momenta. In figure 7.35, 
we see
Finally, as a bit of a test, we ran the model with the same parameters at i/ =  |  
which is shown in figure 7.36. Here we can see how the Fermi energy divides the the 
fully filled spin level and fully empty spin level while the half filled spin-split level 









Figure 7.32: The density of states at i/ =  3. 
50, OOOcmVFs, T  =  4.2K, a =  50À, B  =  2.757T)








Figure 7.33: The density of states at i/ =  6. (iV, 
50, OGOcmVys, T  =  4.2AT, a =  50Â, B  =  1.378T)
=  2  X 10^^0771—2 , ^  =
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Figure 7.34: The dielectric response function at i/ =  3. (iVj =  2 x 10“ cm




Figure 7.35: The dielectric response function at i/ =  6. (iV, =  2 x lO^^cm
H =  50, OOOcmVVs, T  =  4.2AT, a =  50Â, B  =  2.757T)
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%Figure 7.37: The dielectric response function at i/ =  | .  (iV, =  2 x 10^  cm ,





We have performed several numerical calculations which have helped us look into 
the structure of the density of states of a two-dimensional electron gas as affected by 
impurities in an applied perpendicular magnetic field. We have looked at impurity 
scattering in term s of the self-consistent random phase approximation with and 
without an approxim ation of the "vertex correction” . We have also extended these 
models by including the self-consistent electron-electron interaction. In doing this, 
we have calculated the dynamic dielectric response function at large range of filling 
factors. In this journey we have found:
•  Static im purity screening produces models which have a semi-elliptic Landau 
level shape especially in the high field, high mobility limit.
•  When the simplest inter-Landau level interactions are included, the widths of 
the energy levels are strongly influenced by the filling factor. Landau level 
widths grow as the system approaches integer filling factors as fewer electron 
states are available for screening.
•  .Adding a vertex correction which includes inter-Landau level interaction but 
not inter-Landau level exchange over-estimates the reduction in screening (a 
smaller m agnitude of the polarizablity) and produces instabilities when Landau 
levels cease to overlap.
•  Spin is ignorable in the static im purity scattering models.
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•  Adding dynamic electron-electron interactions to the standard impurity scat­
tering picture, produces a density of states which is more consistent with low 
to intermediate magnetic field results. A t low magnetic fields the density of 
states takes on a more Lorentzian shape which has been shown to work well 
to predict the behavior of Schubnikov-de Haas oscillations. [18l
•  .A.t higher magnetic fields, the dynamically screened model produces results 
which are consistent with the self-consistent Bom and many-site approxima­
tions.
•  The electron exchange terms in the dynamic model provide a mechanism to 
predict the large Lande g-factor enhancement which is seen a t odd filling factors 
in high magnetic fields. (Electron spin is not ignorable in the non-static model.) 
The exchange term is driven by the relative populations of the electron spins 
providing a positive feedback which serwes to enhance the spin-splitting of the 
Landau levels.
8.2 Extensions and Enhancements
There is certainly much more that could be done with this calculation. Due to time 
constraints, we chose to only to deal with the density of states. Once we have a 
good model for the density of states, the path to many more "physical" calculations 
has been opened. Some of these include
•  We have not generated magnetic field spectra for the non-static model.
• The mobility in these calculations is a model param eter based on a simple 
Thomas-Fermi screening at zero field. This could definitely be improved.
• Temperature dependence is also very important in these system, and there is a 
wealth of information to be gained from studying the tem perature dependence.
• .-\dding the additional effects of a tilted magnetic field would also be interesting.
• Modeling of more "real world" systems could be achieved by including inter­
subband interactions and more realistic impurity distributions.
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•  Calculation of the transport properties is a ver\' exciting topic, considering the 
importance of the Q uantum  Hall Effect to the solid state physics world. It may 
be possible to reconstruct the Greens function from our calculation using the 
Gy{E).  the unperturbed wavefunctions. and careful treatment of the boundary 
conditions. This would then allow for the calculation of the Green’s function 




The Electron in a Magnetic Field
A .l Landau Gauge
Consider an electron confined to a plane with a perpendicular magnetic field. The
Hamiltonian for this situation is given by
i/o =  -— (P 4— -•?)■ (A.i)
2  m c.
where we shall choose A  to be in the Landau gauge A  =  B .x j  Thus we have:
^  ( « V  +  ^  ( m v  +  (A.2)
=  é  + 7''''^'% + ( t )
niu:zx-
where 0.7 =  is the cyclotron frequency. Xow we can see that the Schroedinger 
equation is separable and we can uTite the wave function as
v  = (A.3)
where L is the width of the sample in the y direction. After making this substitution 
we obtain
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Xow let us make a further substitution of
A' = X — —  = X — p{^ (A.5)
We call I = *:he magnetic length. Finally we get
( i i A  + (A.6)
which we recognize as the Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator. We can now 
define two operators
(A.9)
We can then see that we can write the Hamiltonian as
t /i-'r=  n a  —2
Thus, we have the commutation relation
j^a.a’’! =  hxc (-A..11)
Xow we see that if we apply a ' to both sides of the above ecpiation
a'^  ^a^a-h l;x  =  E ( u l^\v ) (A .12)
(u^C’.v) =  E ( u \ 'x )
( a^a + (u \ ' x ) =  {E + hjJc)( u x )
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Therefore raises the energ\' s ta te  of the system. Correspondingly we can prove 
that n lowers the energ}' state. Since the ground state cannot be lowered then we 
expect that
ac-.vo =  0 (A .13)
Expanding upon this idea:
\/2m  \  d \h —  H- rriuJcX c-.vo =  0 (A. 14)
This vields the solution
In c-.vo
'- ’-Vo




Xow that we have the ground sta te  we may calculate all higher sta tes by
f . v .  =  '- ’Vo






=  .4'e 2'
d { X / [ ) \  
A ' H n { X / l ) e - ^
[A. 17)
where we have made use of Rodriques' formula for the Hermite polynomials to obtain 
the closed form. After normalizing we end up with the solutions
- ■ V -
(AL18)
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Which uitimatelv vields the answer
 ^r  f  I — p i I"
(A. ID)
A .2 Symmetric Gauge
Let us now opt for the symmetric gauge. .4 = — 4- xj).  Xow our Hamiltouiau
becomes








P +  //z +  J^ j)
w) -» , eB~ e'-B: ,
P i +  Pÿ  i-^Py ~ ypi) +  , j  (-^  +  y )
Let us define some new operators:








\ / 2 m
\ /2 m  V 
1 /
niu-'c
- iP t ' 2 •"
mxc \
ip x  4- 2
CUu-'t- '
-iPxj ^  2
mxc \
ipy -r 2 -'V\/2m  V
Remembering that [x. p i| =  ih. and [y.Py] =  ih we look at
1 /  . m^'c \ /
—  +  — da^a fPi +
1 / . mcu'c mxc mu,':
mu,':1 / ■> . mcJc r 1p- + i —  [x .p l  + — x-
2 m
=  p ;-^
mu,’.,.2
2m ' 4








Additionallv. we see that
=  A  ^  (A.26)2m V 4 ;  4
so that we can fonii the commutation relationships
[«•«'] =  ^  (A.27)
[ft.ftt] =  ^  (A.28)
Last. let us look at
a^b-b^a  = —  4----H------------------- (-A..29)
I f  . mu:,. \ ( .  rn^'c \
=  2^ ; -  2 '- ï r - " P 'j
=  i ' ^ U P ' j -U P x )
=
W ith these relationships we can now write
Hq =  ci^ ci +  6^ 6 +  — Z,. 4— ~  (.\.30)
=  a^a + b^ b + i{b^a — a^b) ^ ^
=  {a — ib) 4— ^
f bu,’c
=  u'u  4--------2
where now we have again defined two new operators
+  zV) (A.31)
u =  (a — ib) (.A.32)
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Before we continue let us look at the commutation relation
=  4- 6^6) . (a^b — (A.33)
=  a] +  [6. b^]a^b — [n. a^]b^a — b^n[bK b]
= ab^
=  0
.haJc ^ 6 ^ 0  4-6^0 —  0 0  0
Thus we have the result that the energ}' and the z-component of angular momentum 
are simultaneous observables. Continuing with our commutation relations, if we now 
look at
(a — ib) 4- ib^J 
=  aa^ +  e'(ab  ^ — b a ') -h b'b
2 2 2
=  n^a 4- b^b 4- 4- h^'c






uhi 4— —  I c  =
u I u ' u 4— —  1 t ’
(  t , \I uu' 4- I uti’





H q ( u U )  =
(E  — hàJc) (uu) 
(E  — hijJc) (iiu)
(A.36)
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So we see that u is an operator that lowers the energ}' of the state by huJr- V^e can 
make a corresponding observation for which raises the energ}' of the state by 
Since the angular momentum is a good quantum  number what do these operators 
do to effect the angular momentum of a state? We see
L , c
— — (jiU) — c  
— — (^a^ b —
 (a — ib) (^a^ h — b^a^ u
L' =
2 i ( a^^ b — a — i (^ a^ h — b + i —^ { a  — ib) c  =
/jL- 
/.-<-•
/- n I. •
L u c
/;(«{.•)
{L -  h)(tic)
(A.37
Thus we see th a t the u operator also lowers the angular momentum by ti. We can 
also see that raises the angular momentum by h. Xow to calculate the ground 
state of the system. Since we cannot lower the energy below the ground state then
IICq =  0 IA.38)
so that
( a - i b ) c o  =
v /SS  2 V S S  v ''»  ’ 2 " I
-  % )  + 
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d  „ 5 l e)
_  =  c o s 9 - - p S , „ 9 -
—  =  sm 0 — + - C O S 0 —
ay dr r dO




Thus we can decompose the wavefunction as vq =  so that
£ - f  =  L v  (.A..45)
L-ll'gll 'r  =  /zC'oC'r
LzVg —  ^r^ 'O
a a  __ ,
Therefore we have the solution for k'q using the periodic boundary conditions that
ag =  eil,0 A.4G)
with L an integer. Since the electron has a negative charge, the electron is counter- 
rotating with respect to the magnetic field. Thus, it is advantageous to talk about 
negative angular momentum. W ith this in mind. let us set m~ =  —T so that
(A.47)
Xow. substituting this result into the above equation we get 
1
\/2rn
d ih d iriaJc
d ^ ~  T æ  ^





This equation now has the solution:
(A.48)
, , rnujc .)




Thus the ground state solution for this system is
L'o = (A.-50)
Xow let us use a form of the raising operator to generate the wave function in general. 
We could be tempted to use «' bv itself, but as we saw this also incre^ises the angular 
momentum. Hence, let us develop another related operator.
q — re -lO [A.Ô1!
Xow. obviouslv
A..32)
so that this operator lowers the angular momentum of the ground state wavefunction 
(and therefore increases m ,.) Let us proceed by considering the operator
Though let us first generate another related operator defined as
q = ;A.54)
We find
e‘^  /  a  ih d rriuJc \  r _i




r dr ) r-
e‘® (   ^ d ih d mu!c
I —h ~ — — — ~  +  —:— r
y/2m \  dr r dO 2
(A.55)
(A.56)
Putting  this another way
[uL , =  0 (A.oi
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Thus we can transform the operator:
=  [ u ^ q Y  iq) (A.58)
with
n/2 m
h. d ih d niuJ,:
T d ?  ~  T^dë  ^
Xow we may rewrite our newly constructed raising operator as
(A.59)
[A.60)
All together we have
V^l.7 1A.61)
Our goal now becomes to  simplify this expression to something that we know. To 
continue, let us make a variable substitution
Using the transformations
m^'c ;









we transform ad to become
=
_.2'muji i d  i d  1




^’n.mz (-5) — L i .  _ j _ i .  1 'ds -Is 0 9 ^  2,
.4'.s ■2 e 1^ 0
Xow if we rewrite this slightly as
(A.66)
^’n.TTlz (’^ ) --
I rnu :^ d  i d  1
2 I ds  2s do ' 2.
-H L l. i  I Z Ü . _ i=  .s 2 e 2 < s - e -
, ds  2s 2,
ds
=  S  2 e-2 I 1
=  A's -  e 5 ( - 1  ) " n!s"‘= e ( •'>' ) e "
=  A ' ( - l ) " n W ' ^ e - 2 l % ' = ( . s ) e - " " = ^
s - e-
(A.67)
Where we have used Rodriques' formula for the associated Lagiierre polynomial to 
obtain the final result. Xow. if we substitute .s back into our result we get
=  -4„ ( ^ r - ) 2h
(A.68)
Writing this in terms of the magnetic length Iq = \ J and normalizing the wave­
function we finally obtain
t-n.mAr.9) = n'.





B .l  Calculation of the Matrix Elements
la order to consider the interactions between Landau levels, we must consider the 
m atrix elements %'here
L'xpix.y) -  -  pi) (B.l)
and H \ ( x )  is a Hermite polynomial of order X. Thus we have
=  (JV/We'fri-V'f/) (13.2)
= f  dx f  d ye “’’''L\xp{r)L\x'p'{r)
J-oc Jo
=  r  dx
J—cc J 0
X -V !7 T ^ /) " 2 e  372 H x i - r / l  — pi)
X 3^ H x { x / l  — p'l)
= r  dx  dy 'V-OC Jo L
X H x { x / l  -  p l ) H x ' { x / l  -  p'l)
= [K/L]
, i n  r - ( r / l - p D - - \ x / t - p ' l ) -
X /  d x e ^ ^  e ^
X H x { x / l  -  p l ) H x ' { x l l  -  p' l )
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where we will let K  = (2'^"  ^  ^ Xow if we perform the integral over y.
then we have
-l/.vp.vp' =  K S " i q y - p  + p )  (B.3)
V-3C
X H \{ x / l  — pi)H\i  {x/ 1 — p'l)
J — oc
_ A :X g\ ' / e \ - /g  t p  J
X  H y{x / l  -  p l )H x '{x / l  -  p'l)
X e \  '  /  e  J
X /  rfx H \ { x / l  — p l ) H \ ’(x / l  — p'l)
J - ' X ,
Xow let us make a change in variables letting x —> x +  eL~é 1Lj 3£1l _ go tha t now we 
have
.Uvp,.vy =  A ' f  (% -  p +  (B.41
x / f , . ( Ç  +  ' l = 4 ^ )
Xow we see that the arguments of the Hermite polynomials may be rewritten so that
- /^.vp..v'p' =  A ' -  p +  p )e \ ' /g   ^ e ■< (B.5)
X f  d x e " i ^ H \ ( x / l  — a ' )H\ ' {x / l  + a)
J-DC
where a =  _  Qÿi~iqri taking into account the delta function. From a table
of standard integrals we find that
r  dX e~^^ 'H y{X  +  a)H M {X  +  6) =  (B.6)J —OC
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i-'Iab)
for .V >  A/. Ultimately we obtain the result
. U , , , , ,  =  ,B .r ,
^ Sign(.V -  j  r l -  ^
where n =  max(.V. .V') and m =  min(.V. .V'). Furthermore, we can substitute 
for  ^ . so that we have
.'/v ,„v y  =  " ' < ) ■ ( » , +  (B.S)
s/2,
with o =  arctan(^)sign{-V ' — .V).
B.2 A Look at S*(q — p)
We have used the notation d‘(q — p) for the delta functions in our calculation of the 
m atrix elements. This is to indicate th a t they are not necessarily the function we 
are familiar with. Let us use the definition:
S ' i q - p )  = y  (B.9)
L Jo
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Let us examine some of the properties of this entity. First let us take the case where 
p =  ^  where n is an integer. In this case we have:
à ' i q -  p) = <
r/o^ dy = 1 -  if V =  p
i f?  =  ^  (B.io)
=  «l-envise
So. if p and q are multiples of
à ' { q - p ) = à q p  (B .II)
where 6 is the Kronecker delta function. If q is between these values this does not 
hold true. However, if we look at
j  dqd*{q -  p)f{q)  =  J  dij f{q)
=  r  dy F{y)e-'P'^ (B.I2)
L Jo
where F{y)  is just the inverse Fourier transform  of f (q) .  Notice that this essentially 
reconstructs the function /  in a periodic m anor as this represents the Fourier series 
for f(q) over the region [0. L]. Then, if L get large. 6 '{q~p)  approaches the behavior 
of the Dirac delta function except for the prefactor This turns out not to be 
a problem, if there is another factor to essentially cancel this dependence. This 
happens quite frequently in our Green's functions calculations where there is are 
factors of y which multiply the expression. The integrals over the y- momentum 
sums combined with the integrals over the x component of momentum are then 
responsible for the somewhat mysterious appearance of the factors of
Before we end this discussion, let us look at two further properties of this delta 
function:
=  T  /  d q i [  i ‘J\ !L- J-oc Jo Jo
=  7 7  /  d y i  f  d y 2 d { y 2  — y i )
L~ Jo Jo
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- y i ) p - ‘PVl çiQVi
97t rL An-p)’j2




Y . à ^ q - p ) à ^ [ p - q 2 )  =  Y .  T  f  /  cl!j2p p L Jo L Jo
=  ^  dyi dyo ‘
=  7 / *  <^ yi [  dy-2 'd(//2 -  yi)
L Jo Jo
Ï I > -
^*iq ~  Qi) (B.14)
where we have used the fact that
1_ Y ^ g ‘Piy2-yi) =  ^  ^  _  y j  (B.1Ô)
p n=0
is the Fourier series of a Dirac delta function.
1 2 1
Appendix C 
Feynman Diagrams for a 2DEG in a Magnetic 
Field
Feynman diagrams are extremely useful for associating the physical significance of 
a Green's function equation with the underlying equations themselves. Here we 
will enumerate some of the ndes associated with the particular Green's functions as 
developed in this work. To begin we can make the following associations:
I = ^ - = 2  =  y  |-Vp)iG^-(£-)(.Vp|, (CM)
E: - V  p
2 =  r „ ( r , - ? . ) = !  (C.2)
The rules for a simple diagrams with two external vertices end up as follows:
1) Label all vertices.
2) Identify the external vertices. If each of the external vertices are connected 
only to one electron propagator, then this diagram  is dependent on Energ}- 
and the Landau level index. If the external vertices are connected to a pair 
of electron propagators or a potential propagator, then the resultant diagram  
depends on momentum and possibly energ}'.
3) Include a factor of —1 for all electron loops.
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2 =  E G . y ( E )
4) Take the im purity  average of all r„. (This introduces a factor of .V, for each 
diagrammed im purity and provides restrictions on the momenta.)
5) Sum over all internal Landau level indices.
6) Integrate over all internal energies. (For the M atsubara tem perature Green's 
functions, sum over all internal M atsubara frequencies.)




. V t P l . V > P 2  ^  .V : )P 3 . V ^ P 4 -  ^ ’ ( ^ - ^ ^ . V i p i j V 3 p , ) ( ^ 7 ) - M v 3 p 3 . V i p i (  “ V )  ( C . 6 )
.\ipA:P2 (C.7)
In this formulation, the rules for a simple diagrams with two external vertices 
end up as follows:
1) Label all vertices.
2) Identify the external vertices. If each of the external vertices are connected 
only to one electron propagator, then this diagram is dependent on Energ}- 
and the Landau level index. If the external vertices are connected to a pair 
of electron propagators or a potential propagator, then the resultant diagram 
depends on m om entum  and possibly energ}'.
3) Include a factor of —1 for all electron loops.
4) Integrate over all Tq.
5) Sum over all internal Landau level indices.
6) Integrate over all internal energies and momenta. (For the M atsubara tem per­
ature Green's functions, sum over all internal M atsubara frequencies.)
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Appendix D
Hermite Polynomials and Their Integrals
We will start with the Hermite polynomials as defined by Rodriques' formula as
//„(x) =  ( - l ) V ^ ^ ( e - " ^ )  (D .l)
First we see that there is a parity to the Hermite polynomials:
ID/2)
Xow from our definition:
(D ) ta (—x)"






so that we finally we end up with the identity:
=  y  , ID.6)
fc=0
We now can use this formula along with Ho{x) =  1 and Hi(x)  =  2x to generate two 
im portant relations for the Hermite polynomials. The first is
(D.7)
t=o
=  y  ( ^ ) ( - i r - ‘7 /» w ( 2 jr " - ^  y v~*-/ M--* I
k= n  — l
= 2xHn{x) -  2nHn-i{x)
and the second is
= i ^ ( l ) ( - i y - ' ^ - H , i x ) H [ ^ - ^ ' ( x }  (D.S)
k-o
= H ^(x)H ,{x)  -  H ’J x )H o { x )
= 2xHm{x) -  H'^ix)
.Additionally we see that if we combine these two expressions we obtain
H '„{x)= 2nH n-dx)  (D.9)
Xow using this equation recursively we obtain the relation
(D.IO)
and using our above equation with j  =  0 we get
ff„(0) =  - 2 (n  -  l)/f„_,(0) =  (^.11,
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Substitu ting Ho{0) = 1 and Hi(0)  =  0. we see
= " e v e n  ,0 .1 2 ,
10. n odd
Combining these results, we get
= ( " - i - ) e v e n
[ 0. {n — k) odd
Xow we may write the Taylor expansion of //„ (r)  about x  =  0 as
-  1)!! y  ,D.14)
which may alternately be vvTitten as
= S ( - l ) ' 2 " - ' ^ | | ^ x » - '  (D.1.5,
Xow th a t we have these few tidbits under our belt, let us take a look at integrals 
of the form
3C 3C
I  dxe-^"Hn{x]  =  I  d x ( - i r  —  {e-^") (D.16)
-OC -OC
^ - 1  
JO. n > 0
I  \/T. n =  0
We can use this result to look at the orthogonality property of Let us start
«-ith
1 =  J  dxe-^"Hn{x)Hm{x)  (D.17)
— OC
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We proceed by again using Rodriques’ formula and then integrating by parts such 
that
r d "- '
=  ( C - )
. . - I  ^
— 3C
yz
=  [/fm (-r)iïn-i(-r)e"^ ']^^ +  J  dx
-  3C
■X
=  2m j  dx H„^i{x)H,„^i(x)
If we continue this process we obtain
1 = , [  d xH , . .m U )(m -  u)! J
Xow we use our previous result to obtain
2"u!\/7r. n = m 
0. n ^  rn
Xow let us trv
1 =  j  dxe  Hni-c + a)Hm{j^)
— X
Using the derivative properties of the Hermite polynomials
^  =  J  <lxe-‘ ' - ^ (H „ ( j :  + a ) H M ) )
— X
X









Xow let us use a Taylor expansion about n =  0 so that
A". &!(n -  &)! Jt ^ ^ k \ { n - k ) \




dxe  Hnix + a)Hm{j:) =  ----- -—r2'"m!>/^rz"''" (D.25)J  (n — m)!m!
=
with the condition that n >  m. We come finally to the last integral which we use in 
calculating the matrix elements:
/  =  y  d xe  Hn{x-r a)Hm(x + h) (D.26)
Again using the derivative properties of the Hermite polynomials we can write
^  2'm!
db‘ [m — I)2^ J  dx e'""'Hn[x + a)Hrri-i(x + b)
db^
0 /^7} Ï f






{m — l)\ {n — {rn — /))!
Again expanding in a Taylor series this time about 6 =  0 we find
2"n!^  2'm!
1=0 ~ )^- {n — {m — Q)!Z!
mini
(2a6)'




After comparing this sum to the standard table we find that it becomes a Generalized 
Laguerre polynomial so that
OC
J  d x e - ^ ' H M '  + a)Hm{x + b) = (D.29)
- O C
provided th a t n > m.  In the case that n < m  we can exchange the roles of the two 
polynomials so that
y  d x e -^ 'f f„ (x  +  a )/f^ (x  +  6) =  ^2 ^"6 '" -"n !I< ;"-" '(-2 n 6 ) (0.30)
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Appendix E 
Kramers—Krônig and n(Lj, ç)
Starting with the expression for [[(zu;. g)
n (/^ ’. ^ ) =  J ]  [  dx f  dyAx ' ,^r{x)Ay .r^{ i j ) l^— (E. l )
J-oc X — y -h lu;
We can now rewrite this expression in term of the Greens' Functions as
n(ZvA,’. ç ) =  (E.2)
=  ^  i-^Ev..v'(<7)r I f  dx A\\^{x)G_\\„(x + ia:)f(x)
.V..V'
+  J  dy A_\\a{y)G\’.ff'{y — i^' )f{y)^
X { .4 .V '.o - '( - f )G ’.V.o-(x - r  ZO/') +  .4 ..Y .o -(-r )G .V '.^ ( .r  — Z-u" )}
Xow performing the an ah tic  continuation, we let zL- id with ô ^  0 so that
n w .g )  =  Z  r  (E.3)
.V..V'
X +  U')A_\\a{-i')Gx,^,{x — Z..U') j
Xow from the Kram ers-Kronig relations we have that
G^ i^y) =  - -  r  d x P ^ ^  ( E . 4 )
7T J-oc ^  — y
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G '(ÿ)  =  i  r  r f j r p 5 ^ i£ i  lE.Ô)
7T J - o c  X  — IJ
If \ve apply these to our expression for n(a.-.(/) we obtain
=  (E.6)
J-oc -  y
=  [  — —  13 ! - ^ f : V . . v ' ( < z ) | '  /  d x f ( x )
J - O C  ■x! —  y  y  y ,  J - O C
X |.- i.v '.< T '(.r )G v .^ (x  4- a,’) 4- .4 ,v .o -(x )G ;v < .„ -(x  — u.’) }
=  13 /  d x f ( x )
.V..V'
x ( . w u )
I J-oc a,’ -  (/
+  - 4  V . o - ( x )  I du! P
OC •x^' — y
OC
=  13  | 4 / v . . y ' ( 9 ) | ‘  /  d x f ( x )
.V..V'
f J-oc Jj' — X  -  j
+  .4.v.,U-) ^V —3c — u/ -l- X — /y
OC
=  13 I  ( q ) I '  f  d x  f i x )
.V..V'
X  j  g . ( T  4-  y )
— -4.v.(r{-r) G;v'.CT'(-r -  i / ) |
=  ( - - )  13 l - ^ ^ - V . - V ' ( 9) l “  / *  d x f i x )
^  ^ ^ -V..V'
X  | - 4 v . < r ' ( x ) G y ^ ( x  4-  y )  4-  . 4 : v . c t ^ ( x ) G ; v ^ , ( x  —  y ) |
=  ( - ÿ )  n k . , )
Thus we have our final result:
n(ù;.ç)
n ( y . ç )  =  - -  r  (E .7 )I  y — O C  —  y
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By separating the real and imaginary parts we end up with the following two ex­
pressions
Ren(a,’.r/)
(E.S)1[mn(i/. 7 ) =  —— / f/o-’P
n J-1C
Renuj.q) =  1 r  r& P ( E . 9 )
/« V-3C uJ — U
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Appendix F
Calculating the Fourier Potential
We have have a two dimensional potential that looks like
e~ 1 
K s/ r - +  n -r ( r )  =  — 7=^f==? ( f . l )
Taking the Fourier transform we have
e~ r
which we can express in cylindrical coordinates as
roc „iqrc.osO
= - I  d e l
Performing the 0 integral first and using the identity
= 2~M b)  (F.4)
JO
where Jaib) is the zeroth order Bessel function we arrive at
Proceeding, we make the substitution x  =  qr yielding
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Xow using the fact that
we have
i i ,  4 i < £ L  =0 \/x^ 4- 6^
=  — e-""Kq
(F.7)
(F.8)
F .l Proof of the Bessel function identity
We wish to prove the relation (F.4)
=  2 7 t . / o ( 6 )
Jo
Using the series expansion for
j.rn
= y  —A .  mlm = 0
we find that our integral becomes




Exchanging the sum and the integral we find:
/  .'A 'I .%»-
f '  “ = y  de ( c o s g)




r M  (cose)-= ('J'"
Jo jo .  ni odd
[  d9 {cosOy  =  
Jo










since we recognize the series for Jo(h)
M b )  =  51 (F .U )
F.2 The second integral
Deriving the second integral relation requires a bit more trickery. W'e begin by 
defining the following three functions as:
x./o(x)dx
=  I '
=  c m
ic{a) = /Jo \/x  '- -r d-
The zeroth order Bessel equation may be written in the form 
Therefore we find the first relationship that we are looking for. namely
a{a) 4- i'{a) +  ic(a) =  [
Jo
^  x./o(j*) -f Jq{x ) -r x Jq{x








In addition we know that r jQ{x)dx — I
so th a t we find our second relationship
du
















=  - 1









x J q {x ]




./.(x) =  - J q [x )
./i(0) =  0




-A.11 together we have the system of equations
a c + IV = 0
dn
- — f- ac +  1 = 0da
dv
a -  fc =  0
da
Taking the derivative of (F.27) we have
d~u dv





Now substitution in (F.26) and (F.28) we have
d^u d~u






The general solution to this equation is
u(a) = Ae~^ + Be“ (F.32)
with A  and B  as arbitrary constants. Now we realize that
u(0) =  f  = f  Mj:]dx  =  IJo Jo
(F\33)
Also, we see that
lim u{a) =  lim —-===L= =  0 (F.34)
a -* o c  a -*oc  ^j.2  q2
We find that the choice of .4 =  1 and B = 0 fulfill these boundar>- conditions, so 
that we are left with
u{a) = e~“ (F.35)
Thus we have proven
=  e -  (F.36)




The Fortran 90 code that follows is the result of a long history of revisions. It 
originally started  as a Fortran 77 code. Therefore, it still shows a little  hit of its 
history and has deliberately been left in somewhat raw form as various pieces are 
added and removed. This particular product is a merger of several versions which 
included different physics. This allowed for a more consistent treatm ent of the 
different models. This was made possible by moving to Fortran 90 which allows for 
modules that superseded the old common block methods. Along with the program, 
we have included the .Makefile and a sample input parameter file.
G .l besseljO.fOO
! A fu n c t io n  to  c a lc u la t e  th e  0 th  o rd er  B e s s e l  fu n c t io n
T h is  f u n c t io n  u ses  e i t h e r  a  T a y lo r  s e r i e s  or an a s y m to t ic  
s e r i e s  d epend ing upon th e  v a lu e  o f  x . Note th e  o p tim a l 
c u t o f f  was d eterm ined  e m p ir ic a l ly  a s  a p p rox im ately  1 2 .7 .  
These s e r i e s  were o b ta in e d  from  th e  CRC M athmatics Handbook
FUNCTION jO (x)
! TOL i s  a l o c a l  param eter
!
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
!
! . .  F u n ctio n  Return Value . .
REAL (wp) :: jO
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Pciram eters . .
REAL (w p), PARAMETER :: t o i  = 1.0E-16_wp
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : x
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: i v a l ,  j v a l ,  k v a l,  o ld term , psum, qsum, & 
sum, term , v a l ,  z
I
! . .  I n t r in s i c  F u n ction s . .
INTRINSIC a b s , c o s ,  s q r t ,  s in
!
! Choose e i t h e r  th e  T ay lor  s e r i e s  or th e  a sy m to tic  s e r i e s  
IF (ab s(x)< 12.7E 0_w p) THEN
! T h is  i s  th e  T aylor s e r i e s  
z = - 0 . 25E0_wp*x*x 
i v a l  = O.OEO_wp 
term  = 1.0E0_wp 
sum = 1.0E0_wp
! C a lc u la te  and sum term s u n t i l  sum changes l e s s  th a n  to le r e in c e  
DO WHILE (a b s(te r m )> to l* a b s(su m ))  
i v a l  = i v a l  + 1.0E0_wp 
term  = t e r m * z / ( iv a l* iv a l )  
sum = sum + term  
END DO 
v a l  = sum 
ELSE
! T h is  i s  th e  a sy m to tic  s e r i e s
z  = - 1 .0E0_w p/(64.0E0_w p*x*x)
i v a l  = O.OEO.wp
j v a l  = -1.0E0_wp
term  = l.OEO.wp
o ld term  = 2.0E0_wp
sum = 1.0E0_wp
! C a lc u la te  f i r s t  a sy m to tic  s e r i e s  u n t i l  term s d iv e r g e  
DO WHILE (abs(term /oldterm )< l.O E O _w p) 
i v a l  = i v a l  + 2.0E0_wp 
j v a l  = j v a l  + 4.0E0_wp  
k v a l = j v a l  -  2.0E0_wp
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old term  = term
term  = t e r m * z * k v a l* k v a l* jv a l* jv a l / ( iv a l* ( iv a l-1 .0 E 0 _ w p ) )  
psum = sum 
sum = sum + term  
END DO
iv a l  = 1.0E0_wp  
j v a l  = 1.0E0_wp 
term  = - 0 . 125E0_wp/x  
oldterm  = 2.0E0_wp  
sum = term
! C a lc u la te  second  a s y m to t ic  s e r i e s  u n t i l  term s d iv e r g  
DO WHILE (a b s ( te r m /o ld te r m )< 1 .OEO_wp) 
i v a l  = i v a l  + 2.0E0_wp 
j v a l  = j v a l  + 4.0E0_wp  
k v a l = j v a l  -  2.0E0_wp  
old term  = term
term  = te r m * z * k v a l* k v a l* jv a l* jv a l/( iv a l* ( iv a l-1 .0 E O _ w p ))  
qsum = sum 
sum = sum + term  
END DO
! Combine s e r i e s  r e s u l t s  w ith  a sy m to tic  e x p r e ss io n  
z = X -  0 .25E 0_w p*pi 
v a l = s q r t ( 2 . O EO _wp/(pi*x)) 
v a l = v a l* (p su m * c o s (z )-q su m * s in (z ))
END IF





! S ubroutine to  s t o r e  t a b le  o f  B e s s e l  fu n c t io n s  
! in  order to  sa v e  c a lc u la t io n  tim e
SUBROUTINE b e s s t a b ( b e s s v a l ,n q p t s ,q s iz e )
!
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
I
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) : : q s iz e  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : nqpts
! . .  Array Arguments
REAL (w p), INTENT (OUT) :: b e s s v a K : , :)
!
! . .  L ocal S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : q s 2 , tmp 
INTEGER :: i ,  j
!
! . .  E x tern a l F u n ctio n s  . .
REAL (w p), EXTERNAL : : jO
!
! . .  I n t r in s ic  F u n ctio n s . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
I
qs2 = q s iz e * q s iz e  
DO j = 1 , nqpts
tmp = f l o a t ( j - l ) * q s 2  
DO i  = 1 . j
b e s s v a l ( i . j )  = j O ( f lo a t ( i - l ) * t m p )  
END DO 
DO i  = 1, j




END SUBROUTINE b e ssta b
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G .3 bigw .f90
S u b rou tin e  t o  c a l c u la t e  W(M,L,M,L;q) 
w hich i s  t h e  v e r t e x  c o u p lin g . Note t h a t  th e  
a p p rox im ation  u sed  here ig n o r e s  in ter -L a n d a u  
c o u p lin g  i n  th e  v e r te x  c o r r e c t io n
V a r ia b le s  :
u p o tsq  -  The square o f  th e  p o t e n t i a l  as a f u n c t io n  o f  q 
bw -  W (N ,L,N,L;q) 
nimp -  The im p u rity  d e n s ity  
q s iz e  -  The momentum sp a c in g  
n q p ts  -  The number o f  momentum p o in t s  
n l l e v  -  The number o f  Lemdau l e v e l s
SUBROUTINE b ig w (b e s s v a l , bw, u p o tsq , p je le m , n q p ts , q s i z e , n l l e v , nimp)
USE s c o n d o _ c o n sts
I
S c a la r  Argum ents . .
REAL (wp) , INTENT(IN) : : nimp, q s iz e  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: n l l e v ,  n q p ts
! . .  Array Argum ents . .
REAL (w p ) , DIMENSION (
REAL (w p ), DIMENSION (
REAL (w p ) , DIMENSION (
REAL (w p ) , DIMENSION (
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : f a c t , j n l , p , v a l  
INTEGER :: i ,  j ,  1 , n
, : , : ) ,  INTENT(OUT) : : bw 
, : ) ,  INTENT(IN) : : b e s s v a l  
, : , ; ) ,  INTENT(IN) : : p je lem  
) ,  INTENT(IN) : : u p otsq
L oca l A rrays . .
REAL (wp) j n l 2 ( n l l e v ,n l l e v )
E x te r n a l F u n c tio n s  . .
REAL (w p ), EXTERNAL :: je le m , melem
I n t r i n s i c  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
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b w ( l :n q p t s , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : n l l e v )  = O.OEO_wp
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO j  = 1 , nqpts
p = f l o a t  ( j - l ) * q s i z e  
v a l  = p * u p o tsq (j)
DO n = 1, n l le v  
DO 1 = 1 , n
j n l 2 ( l , n )  = p j e le m C j ,n ,n ) * p j e l e m ( j , l , l ) * v a l  
j n l 2 ( n , l )  = j n l 2 ( l , n )
END DO !1 
END DO ! ln
DO 1 = 1, n l le v  
DO n = 1 , n l le v  
!MIC$ GUARD
b w ( l : n q p t s ,n ,l )  = b w ( l :n q p t s ,n ,1) + &
b e s s v a l ( 1 rn q p ts , j ) * j n l 2 ( n , 1)
!MIC$ END GUARD
END DO !n 
END DO !1
END DO !j
X ie , L i and Das Sarma bave an e x p r e s s io n  eq u iv . to  
bw(n, 1 , i)= b w (n ,1 , i ) * q s i z e / ( 2 . OdO*pi) 
bu t i t  was determ ined  th a t  th e y  m isse d  a f a c to r  o f  
th e  im p u r ity  d e n s ity  (h ere  = nimp)
f a c t  = n im p * q size /(2 .0 E 0 _ w p * p i)




G .4 chem pot.f90
A fu n c t io n  to  c a lc u la t e  th e  ch em ica l p o t e n t ia l  
(Ferm i en erg y ) by in t e g r a t in g  th e  d e n s ity  o f  s t a t e s  
and u s in g  a b in a ry  sea rch
V a r ia b le s  :
d s t a t  -  The d e n s ity  o f  s t a t e s  
e s i z e  -  The en ergy  sp a c in g  
ns -  The 2-D d e n s ity  
lo p o t  -  Low p o t e n t ia l  e s t im a te  
c u t o f f  -  The c u to f f  v a lu e  fo r  sum 
sum -  The in t e g r a l  sum
FUNCTION c h e m p o t(d sta t ,n e p t s , e s i z e , n s , b e ta )
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
I
F u n ctio n  Return V alue . .
REAL (wp) : : chempot
P aram eters . .
REAL (w p), PARAMETER : : t o i  = 1E-I0_wp
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : b e ta , e s i z e ,  ns 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p ts
! . .  Array Arguments
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) : : d s t a t ( : )
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: b e s iz e ,  b e ta e ,  c u t o f f ,  e s f a c t ,  e s t im a ,  
h ip o t , l o p o t , sum 
INTEGER : : i , nmax
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ction s . .
INTRINSIC exp , f l o a t ,  i n t ,  min
!
c u t o f f  = n s / e s i z e  
b e s iz e  = e s iz e * b e ta
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lo p o t  = OEO_wp
h ip o t  = f l o a t ( n e p t s - 1 ) * e s iz e
DO WHILE ( ( h ip o t - lo p o t ) > = t o l )  
estim a  = 0 .5 E 0 _ w p * (lo p o t+ h ip o t)
e s f a c t  = b e ta * e s t im a  
sum = OEO_wp
nmax = min ( n e p t s , in t  ( (80E 0_w p/beta+estim a) / e s i z e )  ) 
DG i  = 1, nmaix
b etae  = f l o a t ( i - l ) * b e s i z e  -  e s f a c t  
sum = sum + d s t a t ( i ) / (e x p (betae)+lEO _w p)
END  DO
IF (su m > cu toff) THEN 
h ip o t = e s t im a  
ELSE
lo p o t = e s t im a  
END IF
END DO





! A su b r o u tin e  to  c a l c u la t e  th e  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  
! from th e  im ag in ary  p a r t  o f  th e  G reen ’ s fu n c t io n s
! V a r ia b le s
! g m f i  -  Im aginary p a r t  o f  th e  G reens fe n
! d s t a t  -  The d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s
SUBROUTINE d en so s  ( d s t a t , g m f i , n e p t s , n l l e v )
USE s c o n d o _ c o n sts  
USE s c o n d o .s p in
S c a la r  Arguments . .
INTEGER, INTENT (IN) : : n e p ts .  n l l e v
! . .  Array Arguem ents
REAL (w p ), DIMENSION(z), INTENT(OUT) : : d s ta t  
REAL (wp) , DIMENSION ( : , : , : ) ,  INTENT (IN) : : g m f  i
! . .
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : f a c t  
INTEGER : : i , j , sp
f a c t  = - 0 . 5 E 0 _ w p * g s/(p i* p i)
d s t a t (1  :n e p ts )  = OEO_wp
DO sp  = 1 , s p in s t a t e s  
DO j  = 1, n l l e v
d s t a t  (1 : n e p ts )  = d s t a t  ( I z n e p t s )  + g m f  i  ( 1 : n e p t s , j , sp ) 
END DO !j  
END DO !sp
d s t a t (1  :n e p ts )  = d s t a t (1 :n e p t s ) * f a c t
RETURN 
END SUBROUTINE d en so s
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G .6 findener.f90
! A su b r o u tin e  to  f in d  th e  e n e r g ie s  o f  th e  l e v e l s  
! from th e  Greens F u n ctio n s  u s in g  v a r io u s  methods
SUBROUTINE g r e n g ( g m f r , g m f i , e s i z e  , e o f f  .n e p t s , n l l e v  ,m a g fie Id )
!
USE sco n d o _ co n sts  
USE sco n d o _ sp in
I
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  m a g fie ld  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s ,  n l l e v
! . .  Array Arguments
REAL (wp) , INTENT (IN) : : g m f r (  g r n f i (  : , : , : )
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: cume, cume2, e ,  e c r o s s ,  o ld v a l ,  tem p, vmax, cumesq 
INTEGER : : i , j , sp
!
! . .  I n t r in s i c  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC a b s , s q r t
!
WRITE (7 3 ,1 )  m a g fie ld  
DO i  = 1 , n l l e v  
DO sp  = 1 , s p in s t a t e s  
e c r o s s  = OEO_wp 
vmax = OEO_wp 
o ld v a l  = g m f r d  , i , s p )  
cume = OEO_wp 
cumesq = OEO_wp 
cume2 = OEO_wp 
DO j  = 1 , n ep ts  
e = f l o a t ( j - 1 )
! Zero c r o s s in g  o f  th e  r e a l  p a r t  o f  th e  Green’ s fu n c t io n  
IF ( o ld v a l* g m f r ( j  ,i,sp)<=OEO_wp) THEN 
o ld v a l  = g m f  r  ( j  , i , sp ) 
temp = abs ( g m f  i  ( j  , i , sp ) )
IF (vmax<temp) THEN 
vmax = temp 




! C a lc u la te  mean v a lu e  o f  th e  energy  and th e  RMS v a lu e  
cume = cume + e * g m f i ( j  , i  ,sp )  
cumesq = cumesq + e * e * g m f i ( j  , i , sp )  
cume 2 = cume 2 + g m f i ( j , i , s p )
END DO
cume = c u m e * e s iz e * e s iz e  
cume2 = cum e2*esize  
cumesq = cu m e sq * e s iz e * e s iz e  
e c r o s s  = e c r o s s * e s iz e
WRITE (7 3 ,1 )  e c r o ss  -  0 .5E 0_w p *esize  -  e o f f  -  0.5E0_wp  
WRITE (7 3 ,1 )  (cume/cume2) -  e o f f  -  0.5E0_wp 
WRITE (7 3 ,1 )  s q r t ( (cum esq /cum e2)-(cum e*cum e)/(cum e2*cum e2)) 
END DO !sp  
END DO ! i
WRITE (7 3 ,* )  ’ ’





! A r o u t in e  t e  c a lc u la t e  th e  f u l l  w id th  a t  h a l f  max 
! o f  th e  in d iv id u a l Landau l e v e l s .
SUBROUTINE f  indwdt h ( g m f  i , m a g f ie ld , e s i z e , n e p ts  .n l l e v )  
! . .  In c lu d e  L ines . .
USE s c o n d o .c o n s ts  
USE scon d o_sp in
! . .
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : e s i z e .  m a g fie ld  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) :: n e p t s .  n l l e v
! . .
! . -  Array Arguments . .
REAL (wp) . INTENT(IN) : : g m f i ( :  , : . :)
! . .
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: hmx. mx. wdth 
INTEGER i .  j .  l i n .  r i n ,  sp
!
! . .  I n t r in s i c  F u n ction s . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t ,  min
I
WRITE (7 4 .1 )  m a g fie ld  
DG i  = 1. n l le v  
DO s p = l , s p in s t a t e s  
mx = OEO_wp
! Use min s in c e  we are r e a l l y  lo o k in g  f o r  -Im (G (E))
DO j = 1, n ep ts
mx = m in (m x .g m fi( j  . i . s p ) )
END DO
hmx = 0.5E0_wp*mx 
! F ind  l e f t  h a l f  max
j  = 1
DO WHILE ( ( j< n e p ts )  .AND. (h m x < g m fi(j  , i . s p ) ) )
j  = j  + 1 
END DO 
l i n  = j
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! F in d  r ig h t  h a l f  max 
j  = n ep ts
DO WHILE ( ( j > l )  .AND. (hm x<gm f i (  j , i , sp ) ) )
j = j  -  1
END DO 
r in  = j
wdth = f l o a t ( r i n - l i n ) * e s i z e
WRITE (7 4 ,1 )  wdth 
1 FORMAT (1X .E 1 0 .4 )
END DO !sp  
END DO ! i
WRITE (74,*) ' '
RETURN 
END SUBROUTINE fin d w d th
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G .8 fourpot.f90
A su b r o u tin e  to  c a l c u la t e  th e  F o u r ier  tra n sfo im ed  
p o t e n t ia l  from  th e  d i e l e c t r i c  fu n c t io n . I t  a ls o  
c r e a te s  th e  a b s o lu te  sq uare o f  th e  d i a l e c t i c  f c t n .  
t f f l a g  s ig n a ls  th a t  th e  Thomas-Fermi r e s u l t  be re tu rn ed
V suriables :
upot -  The p o t e n t ia l  
u p o tsq  -  The sq u are  o f  th e  p o t e n t ia l  
b ig p i  -  The p o la ir iz a b i l i t y  
aimp -  The im p u r ity  p la n e  d is ta n c e  
e sq r  -  The E-M c o u p lin g  c o n sta n t (e**2)  
d ie c o n s t  -  The d i e l e c t r i c  co n sta n t
t f c n s t  -  The Thomas-Fermi co n st f o r  th e  p o l a r i z a b i l i t y  
t f f l a g  -  S ig n a ls  t o  u se  th e  TF approx f o r  th e  p o t e n t ia l  
q s iz e  -  The momentum s p a c in g  
nqpts -  The number o f  Momemtum p o in ts
SUBROUTINE f o u r p o t ( b ig p i , u p o t , u p o tsq , aim p, n q p ts , q s i z e , &
d i e c o n s t , e sq r  . t f f l a g , t f c n s t )
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : aim p, d ie c o n s t ,  e s q r , q s i z e ,  t f c n s t  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n q p ts , t f f l a g
! . .
! . .  Array Arguments
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN OUT) :: b ig p i ( : )
REAL (w p ), INTENT(OUT) : : u p o t( : ) ,  u p o t s q ( :)
I
! . .  L ocal S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: f a c t ,  q 
INTEGER : : i
! . .
! . .  I n t r in s ic  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC ex p , f l o a t
!
! We s e t  u (q=0)= 0 w hich i s  j u s t  a  co n sta n t en ergy  o f f s e t  so  
! th a t  a l l  our e q u a tio n s  a re  c o n s is ta n t  
u p o t(1) = OEO_wp
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up otsq (l) = OEO_wp
IF ( t f f l a g = = l )  THEM 
f a c t  = d i e c o n s t / ( 2 . OEO_wp*pi*esqr)
DO i  = 2 ,  nq pts
q = f l o a t ( i - l ) * q s i z e
u p o t ( i )  = e x p ( -q * a im p ) /( fa c t* q + t fc n s t )
END DO
u p o tsq C l:n q p ts) = u p o t( 1 : n q p ts )* u p o t( l:n q p ts )  
T h is i s  th e  e q u iv i l e n t  p o la r iz a b l i t y  in  th e  TF approx 
G enerate t h i s  h e r e  f o r  u se in  p o s s ib le  ad m ixtu rin g  
o f  th e  p o l a r i z a b i l i t y
b i g p i (1 :n q p ts )  = - t f c n s t  
ELSE
f a c t  = d i e c o n s t / ( 2 . OEO_wp*pi*esqr)
DO i  = 2 , nq pts
q = f l o a t ( i - l ) * q s i z e
u p o t ( i )  = e x p ( - q * a im p ) /( f a c t * q - b ig p i( i )  ) 




END SUBROUTINE fo u rp o t
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G .9 geneps.f90
! a su b r o u tin e  to  c a l c u la t e  th e  n o n s ta t ic  P o la r iz a t io n  
! and 1 /e p s i lo n
SUBROUTINE g e n e p s ( e p s r .e p s i , g m f r ,g m f i .p j e l e m ,n l l e v ,n q p t s , &
n e p t s , q s i z e , e s  i z e , f  e r m ie n g , b e ta ,  e s q r , d ie c o n s t  ) 
USE sc o n d o _ c o n sts  
USE sco n d o _ sp in
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (wp) : : b e t a ,  e s i z e ,  ferm ien g , q s i z e ,  e s q r , d ie c o n s t  
INTEGER :: n e p t s ,  n l l e v ,  nqpts
Array Arguments . .
e p s r ,e p s i  
: g m f i ,  g m f r  
: p jelem
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(: , :) ,INTENT(OUT) :
REAL (w p), DIMENSION ( : , : , : ) ,  INTENT (IN)
REAL (w p), DIMENSION ( : , : , : ) ,  INTENT (IN)
! . .
! . .  L ocal S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : cksum, e ,  f a c t ,  f c t 2 ,  mnq, n v l , nv2, & 
q , sum, sum2, f  
REAL (wp) : : s r u le
INTEGER : : i , j , k , 1 , nmaix, nmaxb, sp
!
! . .  L ocal A rrays . .
REAL (wp) : : b o t ( n e p t s ) , fr m i(n e p ts )
REAL (wp) :: b b r (n e p ts , n l l e v , n l l e v ) , b b i ( n e p t s ,n l l e v ,n l l e v )
REAL (wp) : : bppr (n e p t s , nq pts) , b p p i (n e p ts  , nqpts)
!
! . .  I n t r in s i c  F u n c tio n s  . .
INTRINSIC e x p , f l o a t ,  in t ,  min, s q r t
PRINT * , " E n terin g  NSPOLAR"
! G enerate Fermi d i s t r ib u t io n
nmax = min ( n e p t s , in t  ( ( (80E0_w p/beta) + f  erm ieng) / e s i z e )  ) 
DO i  = 1 , nmax
e = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e  -  ferm ien g  
f r m i ( i )  = lE O _w p/(exp(beta*e)+lE O _w p)
END DO
DO i  = nmax + 1 , n ep ts
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f r m i ( i )  = OEO_wp 
END DO
! G enerate  th e  e n t i t y  B_{NN '}(E) which i s  used  
! t o  g e n e r a te  th e  p o l a r i z a b i l i t y
PRINT * , " E p silon  s te p  1" 
fc t2 = lE 0 _ w p /p i
b b r (1 :n e p t s ,1 :n l l e v , 1 :n l l e v )  = OEO_wp 
b b i (1 :n e p t s ,1 : n l l e v ,1  :n l l e v )  = OEO_wp
PRINT * , " E p silon  s te p  2"
DO i  = 1, nmax 
DO sp = 1, s p in s t a t e s  
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO 1 = 1 ,n l le v  
DO k = l ,n l l e v
DO j  = 0 ,  n e p t s - i  
! b b r ( j + l ,k , l ) = b b r ( j + l ,k , l ) + f r m i ( i )  &
! * g m f i ( i , l , s p ) * g r n f r ( i + j  ,k ,s p )
b b i ( j + l ,k , l ) = b b i ( j + l , k , l ) + f r m i ( i )  &
* g m f i ( i , l , s p ) * g m f i ( i + j  ,k ,s p )
END DO !j 
DO j  = 0 ,  i - 1  
! b b r ( j + l ,k , l ) = b b r ( j + l ,k , l ) + f r m i ( i ) &
! * g m f i ( i , l , s p ) * g m f r ( i - j  ,k ,s p )
b b i ( j + l , k , l ) = b b i ( j + l , k , l ) - f r m i ( i )  &
* g m f i ( i , l , s p ) * g m f  i ( i - j  ,k ,s p )
END DO !j 
END DO !k 
END DO !1 
END DO !sp  
END DO ! i
! G enerate  r e a l  p art by K ram ers-K ronig r e la t io n  and u s in g  f a c t  th a t  
! t h i s  fu n c t io n  i s  odd 
DO i= l ,n e p t s  
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO k = l ,n l l e v
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DO j = l ,n e p t s
IF ( i  /=  j )  THEN
b b r ( j , k , l ) = b b r ( j , k , l ) + b b i ( i , k , l ) / f l o a t ( i - j )  
END IF 
END DO !j 
END DO !k 
END DO 11  
END DO ! i  
DO i= 2 ,n e p ts  
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO k = l ,n l l e v  
DO j = l ,n e p t s
b b r ( j , k , l ) = b b r ( j , k , l ) + b b i ( i , k , l ) / f l o a t ( i + j - 2 )  
END DO !j 
END DO !k 
END DO !1 
END DO ! i  
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO k = l ,n l l e v  
DO i= l ,n e p t s
b b r ( i , k , l ) = b b r ( i ,k , l ) * f c t 2  
END DO ! i  
END DO !k 
END DO !1
! G enerate p o l a r i z a b i l i t y  from B_{NN'}(E) and 1M_{NN’>I~2
PRINT * , " E p silon  s t e p  3"
bppr(1 :n e p t s ,1  :n q p ts ) =OEO_wp 
b p p i(1 ;n e p t s ,1  :nqpts)=OEO_wp
PRINT * , " E p silon  s t e p  4"
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO k = l ,n l l e v
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO j = l ,n q p t s
bppr(1 :n e p t s , j ) =bppr(1 :n e p t s , j  ) ft
+pj e le m ( j , k , 1 ) * p je le m (j , k , 1 ) * b b r(1 :n e p t s , k ,1 )  
b p p i(1 :n e p t s , j ) = b p p i(1 :n e p t s , j ) ft
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+ p je lem (j ,k , l ) * p j e le m ( j  , k , l ) * b b i ( l : n e p t s , k , l )  
END DO !j 
END DO !k 
END DO !1
PRINT * , " E p silo n  s te p  5"
! T h is  f a c t o r  = - g s * e s iz e / ( 2 * p i* p i )
f a c t  = -g s* e s iz e /(2 E 0 _ w p * p i* p i)
b p pr(1 :n e p t s , 1 :n q p ts )= b p p r ( l:n e p t s , 1 :n q p ts )* fa c t
b p p iC l:n e p t s , 1 :n q p ts )= b p p i( lr n e p ts ,1  :n q p ts )* fa c t
IF (1==0) THEN 
PRINT * , " W riting  P o la r iz a b i l i t y "
O P E N (u n it= 8 0 ,f ile = 'P o lo u t . x ’ , s t a t u s = 'unknown’ )
DO j = l ,n q p t s ,2  
DO i = l , n e p t s ,5
w r ite (8 0 ," (E 1 2 .4 ,  E 1 2 .4 , E 1 2 .4 , E 12 .4 )" ) &





! T h is  e x p r e s s io n  fo r  1 / e p s i l o n - 1 has been s im p li f ie d  to  rem ove th e  
! 1 /q  dependence
PRINT * , " E p silo n  s te p  6"
f a c t = ( d ie c o n s t * q s iz e ) / ( 2 . OEO_wp*pi*esqr) ! r e u s in g  f a c t  
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE 
DO j = l ,n q p t s
f = f a c t * f lo a t  ( j - 1 )
DO i = l , n ep ts
b o t ( i ) = ( f - b p p r ( i , j ) ) * * 2 + b p p i( i , j ) * b p p i ( i , j )
END DO ! i  
DO i = l ,  n ep ts
e p s r ( i , j ) = ( ( f - b p p r ( i , j ) ) * b p p r ( i , j )  &
- b p p i ( i , j ) * b p p i ( i , j ) ) / b o t ( i )  
e p s i ( i , j ) =  f * b p p i ( i , j ) / b o t ( i )
END DO ! i  
END DO !j
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! A Quick sum r u le  t e s t  -----
srule=OEO_wp 
DO i= 2 ,n e p t s
s r u le  = s r u le + e p s K i , 2 ) / f l o a t  ( i - 1 )  
END DO
PRINT * , ’Sum r u le  y i e l d s  , s r u le
IF (1==0) THEN 
PRINT * , " W ritin g  E p silon "
O PEN(unit=80, f  i l e =  ' n s p o lo u t . x  ’ , s t a t u s =  ' unknown’ )
DO j = l ,n q p t s ,2  
DO i = l ,  n e p t s ,5
w r i t e ( 8 0 ," (E 1 2 .4 , £ 1 2 .4 ,  E 1 2 .4 , £ 1 2 .4 )" )  &









A su b r o u tin e  to  c a l c u la t e  th e  G reen’ s fu n c t io n s  f o r  
each landau  l e v e l  from  th e  s e l f  en ergy
Greens r e tu r n s  a v a lu e  in d ic a t in g  th e  s t a t e  o f  
con vergence w hich i s  th e  a v erage  a b s o lu te  d e v ia t io n  
betw een th e  o ld  and new im aginary p a r t s .
A d d it io n a lly  i t  c a l c u la t e s  th e  maximum d e v ia t io n  
betw een o ld  and new im aginary  p a r ts  which  
i t  r e tu r n s  a s  a maximum ad m ix tu rin g  v a lu e .
T h is i s  u sed  in  o rd er  to  a v o id  la r g e  t r a n s ie n t  
sp ik e s  in  th e  g r e e n s  fu n c t io n s  which a r i s e  due 
to  q u a n t iz a t io n  e r r o r .
New g ree n s  f u n c t io n s  être s to r e d  tem p o ra r ily  to  
be u sed  l a t e r  in  a d m ix tu r in g .
V a r ia b le s  :
g m f r , g m f i  -  The o ld  g reen s  fu n c t io n s  ( r e a l  and imag) 
s e l f r , s e l f i  -  The s e l f  en ergy  ( r e a l  and imag) 
n g r .n g i -  New g r e e n s  fu n c t io n s
n ep ts  -  S iz e  o f  en ergy  g r id
e o f f  -  P o s i t i o n  o f  0 th  Landau l e v e l  minus one
e s i z e  -  Energy sp a c in g
n l le v  -  Number o f Landau l e v e l s
conchk -  M easure o f  con vergen ce
hgmub -  S p in  s p l i t  en ergy
FUNCTION g r e e n s  (n g r , n g i , g m f r , g m f  i , s e l f r , s e l f  i , n e p ts  , e o f f  , 
e s i z e , n l l e v , hgmub)
!
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts  
USE sco n d o _ sp in
!
! . .  F u n ctio n  R etu m  V alue . .
REAL (wp) : : g ree n s
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  hgmub 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p ts ,  n l l e v
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1 . .  Arrays Arguements . .
REAL (wp) , INTENT (IN) : : g m f i  ( : , : , : ) ,  g m f r  ( : , : , : )  
REAL (w p), INTENT(OUT) : : n g i ( : , : , : ) ,  n g r ( : , : , : )  
REAL (wp).INTENT(IN) s e l f i ( , s e l f r ( : , : , : )
!
! . .  L oca l S ca la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: conchk , n v l ,  nv2 
INTEGER :: i ,  j , sp
!
! . .  L oca l Arrays . .
REAL (wp) :: b o t ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) ,  & 
dnmr ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p in s t a t e s  )
REAL (wp) :: s p e n ( s p in s t a t e s )
!
! . .  I n t r in s ic  F u n ction s . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t , s q r t
IF ( s p in s t a t e s  == 2) THEN 
sp e n ( l)  = -hgmub 
sp en (2) = hgmub 
ELSE
spen = OEO_wp 
END IF
DO sp = 1 , s p in s t a t e s  
DO j = 1, n l l e v  
DO i  = 1, n ep ts
dnmr( i , j , sp) = ( f l o a t ( i ) * e s i z e - ( f l o a t ( j ) & 
+ e o f f+ s p e n (s p ) ) - s e l f r ( i , j , s p ) ) 
b o t ( i , j , s p )  = 1 .0 E 0 _ w p /(d n m r ( i ,j ,s p )* d n m r ( i ,j ,s p )  &
+ s e l f i ( i , j , s p ) * s e l f i ( i , j , s p ) )
END DO ! i  
END DO !j  
END DO !sp
ngr ( 1 :n e p ts , 1 z n l l e v ,1  : s p in s t a t e s )  = &
dnmr(1 :n e p ts ,1  :n l l e v ,1  : s p i n s t a t e s ) 
*b ot ( I z n e p t s , 1 z n l le v ,  1 z s p in s t a t e s )  
n g i d  zn e p ts , 1 z n l le v ,  1 z s p in s t a te s )  = &
s e l f i ( I z n e p t s , 1 z n l l e v , 1 z s p in s t a te s )  
* b o t ( 1 z n e p ts , 1 z n l l e v , 1 z s p in s t a t e s )
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conchk = OEO_wp 
n v l = OEO_wp 
nv2 = OEO_wp 
DO sp = 1 , s p in s t a t e s  
DO j  = 1 , n l le v  
DO i  = 1 , n ep ts
c o n c h k = m a x ( a b s ( n g i ( i , j , s p ) - g r n f i ( i , j , s p ) ) .conchk)  
n v l= n ia x ( a b s ( n g i( i , j , s p ) )  ,n v l)  
n v 2 = m a x (a b s (g r n f i( i , j  , sp ) ) ,nv2)
END DO ! i  
END DO !j  
END DO !sp





A su b r o u tin e  to  c a l c u la t e  th e  G reen 's  fu n c t io n s  f o r  
each  landau  l e v e l  from th e  s e l f  en erg y
T h is v e r s io n  ta k e s  b oth  th e  s t a t i c  and n o n - s t a t ic  s e l f  e n e r g ie s  
t o  c a lc u la t e  th e  g ree n s  fu n c t io n s
Greens r e tu r n s  a v a lu e  in d ic a t in g  th e  s t a t e  o f  
con vergen ce w hich i s  th e  average a b s o lu te  d e v ia t io n  
betw een th e  o ld  and new im aginary p a r t s .
A d d it io n a lly  i t  c a l c u la t e s  th e  maximum d e v ia t io n  
betw een o ld  and new im aginary p a r ts  w hich  
i t  r e tu r n s  a s  a maximum ad m ixtu rin g  v a lu e .
T h is i s  u sed  in  o rd er  to  a v o id  la r g e  t r a n s ie n t  
s p ik e s  in  th e  g ree n s  fu n c t io n s  w hich  a r i s e  due 
to  q u a n t iz a t io n  e r r o r .
New g r e e n s  fu n c t io n s  a re  s to r e d  te m p o r a r ily  to  
be u sed  l a t e r  in  ad m ix tu rin g .
V a r ia b le s  :
g m f r . g m f i  -  The o ld  green s fu n c t io n s  ( r e a l  and imag) 
s e l f r , s e l f i  -  The s e l f  energy ( r e a l  and imag) 
n g r .n g i -  New g ree n s  fu n c t io n s
n ep ts  -  S iz e  o f  energy g r id
e o f f  -  P o s i t io n  o f  0 th  Landau l e v e l  minus one
e s i z e  -  Energy sp a c in g
n l l e v  -  Number o f  Landau l e v e l s
conchk -  Measure o f  con vergen ce
hgmub -  Sp in  s p l i t  en erg y
FUNCTION g r e e n s 2 ( n g r . n g i , g m f r . g m f i , s e l f r , s e l f i , n s r , n s i ,  &
n e p t s .e o f f .e s i z e .n l le v ,h g m u b )
!
USE sco n d o _ co n sts  
USE sco n d o _ sp in
!
! . .  F u n ctio n  R eturn V alue . .
REAL (wp) : : g ree n s2
S c a la r  Arguments . .
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REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  hgmub 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: n e p t s ,  n l l e v
A rrays Arguements . .
g m f  i  ( : , : , : ) ,  g m f  r  ( 
n g i ( : , : , : ) ,  n g r ( : , : , : )  
s e l f i ( : , : , : ) ,  s e l f r ( : , : , : )  
n s i ( : , : , : ) ,  n s r ( : , : , : )
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN)
REAL (w p ), INTENT(OUT)
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN)
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN)
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: conchk, n v l ,  nv2  
INTEGER : : i , j , sp
I
! . .  L oca l A rrays . .
REAL (wp) : : h o t (n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , s p e n ( s p in s t a t e s )  
REAL (wp) : : dnm r(nepts, n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
d n m i(n ep ts , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )
I
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ction s . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t ,  sq r t
IF ( s p i n s t a t e s  == 2) THEN 
s p e n d )  = -hgmub 




DO sp  = 1 , s p in s ta te s  
DO j = 1 , n l le v  
DO i  = 1 , n ep ts
d n m r ( i , j ,s p )  = ( f l o a t ( i ) * e s i z e - ( f l o a t (j ) + e o f f+ s p e n ( s p ) ) 
- s e l f r d ,  j ,sp )  - n s r ( i ,  j  , s p ) )  
d n r n id , j ,sp ) = s e l f  i ( i ,  j  ,sp )  + n s i ( i , j , s p )  
b o t ( i , j , s p )  = 1 .0 E 0 _ w p /(d n m r ( i ,j ,s p )* d n m r ( i ,j ,s p )  &
+ d n m i ( i , j , s p ) * d n m i( i , j , s p ) )
END DO ! i  
END DO !j  
END DO !sp
ngr ( 1 : n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : s p in s t a t e s )  = &
dnmr(1 :n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v , 1 : s p in s t a t e s )
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♦ b o tC lr n e p ts ,1  :n l l e v , 1 : s p in s t a t e s )  
n g i ( 1 : n e p t s , 1 :n l l e v , 1 : s p in s t a t e s )  = &
dnmi ( 1 : n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v ,1  :s p in s t a t e s )  
* b o t ( lr n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v , 1 : s p in s t a t e s )
conchk = OEO_wp 
n v l = OEO_wp 
nv2 = OEO_wp 
DO sp = 1, s p in s t a t e s  
DO j  = 1 , n l l e v  
DO i  = 1, n e p ts
con .ch k = m a x (a b s(n g i(i, j , s p ) - g m f i ( i ,  j  ,sp )  ) , conchk) 
n v l= m a x ( a b s ( n g iC i ,j ,s p ) ) ,n v l)  
n v 2 = m a x (a b s (g m f i( i ,  j  , s p ) )  ,nv2)
END DO ! i  
END DO !j  
END DO !sp
g ree n s2  = c o n c h k /sq r t(n v l* n v 2 )
RETURN 
END FUNCTION g r e e n s2
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G. 12 jelem.fôO
! A fu n c t io n  to  g e n e r a te  th e  m a tr ix  elem ent Jnn’
! V a r ia b le s  :
! n -  Landau l e v e l  n
! np -  Landau l e v e l  n '
! novm fact -  n!/m !
I
FUNCTION je le m (n ,n p ,q l)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
. F u n ction  Return V alue 
REAL (wp) : : je lem
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) : : q l  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n , np
!
! . .  L ocal S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : f  f , novmf a c t , v a l , x 
INTEGER : : i , mm, nn
!
! . .  E x tern a l F u n ction s . .
REAL (w p ), EXTERNAL : : la g u e r r e
!
! . .  I n t r in s ic  F u n ctio n s . .
INTRINSIC ex p , s q r t ,  f l o a t
!
IF (np>n) THEN 
nn = np 
mm = n 
ELSE 
nn = n 
mm = np 
END IF
novm fact = 1.0E0_wp 
f f  = f lo a t ( n n )
IF (mm/=nn) THEN 
DO i  = mm, nn -  1
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novm fact = n o v m fa c t* ff  
f f  = f f  -  lEO_wp 
END DO 
E N D  IF
IF (mm/=nn) THEN 
X = q l* q l
v a l  = s q r t  (lEO_wp/novinf a c t )  * ( q l / s q r t  (2E0_wp))**(nn-m m )
!FPP$ EXPAND(laguerre)
je le m  = va l*exp (-0 .25E 0_w p *x)* lagu erre(iin -m m ,m m ,0  .5E0_wp*x) 
ELSE
X = q l* q l  
!FPP$ EXPAND(laguerre)
je le m  = sq rt(lE O _w p /n o v m fa ct)* ex p (-0 .2 5 E 0 _ w p * x ) &
*la g u e r r e ( 0 , mm, 0 . 5E0_wp*x)
END IF 
RETURN 
END FUNCTION je le m
! A su b r o u tin e  to  p r e - c a l c u la t e  th e  m a tr ix  e lem en ts  
! which are  s to r e d  in  p je lem
SUBROUTINE j e l t a b ( p j e l e m ,n q p t s ,q s i z e , n l l e v )
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : q s iz e  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n l l e v ,  n q p ts
Array Arguem ents 
REAL (w p), INTENT(OUT) ::  p j e l e m ( : , : , : )
L oca l S c a la r s  . .
INTEGER : : i ,  iq ,  j
E x te r n a l F u n ctio n s  . .
REAL (w p ), EXTERNAL : : je le m
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! . .  I n t r in s ic  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
I
!MIC$ DO ALL S H A R E D C p jelem ,n q p ts.n llev ,q size) PRIVATE(j, i , iq )  
DO j  = 1, n l l e v  
DO i  = 1 , j
DO iq  = 1 , nqpts  
!FPP$ NEXPAND(jelem)
p j e le m C iq . i , j )  = j e l e m ( i - l , j - l . f l o a t ( i q - l ) * q s i z e )  





END SUBROUTINE j e l t a b
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G. 13 laguerre.f90
! F u n ctio n  to  r e tu r n  th e  v a lu e  o f  th e  a s s o c ia t e d  la g u e r r e  
! p o ly n o m ia l
! V a r ia b le s :
FUNCTION la g u e r r e (a lp h a ,n ,x )
USE sco n d o _ co n sts  
. F u n ctio n  R eturn  V alue . .  
REAL (wp) : : la g u e r r e
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : x 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : a lp h a , n
! . .
! . .  L o ca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : a v a l ,  i v a l ,  n a v a l, t o t ,  trm  
INTEGER :: i
! . .
! . .  I n t r in s i c  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
!
! C a lc u la te  m=0 term  (n + a lp h a )! / n ! a lpha ! 
trm  = 1.0E0_wp 
IF (a lpha> 0) THEN 
i v a l  = 1 . OEO_wp 
n ava l = f lo a t (n + a lp h a )
DO i  = 1 , a lp h a
trm = tr m * n a v a l/ iv a l  
i v a l  = i v a l  + 1.0E0_wp 
n a v a l = n a v a l -  1 . OEO_wp 
END DO 
END IF
! C a lc u la te  and add th e  r e s t  o f  th e  term s u s in g :  
! Tm= [x (m -n -1 ) /m (m +alpha)] Tm-1
t o t  = trm  
IF (n>0) THEN
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i v a l  = 1.0E0_wp 
n a v a l = f lo a t ( n + 1 )  
a v a l = f lo a t ( a lp h a )
DO i  = 1, n
trm = trm *x* ( iv a l - n a v a l )  /  ( iv a l*  ( iv a l+ a v a l )  ) 
t o t  = t o t  + trm  
i v a l  = i v a l  + 1 .OEO_wp 
END DO 
END IF
la g u e r r e  = t o t  
RETURN 
END FUNCTION la g u e r r e
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G. 14 llcouple.fOO
S u b rou tin e t o  c a l c u la t e  th e  la n d au  l e v e l  c o u p lin g
V a r ia b le s  :
u p o tsq  -  The p o t e n t ia l  squared
oqganuna -  The Landua l e v e l  c o u p lin g
nimp -  The im p u rity  d e n s i t y
n l l e v  -  The number o f  Landau l e v e l s
q s iz e  -  The momentum s p a c in g
nq pts -  The number o f  momemtum p o in ts
SUBROUTINE l l c o u p le  (oqgamma, p je le m , u p o tsq , n q p t s , q s i z e , n l l e v , nimp) 
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL ( w p ) , INTENT(IN) nim p, q s iz e  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) ::  n l l e v ,  nqpts
: oqgamma( : , : )  
p j e l e m ( : , : , : )  
u p o tsq (z )
! . .  Arrays Arguements . .
REAL ( w p ) , INTENT(OUT)
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN)
REAL (wp) ,  INTENT(IN)
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : f a c t ,  q , q u pot2  
INTEGER ; : j , k
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
!
f a c t  = n im p * q siz e * q s iz e /(2 E 0 _ w p * p i)
oqgamma(1 :n l l e v , 1 :n l l e v )  = OEO_wp
DO k = 1 , nq pts  
q = f l o a t ( k - 1 )  
qupot2  = q *u p otsq (k )
DO j  = 1 , n l l e v
oqgamma(1 :n l l e v , j ) = oqgamma(1 :n l l e v , j )  &
+ q u p o t2 * p je le m (k ,1 :n l l e v , j )  &
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♦pjelem C k,1 r n l l e v , j )
END DO 
END DO
DO j = 1 , n l l e v
oqgamma(1 :n l l e v , j ) = oqgamma(1 :n l l e v , j ) * f  a c t  
END DO
RETURN 
END SUBROUTINE l l c o u p le
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G .15 m ain.£90
T h is Is  a u n i f ie d  v e r s io n  o f  th e  s e t  o f  program s used  
t o  c a lc u la t e  th e  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  o f  a 2DEG under s e v e r a l  
a p p ro x im a tio n s .
PROGRAM scondo
USE sc o n d o _ c o n sts  
USE s c o n d o _ in te r fa c e s  
USE sc o n d o _ c o n tr o l 
USE sco n d o _ sp in
L ocal S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : a d fa c , adfacm ax, adfacm in , aim p, b e ta , & 
h o t ,  cong, con verg , c t o l ,  d l ,  d 2 , d e , & 
d ie c o n s t ,  e ,  eco n c , e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  e sq r , & 
fe r m ie n g , im pconc, im p d is t , mage, m a g fie ld ,  
m a g len , m agstep, m fact, m o b il, nimp, n s , & 
o ld c o n , o ld co n g , omegac, q , q s i z e ,  r e f e f , & 
t a u ,  ta u c , temp, t f c n s t ,  v a l ,  v a l2 ,  z e f  
REAL (wp) : : g s t a r ,  hgmub, eupper, m g  
INTEGER :: i ,  i t ,  itm ax, j , k , 1 , u b p ts , n e p ts ,  n l l e v ,  6 
n s itm a x , n q p ts , sp
E x tern a l F u n ctio n s  . .
REAL (w p ), EXTERNAL : : ta u co n st
I n t r in s ic  F u n ctio n s  . .
INTRINSIC a i n t ,  f l o a t ,  i n t ,  min, s q r t
Arrays
REAL (w p ), ALLQCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
REAL (wp) , ALLQCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
REAL (w p ), ALLGCATABLE
g m f  r  ( : , : , ; ) ,  g m f  i  ( : , : , : )  
s e l f r ( : , : , : ) ,  s e l f i ( : , : , : )  
n g r ( : , : , : ) ,  n g i ( : , : , : )  
u p o t ( : ) ,  u p o t s q ( :) 
b e ssv a K  : ,  : ) 
b i g p i ( : ) ,  n ew b p i( : )  
d s t a t ( : )  
p j e l e m ( : , : , : )  
oqgamma(:, ; )
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REAL ( w p ) , ALLQCATABLE 
REAL ( w p ) , ALLQCATABLE 
REAL ( w p ) , ALLQCATABLE 
REAL ( w p ) , ALLQCATABLE
e p s r ( : , : ) ,  e p s i ( : , : )  
n s r ( : , : , : ) ,  n s i ( : , : ,  
s p e n ( : ) 
b w( : , : , : )
N a m elis ts  . .
NAMELIST /m a t e r ia l /d i e c o n s t , m fa c t , g s ta r  
NAMELIST /sa m p le /m o b il, e co n c , im p d is t  
NAMELIST /r u n /te m p , m a g fie ld , m agstep , n b p ts  
NAMELIST /en erg y _ m o m /es ize , e o f f ,  eu p p er, q s i z e ,  &
n e p t s , n q p ts , n l l e v  
NAMELIST /c o n v e r g e /c t o l , itm ax , n sitm ax  
NAMELIST / c a l c c t r l / in c l u d e _ n o n _ s t a t i c ,  in c lu d e _ s p in ,  &
in c lu d e _ s t a t ic _ v e r t e x  
NAMELIST /w r i t e c t r l / w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ p o l a r , w r i t e _ n s .p o la r , &
w r i t e _ s t a t ic _ g r e e n s , w r i t e .n s .g r e e n s , 
w r it e .e p s i lo n
NAMELIST / f i l e s / d i a g f i l e , d o s f i l e , e l e v e l f i l e , e w i d t h f i l e , & 
g r e e n s f i l e ,  s p e c f i l e ,  s t a t i c p o le u r f i l e , & 
n s g r e e n s f i l e , n s s p e c f i l e ,  n s p o l a r f i l e ,  & 
e p s i l o n f i l e
! These have s in c e  been  d ep reca ted  b u t g iv e  a good  id e a  what ty p e  
! o f  p aram eters we are  u s in g .
! M a ter ia l p ram eters  (hard coded) 
d ie c o n s t  = 1 2 .BEO.wp 
m fact = 0 .067E 0.w p  
g s t a r  = -0 .4 4 E 0 .w p
I Sample p aram eters
m ob il = 40000.w p  
econ c = 2 .0 E ll .w p  
im p d is t = 50E -8.w p
! T est c a se  p aram eters (hard coded) 
temp = 1 . 2E0.wp 
m a g fie ld  = 1.653E4.w p  
m agstep = 1.653E 3.w p  
n b p ts = 1
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! Energy and momemtum p aram eters  
e s i z e  = .006E0_wp 
e o f f  = 1.5E0_wp 
q s iz e  = .025E0_wp 
n e p ts  = 2000 
n q p ts = 400 
n l l e v  = 8
! T o lera n ces
c t o l  = 1E-I0_wp
! I t e r a t io n  maximums
! itm ax=30
itm ax = 20
! p aram .in  now has a l l  o f  th e  c o n f ig u r a t io n  in fo
! Read param eter f i l e
OPEN (u n it= 5 , f i l e = ' runparam . i n ')
READ (u n it= 5 ,u m l= m a te r ia l)
READ (u n it= 5 ,n m l= sam p le )
READ (u n it= 5 , uml=run)
READ (u n it= 5 , nml=energy_mom)
READ (u n it= 5 ,n m l= co n v erg e)
READ (u n it= 5 ,n m l= c a lc c tr l)
READ (u n it= 5 ,n m l= w r ite c tr l)
READ (u n it = 5 ,n m l= f i le s )
CLOSE (5)
! Handle s p in  c a s e s
IF ( in c lu d e _ s p in )  THEN 
s p in s ta te s = 2  
gs=lEO_wp 
ELSE
s p in s t a t e s = l  
gs=2E0_wp 
END IF
s p e c f i l e  = ' s p c o u t .x '  
d o s f i l e  = ’d o s o u t .x ’
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s t a t i c p o l a r f i l e  = ’b p io u t .x ’ 
g r e e n s f i l e  = ’g m o u t .x ’ 
d i a g f i l e  = ’d ia o u t .x ’ 
e l e v e l f i l e  = ’e l v o u t .x ’ 
e w id t h f i le  = ’w th o u t.x '
OPEN (u n it= 8 , f i l e = s p e c f i l e , s t a t u s = ’unknown ’ )
OPEN (u n it= 9 , f i l e = d o s f i l e , s ta tu s =   ^unknown ’ )
OPEN (u n it= 70  , f i l e = s t a t i c p o l a x f i l e , s t a t u s =  ’ unknown ' ) 
OPEN (u n it= 7 1 , f i l e = g r e e n s f i l e , s ta tu s =  ’ unknown ’ )
OPEN (u n it= 7 2 , f i l e = d i a g f i l e , s ta tu s =  ' unknown ’ )
OPEN ( u n i t = 7 3 , f i l e = e l e v e l f i l e , s t a t u s = ’unknown’ )
OPEN (u n it= 7 4  , f i l e = e w i d t h f i l e , s ta tu s =  ’ unknown ’ )
OPEN (u n it= 7 5 , f i l e = n s s p e c f i l e , s t a t u s =  ’ unknown ' )
! S e t  up a l lo c a t a b le  arra y s
ALLOCATE (g m f  r ( l  r n e p ts , 1 : n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  ) 
ALLOCATE (g m f  i (  1 : n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  ) 
ALLOCATE ( s e l f r d  r n e p ts , 1 r n l l e v ,  1 r s p i n s t a t e s )  ) 
ALLOCATE(selfi( 1 r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s ) )  
ALLOCATE(ngr( 1 r n ep t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s ) )  
ALLOCATE(ngi(lrnepts, 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s ) )
ALLOCATE(upot( 1 rn q p ts))
ALLOCATE(upotsq(lrnqpts))
ALLOCATE(bessval ( 1 r n q p ts , 1 r n q p ts ) )
ALLO CATE(bigpi(lrnqpts))
ALLOCATE(newbp i ( 1 r nqpt s ) )
ALLOCATE(dstat( 1 rn ep ts) )
ALLOCATE(oqgammad r n l le v ,  1 r n lle v )  )
ALLOCATE(pjelem(lrnqpts, 1 r n l l e v , 1 r n l le v )  )
ALLOCATE(epsr( 1 r n e p t s , 1 r n q p ts ) )
ALLOCATE ( e p s i d  r n e p ts , 1 rnqpts) )
ALLOCATE(nsrd r n e p ts , 1 r n l le v ,  1 r s p in s t a t e s )  )
ALLOCATE(ns i ( 1 r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p in s t a t e s  ) )
ALLOCATE( sp en ( 1 r s p i n s t a t e s ) )
IF ( in c lu d e _ s ta t ic _ v e r te x )  THEN
ALLOCATE(bw( 1 r n q p ts , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r n l l e v ) )
END IF
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! C a lc u la t e  th e  s c a t t e r i n g  param eters
t a u  = lE-7_wp*mobil*mfact*emass/emks
ta u c  = t a u c o n s t ( e c o n c ,d ie c o n s t .m f a c t , im p d is t )
impconc = 1 .0E 0_w p /(tau *tau c)
PRINT *, ’Tau=’ , ta u  
PRINT * , ’N i= ’ , impconc
! I n i t i a l i z e  b e s s e l  t a b l e
CALL b e s s t a b ( b e s s v a l .n q p t s . q s i z e )
! I n i t i a l i z e  m atrix  e lem en t t a b l e
CALL j e l t a b ( p j e l e m . n q p t s . q s i z e . n l l e v )
DO k = 1. nbpts
PRINT * . ’Magnetic F i e l d  ( T e s la )  = ’ . (m agfield*lE -4_w p)
! C a lc u la t e  s c a l i n g
maglen = s q r t (h b a r * c s p e e d / ( e c h g * m a g f ie ld ) ) 
omegac = ech g * m a g fie ld /(em a ss* m fa c t* csp e ed )  
mage = hbar*omegac
b e t a  = m age /(b o ltz* tem p )
z e f  = 2E 0_w p*pi*hbar*hbar*econc/(gs*em ass*m fact)  
e s i z e  = ( f l o a t ( n l l e v + l ) + e o f f + e u p p e r ) / f l o a t ( n e p t s )  
PRINT *. z e f .  n l l e v ,  e s i z e
hgmub=. 25E0_wp*gstar*mfact
PRINT *. ’Spin  s p l i t  en ergy= ’ , hgmub
! G enerate s t a r t i n g  p o in t  Greens fu n c t io n s  
IF ( s p i n s t a t e s  == 2) THEN 
s p e n ( l ) =  -hgmub 




v a l  = - 0 .5E0_wp*hbax/(tau*mage)
PRINT *. ’v a l = ’ . v a l
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DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO i  = 1, n l l e v  
DO j = 1 ,  n e p ts
v a l2  = f l o a t ( j ) * e s i z e  -  ( f l o a t ( i ) + e o f f  + s p e n ( s p ) )  
bot = 1 .0 E 0 _ w p /(v a l2 * v a l2 + v a l* v a l)  
g m f r ( j , i , s p )  = va l2*b ot  
g m f i ( j , i , s p )  = v a l* b o t  
END DO !j  
END DO ! i  
END DO !sp
! S c a le  psureuneters
ns = econc*(m aglen*m aglen)  
nimp = impconc*(maglen*maglen)  
aimp = im p d is t /m a g le n  
e sq r  = echg*echg/(m aglen*m age)
PRINT *, ’ 1 = ' ,  maglen  
PRINT * , ' Ec=’ , mage 
t f c n s t  = (m aglen /hbar)







’S c a le d  p a r a m e te r s : ’ 
’S h e e t  D e n s i ty  = 
’ Im pu rity  D e n s ity  = 
’ Im pu rity  D is ta n c e  = 
’E-M C oupling  =





t f c n s t
CALL d en sos  ( d s t a t , g m f i , n e p t s , n l l e v )
adfacmax = lEO_wp 
adfacm in = lE-2_wp  
ad fa c  = lEO_wp 
m g  = lEO_wp
! C a lc u la te  th e  F o u r ie r  p o t e n t i a l  u s in g  
! Thomas-Fermi a s  i n i t i a l  p o t e n t i a l
CALL f  ourpot ( b i g p i , upot .u p o tsq ,  a im p, n q p t s , & 
q s i z e , d i e c o n s t , e s q r , 1 , t f c n s t )
CALL l l c o u p l e  (oqgamma, p j e le m ,u p o tsq ,  n q p t s , q s i z e , n l l e v , nimp)
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! Give a  s t a r t i n g  p o in t  s e l f e n e r g y
s e l f r d  : n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s  )=0  
s e l f  i d  ; n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v ,  1 : s p in s ta t e s )= lE -5 _ w p  
DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO 1 = 1 , n l l e v  
DO j  = 1, n l l e v
s e l f r d  rnepts , j  ,sp) = s e l f r d  r n e p t s , j  , sp) &
+ oqgammaCj , l ) * g m f r d r n e p t s , l , s p )  
s e l f  i d  rn e p ts ,  j , s p )  = s e l f  i d  rn e p ts ,  j  ,sp )  &
+ cqgammaCj , l ) * g m f  i d  r n e p ts ,  l , s p )
END DO !j  
END DO !1 
END DO !sp
! From now on we have g o t  a s t a r t i n g  p o in t
CALL s e l f  en ergy  (oqgamma, s e l f  r ,  s e l f  i ,  n e p t s , n l l e v ,  & 
e s i z e , e o f f , hgmub) 
co n v erg  = g ree n s  (n g r , n g i , g m f  r , g m f  i , s e l f  r , s e l f  i , & 
n e p t s , e o f f , e s i z e , n l l e v , hgmub)
o ld c o n  = converg
CALL m i x ( n g r , n g i , g m f r . g m f i , n e p t s , n llev ,lE O _w p)
CALL d en so s  ( d s t a t , g m f  i , n e p ts  . n l l e v )  
fer m ie n g  = c h e m p o t ( d s t a t . n e p t s . e s i z e , n s . b e t a )
PRINT * ,  ’Fermi Energy=’ , f e r m ie n g - 0 . 5E0_wp-eoff
IF ( i n c l u d e _ s t a t i c _ v e r t e x )  THEN
CALL b ig w ( b e s s v a l ,b w ,u p o t s q ,p j e l e m ,n q p t s ,q s i z e  . n l l e v ,n i m p )  
cong = v e r t p o l ( b w , g m f r , g m f i , p j e l e m , b i g p i , n e w b p i , n l l e v ,  & 
f e r m i e n g , n q p t s . n e p t s . q s i z e . e s i z e . b e t a )
ELSE
cong = p o l a r i z e ( g r n f r , g m f i . p j e l e m , b i g p i , n e w b p i , n l l e v ,  & 
f e r m i e n g , n q p t s . n e p t s . q s i z e . e s i z e . b e t a )
END IF
CALL pmix ( b i g p i , newbpi, n q p t s , lEO_wp)
! The b ig  s e l f  c o n s i s t e n t  loop  
i t  = 1
DO WHILE ( ( c o n v e r g > c to l )  .AND. ( i t< = itm a x ) )
CALL f o u r p o t ( b i g p i ,u p o t ,u p o t s q ,a im p ,n q p t s ,q s i z e ,  &
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d i e c o n s t , e s q r , 0 , t f c n s t )
CALL l l c o u p l e  (oqgamma, p j e l e m , u p o t s q , n q p t s , qs i z e , n l l e v , nimp)
CALL s e l f e n e r g y ( o q g a m m a ,s e l f r , s e l f i ,n e p t s ,n l l e v ,  & 
e s i z e , e o f f , hgmub)
o ld c o n  = converg
co n v erg  = g reen s  (n g r , n g i , g r n f r , g m f  i , s e l f  r , s e l f  i , n e p ts  , & 
e o f f , e s i z e , n llev ,hgm u b)
CALL mix (n g r , n g i , g m f  r , g m f  i , n e p t s , n l l e v ,  ad f  ac )
CALL mix (n gr ,  n g i ,  g m f  r ,  g m f  i ,  n e p t s ,  n l l e v ,  lEO_wp)
CALL d en sos  ( d s t a t , g m f  i , n e p t s , n l l e v )  
fe r m ie n g  = c h e m p o t(d s ta t , n e p t s , e s i z e , n s , b e ta )  
o ld c o n g  = cong
IF ( i n c l u d e _ s t a t i c _ v e r t e x )  THEN
CALL bigw ( b e s s v a l ,  bw, upot s q ,p  je le m , nqpt s , q s i z e , & 
n lle v ,n im p )
con g = v e r tp o l  (bw, g m f  r , g m f  i , p j  e l e m ,b ig p i ,  n ew b p i, &
n l l e v , f e r m ie n g , n q p t s , n e p t s , qs i z e , e s  i z e , b e ta )
ELSE
cong = p o la r i z e  ( g m f  r , g m f  i , p j  e le m , b i g p i , n ew b p i, n l l e v , 6 
f e r m ie n g ,n q p t s , n e p t s , q s i z e , e s i z e , b e ta )
END IF
IF (con g  >= oldcong) THEN
a d fa c  = max(5E-3_wp, .5E0_wp*adfac) 
a d fa c  = a d fa c /(1 .0 _ w p  + ( c o n g /o ld c o n g ) ) 
mg=max (r n g * . 95_wp, adfacm in)
ELSE
a d fa c  = m in d  .7E0_wp*adfac, lEO_wp) 
a d fa c  = a d fa c /(1 .0 _ w p  -  ( c o n g /o ld c o n g ) ) 
a d fa c  = m in(adfac ,m g )  
m g=m in ( m g *  1 .5  _wp, adf acmax )
END IF
CALL pmix ( b i g p i , new bpi, nqpt s , a d fac )
CALL pmix ( b ig p i ,  newbpi, nqpt s , lEO_wp)
PRINT * ,  ' I t e r a t i o n ' , i t
PRINT * , 'Fermi Energy=' ,  fe r m ie n g -0 .5 E 0 _ w p -e o ff
PRINT * , ' Convergence-------------------> ’ , cong
PRINT * , 'Greens ================', converg
PRINT * , ' Adfac=' ,  ad fac
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WRITE (7 2 ,2 )  i t ,  cong, converg  
i t  = i t  + 1 
PRINT * , ' '
END DO
CALL g r e n g ( g m f r , g m f i , e s i z e , e o f f , n e p t s , n l l e v , m a g f ie ld )  
CALL f  indwdth ( g m f  i , magf i e l d ,  e s i z e , n e p t s , n l l e v )
DO i  = 1 , nepts
e = f l o a t  ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e
WRITE ( 9 ,1 )  e -  .5E0_wp -  e o f f ,  d s ta t ( i )♦ 2 E 0 _ w p * p i /g s  
END DO 
WRITE ( 9 ,* )
IF ( w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ g r e e n s )  THEN 
DO j = 1 , n l l e v  
DO sp = 1, s p in s t a t e s  
DO i  = 1, n ep ts
e = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e
WRITE (7 1 ,1 )  e -  .5E0_wp -  e o f f ,  - g m f i ( i ,  j  , s p ) / p i  
END DO ! i  
WRITE (7 1 ,* )
END DO ! sp 
END DO !j  
END IF
IF ( w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ p o l a r )  THEN 
DO i  = 1, nqpts
q = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * q s i z e  
WRITE (7 0 ,1 )  q, b i g p i ( i )
END DO 
WRITE (7 0 ,* )
END IF
! E st im a te  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  a t  th e  Fermi energy  
d l  = d s t a t ( i n t ( f e r m i e n g / e s i z e ) )
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d2 = d s ta t  ( i n t  ( f e r m i e n g / e s i z e ) +1)
de = ferm ieng -  a i n t  ( f e r m i e n g /e s i z e )  * e s i z e
r e f e f  = r e f i n e e f  (oqgamma, fe r m ie n g ,  n l l e v ,  e s  i z e ,  e o f f  .hgmub)
WRITE (8 ,3 )  m a g f ie ld ,  f e r m i e n g - 0 . 5E 0_w p -eo ff , &
d l  + ( d 2 - d l ) * d e ,  r e f e f  
m a g f ie ld  = m a g f ie ld  + m agstep
! I f  we want e p s i lo n  from t h e  n o n s t a t i c  c a l c u la t io n
IF ( w r i t e . e p s i l o n  .AND. .NOT. in c lu d e _ n o n _ s ta t ic )  THEN
CALL geneps ( e p s r , ep s  i , g m f  r , g r n f  i , p j  e le m , n l l e v , nqpts  , & 
n e p t s , q s i z e , e s i z e , fe r m ie n g , b e t a , e s q r , d i e c o n s t ) 
PRINT *, "W riting Epsilon"
OPEN (u n it= 8 0 , f i l e = e p s i l o n f  i l e , s t a t u s =  ’ unknown ’ )
DO j = l ,n q p t s , 2  
DO i = l , n e p t s , 5
w r i t e ( 8 0 ," ( E 1 2 .4 ,  E 1 2 .4 ,  E 1 2 .4 ,  E 1 2 .4 )" )  &
f l o a t ( j - 1 ) * q s i z e , f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e , e p s r ( i , j ) ,  & 





IF ( in c lu d e _ n o n _ s t a t ic )  THEN 
! Do t h e  n o n s t a t i c  c a l c u l a t i o n
adfac=lEO_wp 
i t  = 1
! The n o n s t a t i c  s e l f  c o n s i s t a n t  lo o p  
! Use a c o n s ta n t  number o f  i t e r a t i o n s  f o r  now 
DO WHILE ( i t  <= n s itm a x )
CALL geneps ( e p s r , e p s i , g m f  r , grn f  i , p j e le m , n l l e v , n q p t s .
n e p t s , q s i z e , e s i z e , f e r m ie n g , b e t a , e s q r , & 
d i e c o n s t )
CALL s e l f e . c o r r ( g m f r , g m f i , s e l f r , s e l f i , n s r , n s i , e p s i , 
e p s r , p j e le m , n e p t s , n q p t s , n l l e v , qs i z e , , 
e s i z e , f e r m i e n g , b e t a , e s q r ,  & 
d i e c o n s t , eoff.hgm ub)
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CALL s e l f  en ergy2  (oqgamma, s e l f  r  . s e l f  i , n s r , n s i ,  n e p t s , &
n l l e v , e s i z e , e o f f , hgmub)
! P o l i c e  t h e  im ag in ary  p a r t  o f  th e  s e l f e n e r g y  
! Probably n o t  n e c e s s a r y  ainymore 
se l f i= m in (se l f i ,O E O _ w p )  
g m f  i= m in ( g m f  i  ,OEO_wp)
! Convergence l o g i c  — needs work 
o ld c o n  = con verg
co n v erg  = g r e e n s 2 ( n g r , n g i , g m f r , g r n f i , s e l f r , s e l f i , &
n s r , n s i , n e p t s . e o f f . e s i z e , n l l e v , h g m u b )
IF ( i t  > 1) THEN
IF (con verg> o ld con ) THEN
a d fa c  = m ax(lE-l_w p,-9E 0_w p*adfac)
ELSE
a d fa c  = min(1.5E0_wp*adfac, .97E0_wp)
END IF 
END IF
! CALL mix (n g r ,  n g i ,  g r n fr ,  g m f  i ,  n e p t s ,  n l l e v ,  1.0_wp)
CALL m ix (n g r ,  n g i  . g m f r . g m f i  .n e p t s  . n l l e v , a d f a c )
CALL d e n so s  ( d s t a t  . g m f  i  . n e p t s . n l l e v )
IF (w r ite _ n s _ g r e e n s )  THEN
OPEN (UNIT=90. FILE=nsgreensf i l e  . STATUS= ’ unknown ’ )
DO j = 1 .  n l l e v  
DO sp  = 1 . s p i n s t a t e s  
DO i  = 1. n e p ts
e = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) r e s i z e
WRITE ( 9 0 . ’ (2 E 1 2 .4 ) ’ ) e -  .5E0_wp -  e o f f .  &
- g m f i ( i ,  j  , s p ) / p i
END DO ! i  
WRITE ( 9 0 .* )
END DO !sp  
END DO !j  
CLOSE(90)
END IF
fe r m ie n g  = chempot ( d s t a t . n e p t s . e s i z e . n s . b e ta )
PRINT * .  ' I t e r a t i o n ' . i t
PRINT * .  ’Fermi Energy=’ . fe r m ie n g -0 .5 E 0 _ w p -e o f f
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PRINT * ,  ’Greens ================', converg
PRINT * ,  ' A dfac=’ , adfac
cong = p o l a r i z e  ( g r n f r , g m f  i , p j e le m , b i g p i , new bpi, n l l e v , & 
ferm ien g , n q p t s , n e p t s , qs i z e . e s i z e , b e t a )
CALL p m ix ( b ig p i , newbpi, n q p t s , lEO_wp)
CALL fo u r p o t  ( b i g p i , n p o t , u p o ts q ,a im p ,n q p ts , q s i z e  . d i e c o n s t , & 
e s q r , 1 , t f c n s t )
CALL l l c o u p l e  (oqgamma, pj e lem , u p o ts q , n q p ts , q s i z e , n l l e v , nimp)
i t  = i t + 1  
END DO
!Write out DOS
DO i  = 1, n ep ts
e = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e
WRITE ( 9 ,1 )  e -  .5E0_wp -  e o f f ,  d s ta t ( i ) * 2 E 0 _ w p * p i /g s  
END DO 
WRITE ( 9 ,* )
IF ( w r i t e . e p s i l o n )  THEN 
PRINT * , "W riting  E psilon"
OPEN(unit=80, f i l e = e p s i l o n f i l e , s t a t u s = ’unknown')
DO j = l . n q p t s ,2  
DO i = l ,  n e p t s , 5
w r i t e ( 8 0 , " (E 12 .4 ,  E 12 .4 ,  E 1 2 .4 ,  E 12.4)") &
f l o a t ( j - 1 ) * q s i z e , f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e , & 





! Write out DOS a t  th e  Fermi energy
d l  = d s t a t  ( i n t ( f e r m i e n g / e s i z e ) )
d2 = d s t a t ( i n t ( f e r m i e n g / e s i z e ) +1)
de = fe r m ie n g  -  a in t  ( f e r m ie n g /e s iz e )  *es iz e
WRITE ( 7 5 , ' (1X .3E17.8) 0  m a g f ie ld ,  f e r m ie n g -0 .5 E 0 _ w p -e o f f ,
d l  + (d 2 -d l )* d e
END IF !Do n o n s t a t i c
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m a g f ie ld  = m a g f ie ld  + m agstep
END DO ! End m agnetic f i e l d  loop
1 FORMAT (1X .2E 18.8)
2 FORMAT (1 X ,I6 ,1 X .3 E 1 6 .8 )
3 FORMAT (1X ,4E 17.8)
CLOSE (u n it= 7 5 )
CLOSE (u n it= 7 4 )
CLOSE (u n it= 7 3 )
CLOSE (u n it= 7 2 )
CLOSE (u n it= 7 1 )
CLOSE (u n it= 7 0 )
CLOSE ( u n i t =9)





! A f u n c t io n  t o  g e n era te  th e  m a tr ix  e lem ent Mnn’
! in  our c a s e  n= n’ so  we s i m p l i f y  i t  t o  Mnn
FUNCTION m elem (n ,q l)
!
USE sc o n d o _ c o n sts  
! . .  F u n c t io n  R eturn  Value . .
REAL (wp) : : melem
I
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) :: q l  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : x
!
! . .  E x te r n a l  F u n ction s  . .
REAL (w p ) , EXTERNAL ; : la g u e r r e
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ction s  . .
INTRINSIC exp
!
X = q l * q l  
!FPP$ EXPAND(laguerre)





A s u b r o u t in e  to  admixture th e  new g r e e n s  fu n c t io n s  
w ith  t h e  o ld
V a r ia b le s  :
n g r .n g i  -  New r e a l  and imag g r e e n s  fu n c t io n s  
g m f r . g m f i  -  R eal and imag g ree n s  fu n c t io n s  
a d fa c  -  The ad m ixtu r in g  f a c t o r  
n e p ts  -  The number o f  e n e r g y  p o in t s  
n l l e v  -  The number o f  Landau l e v e l s
SUBROUTINE mix (ngr. n g i .  g m f r . g m f i ,  n ep ts  . n l l e v .  a d fa c )
USE scon d o_con sts  
USE scondo_sp in
I
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (wp). INTENT (IN) :: a d fa c  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) :: n e p t s .  n l l e v
! . .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (wp) . INTENT (IN GUT) :: g m f i (  : . : . : ) .  g m f r (  : . : . : ) 
REAL (w p). INTENT(IN) :: n g i ( ; . : . : ) ,  n g r ( : . : . : )
!
! . .  L o ca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : ; adcaf
I
a d ca f  = 1.0E0_wp -  ad fac
g m f  r  ( 1 : n e p t s . 1 : n l l e v . 1 : s p i n s t a t e s  ) = &
n g r C l r n e p t s . I r n l l e v . l : s p i n s t a t e s ) * a d f a c  + & 
g m f  r  ( 1 : n e p t s . 1 : n l l e v . 1 : s p i n s t a t e s  ) *ad c 2Lf 
g m f  i d :  n e p t s . 1 : n l l e v . 1 : s p i n s t a t e s  ) = &
n g i (1 :n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v .1  :s p i n s t a t e s ) * a d fa c  + & 





! A su b r o u tin e  t o  adm ixture th e  new p o l a r i z a b i l i t y  
! w ith  th e  o ld
V a r ia b le s  :
b ig p i  -  The p o l a r i z a b i l i t y  
newbpi -  The new p o l a r i z a b i l i t y
ad fac  -  The ad m ixtu r in g  f a c to r  
nqpts -  The number o f  momemtum p o in t s
SUBROUTINE p m ix (b ig p i ,n ew b p i,n q p ts  , a d fa c )
USE sc o n d o _ c o n sts
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (wp) . INTENT (IN) : : adfac  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nqpts
! . .  Array Arguments
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN OUT) :: b i g p i ( : )  
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) new bpi(:)
!
! . .  Local S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : a d ca f  
INTEGER : : i
adcaf = 1 . OEO_wp -  adfac





! A su b ro u tin e  to  c a l c u l a t e  th e  P o l a r i z a t i o n
FUNCTION p o l a r i z e ( g r a f r , g m f i , p j e le m , b i g p i , new bpi, n l l e v ,
f e r m ie n g , n q p t s , n e p t s , qs i z e , es  i z e , b e ta )
I
USE scon d o_con sts  
USE scon do_sp in
!
! . .  F u n ction  Return Value . .
REAL (wp) : : p o la r i z e
!
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) :: b e ta ,  e s i z e ,  ferm ien g , q s i z e
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s ,  n l l e v ,  nqpts
I
! . .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) : : g m f r  ( : , : , : ) ,  g r n f i (  : , : , : )
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN OUT) : : b i g p i ( : ) ,  new bpi(z)
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) :: p j e l e m ( : , : , : )
! . .
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: cksum, e ,  f a c t ,  mnq, n v l ,  nv2, q, sum2
INTEGER : : i , j , k , 1 , nmax, sp
!
! . .  L oca l Automtic Arrays . .
REAL (wp) fr m i(n e p ts )
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ction s  . .
INTRINSIC exp , f l o a t ,  i n t ,  min, s q r t
!
! G enerate Fermi d i s t r i b u t i o n
nmax: = m in (n e p ts , in t ( ( ( 8 0 E 0 _ w p / b e t a ) + f e r m ie n g ) / e s i z e ) ) 
DO i  = 1, nmax
0  = f l o a t ( i - l ) * e s i z e  -  ferm ien g  
f r m i ( i )  = lEO_wp/(exp(beta*e)+lEO_wp)
END DO
DO i  = nmax + 1, n ep ts  
f r m i ( i )  = OEO_wp 
END DO
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! The p r e f a c t o r
f a c t  = -g s* e s iz e / (2 -O E O _ w p * p i* p i)
new bp i( 1 rnqpts) = OEO_wp
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
!MIC$ DO ALL shared  ( n l l e v ,  f r m i ,  g m f r ,  g m f  i ,  newbpi,
!MIC$1 n m a x ,p je le m ,n q p ts ,sp )
!MIC$2 p r iv a t e  ( j  , k , 1 ,  sxim2)
DO k = 1 , n l l e v  
DO 1 = 1 , n l l e v  
sum2 = OEO_wp 
DO j = 1, nmax
sum2 = sum2 + f r m i ( j ) * ( g m f r ( j  , k , s p ) * g m f  i ( j  , 1 ,sp )  & 
+ g m f r ( j  , l , s p ) * g m f i ( j  , k , s p ) )
END DO
!MIC$ GUARD
n ew b p i(1 :n qp ts)  = n ew b p i(1 :nqpts)  + &
p je lem C l : n q pts  , k , l ) * p j e l e m ( l  : n q pts  ,k ,  1) *snm2
!MIC$ END GUARD 
END DO !k 
END DO !1 
END DO !sp
n ew bp i(1 :n qpts)  = n ew b p i( 1 ; n q p t s ) ♦ f a c t
! R e tu m  Convergence check  
cksum = OEO_wp 
n v l  = OEO_wp 
nv2 = OEO_wp 
DO i  = 1 , nqpts
c k su m = m a x (a b s(n ew b p i( i) -b ig p i  ( i ) ) , cksum) 
n v l  = m a x ( a b s ( b i g p i ( i ) ) , n v l )  
nv2 = m a x (a b s (n e w b p i( i ) ) ,n v 2 )
END DO
polaurize = ck su m /sqrt  (n v l*n v2)
CLOSE (90)
RETURN 
END FUNCTION p o l a r i z e
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G. 20 refineef.fOG
! A su b r o u t in e  t o  r e f i n e  th e  v a lu e  o f  th e  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  
! a t  th e  Fermi Energy
FUNCTION r e f i n e e f (oqgamma,e f , n l l e v , e s i z e , e o f f , hgmub)
! ..
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts  
USE sco n d o _ sp in
!
! . . F u n ction  R e tu m  Value . .
REAL (wp) : : r e f i n e e f
Scalair Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : e f ,  e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  hgmub 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : ; n l l e v
! . .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : oqgamma( : , :)
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : b i ,  b o t ,  br , d i f f ,  d o s ,  k e v a l ,  sumi, sumr, x t o l  
INTEGER : : i , i t ,  j , k , m a x i t , sp




o s l i ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , o s l r ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )  
s l i ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , s i r ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )  
sp en (2 )
! Take ca re  o f  t h e  s p in  energy  
IF ( s p i n s t a t e s  == 2) THEN 
s p e n d )  = -hgmub 
sp en (2 )  = hgmub 
ELSE
spen = OEO_wp 
END IF
R e c a lc u la te  th e  S e l f  e n e r g ie s  a t  t h i s  en ergy  p o in t  
u s in g  th e  c o u p l in g  c o n s ta n t s .
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x t o l  = 1E-I2_wp 
m axit = 100000
o s I r ( l : n . l l e v , l :  s p i n s t a t e s )  = OEO_wp 
o s l i ( l : n l l e v , l : s p i n s t a t e s )  = -lE-5_wp  
d i f f  = lEO 
i t  = 1
DO WHILE ( ( d i f f > = x t o l )  .AND. ( i t< = m a x it ) )
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO j = 1, n l l e v  
sumr = OEO_wp 
sumi = -lE-5_w p  
k e v a l  = e f  -  e o f f  -  spenCsp)
DO k = 1, n l l e v
k e v a l  = k e v a l  -  lEO 
br = k ev a l  -  o s l r ( k , s p )
bot = lE O _ w p / ( b r * b r + o s l i ( k , s p ) * o s l i ( k , s p ) ) 
sumr = sumr + oqgammaCj,k)*br*bot 
sumi = sumi + o q g a m m a (j ,k )* o s l i (k ,s p )* b o t  
END DO
s l r ( j . s p )  = sumr 
s l i ( j , s p )  = sumi 
END DO !j  
END DO ! sp  
d i f f  = OEO_wp 
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO j = 1, n l l e v
br = o s l r C j , s p )  -  s l r ( j . s p )  
b i  = o s l i C j , s p )  -  s l i ( j . s p )  
d i f f  = d i f f  + br*br + b i* b i
o s l r C j , s p )  = 0 . 5 E 0 _ w p * ( s l r ( j , s p ) + o s l r ( j , s p ) )  ! Admixture
o s l i ( j , s p )  = 0 . 5 E 0 _ w p * ( s l i ( j , s p ) + o s l i ( j , s p ) )
END DO !j  
END DO !sp  
i t  = i t  + 1 
END DO
! Now sum th e  imagiuciry p a r t s  o f  t h e  G reen's  f u n c t io n s  t o  g e t  th e  DOS 
dos = OEO_wp 
k e v a l  = e f  -  e o f f  
DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO i  = 1, n l l e v
k e v a l  = k e v a l  -  lEO_wp
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br = k ev a l -  o s l r ( i . s p )  -  sp en (sp )
dos = dos + o s l i ( i , s p ) / ( b r * b r + o s l i ( i , s p ) * o s l i ( i , s p ) )  
END DO ! i  
END DO !sp
r e f i n e e f  = - 0 .5 E 0 _ w p * g s* d o s/(p i* p i)
RETURN 
END FUNCTION r e f i n e e f
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G.21 scondo_consts.f90
! The Header f i l e  f o r  th e  S e l f  C o n s is te n t  DOS 
MODULE sc o n d o _ c o n sts
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER, PARAMETER : : 
Array S i z e  Parameters
INTEGER, PARAMETER : : 
System Param eters
REAL (w p), PARAMETER 
P h y s ic a l  Param eters
REAL (w p ) , PARAMETER 
REAL (w p), PARAMETER 
REAL (w p ) , PARAMETER 
REAL (w p), PARAMETER 
REAL (wp), PARAMETER 
REAL (w p ) , PARAMETER 
REAL (w p ) , PARAMETER 
REAL (w p), PARAMETER 
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ct io n s  . .
! INTRINSIC k ind
END MODULE sco n d o _ co n sts
wp = k in d ( 0 . ODD)
esp  = 3001, I sp  = 17, qsp = 801
: : gs  = lEO_wp
b o l t z  = 1.38062E-16_wp  
cspeed  = 2.997925E10_wp  
echg = 4.80325E-10_wp  
emass = 9 . 10956E-28_wp 
emks = 1 . 60219E-19_wp  
hbar = 1 . 05459E-27_wp  
oneev = 1 ,60219E-12_wp  
p i  = 3.14159265358979E0_wp
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G.22 scondo_control.f90
! The c o n t r o l  module a l lo w s  s h a r in g  o f  d i f f e r e n t  c o n t r o l  paxam eters  
! which a re  r ea d  in  v i a  t h e  n a m e - l i s t  f a c i l i t y .  The o b j e c t  h ere  i s  
! to  have a  f u l l y  c o n f ig u r a b le  program w ithout r e c o m p i la t io n




in c lu d e _ n o n _ s t a t i c
in c lu d e _ s p in






: w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ p o l a r  
: w r i te _ n s _ p o la r  
: w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ g r e e n s  
: w r ite _ n s _ g r e e n s  








d i a g f i l e  
d o s f i l e  
e l e v e l f i l e  
e w i d t h f i l e  
g r e e n s f i l e  
s p e c f i l e  





e p s i l o n f i l e  
n s g r e e n s f i l e  
n s s p e c f i l e  
n s p o l a r f i l e
END MODULE s c o n d o .c o n t r o l
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G .23 scondo-interfaces.f90
MODULE sc o n d O -in te r fa c e s  
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE dens os ( d s t a t , g m f  i ,  n e p t s , n l l e v )
USE s c o n d o -c o n s ts
REAL (wp). DIMENSIONC:), INTENT(OUT) : : d s t a t  
REAL (w p ) , DIMENSION( INTENT (IN) : : g r n f i  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) :: n e p t s .  n l l e v  
END SUBROUTINE d en ses  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE b e s s t a b ( b e s s v a l . n q p t s . qs i z e )
USE sc o n d o -c o n s ts
REAL (wp). DIMENSION( : . : ) ,  INTENT(OUT) : : b e s s v a l  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) :: nqpts  
REAL (wp) . INTENT (IN) : ; q s iz e  
END SUBROUTINE b e s s t a b  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE s e l f e n e r g y 2 (o q g a m m a .s e l f r . s e l f i , n s r , n s i . n e p t s , &
n l l e v , e s i z e . e o f f , hgmub)
USE sc o n d o -c o n s ts
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION(: . : ) .  INTENT(IN) : : oqgamma
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION(: . : . :) . INTENT(IN OUT) : : s e l f r .  s e l f i
REAL (wp). DIMENSION(: . : . : ) .  INTENT(IN) : : n s r ,  n s i
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) :: n ep ts  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : n l l e v  
REAL (w p ) . INTENT(IN) : : e s i z e . e o f f ,hgmub 
END SUBROUTINE s e l f e n e r g y 2  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE s e l f e n e r g y (o q g a m m a .s e l f r . s e l f i . n e p t s . n l l e v . &
e s i z e . eoff.hgm ub)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (wp). DIMENSION(:, : ) .  INTENT(IN) : : oqgamma 
REAL (wp). DIMENSION(:. : . : ) .  INTENT(IN OUT) :: s e l f r .  s e l f i  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : n ep ts  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : n l l e v
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REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) : 
END SUBROUTINE s e l f e n e r g y  
END INTERFACE
es  i z e , e o f f , hgmub
INTERFACE
FUNCTION g reen s  ( n g r , n g i , g m f r , g r n f i , s e l f r , s e l f i , &
n e p t s , e o f f , e s i z e , n l l e v , hgmub)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(:, : , : ) ,  INTENT(OUT)
REAL (w p), DIMENSION( : , : , : ) ,  INTENT(IN)
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(:  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: 
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : 
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) 
REAL (wp) : : g ree n s  
END FUNCTION g ree n s  
END INTERFACE
: , : ) ,  INTENT(IN) 
nepts
: e s i z e , e o f f  
n l l e v  
: hgmub
n gr , n g i  
g m f r ,  g m f i  
s e l f r ,  s e l f i
INTERFACE
FUNCTION g r e e n s 2 ( n g r , n g i , g m f r , g r n f i , s e l f r , s e l f i ,  n s r ,  n s i
n e p t s , e o f f , e s i z e ,n l l e v , hgmub)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (wp), DIM ENSION(:,:,:), INTENT(OUT)
REAL (w p), DIMENSION( : , : , : ) ,  INTENT(IN)
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(:, : , : ) ,  INTENT(IN)
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(:, : , : ) ,  INTENT(IN)
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : 
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : 
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) 
REAL (wp) : : g ree n s  
END FUNCTION g ree n s2  
END INTERFACE
nep ts
:: e s i z e , e o f f  
n l l e v  
: : hgmub
n gr , n g i  
g m f r ,  g m f i  
s e l f r ,  s e l f i  
n s r ,  n s i
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE mix (n g r , n g i , g m f r , g m f i , n e p t s  , n l l e v ,  ad fac)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(:, : , : ) ,  INTENT(IN) : : n g r ,  n g i  
REAL (w p), DIMENSION ( ; , : , : ) ,  INTENT (IN OUT) :: g m f r ,  g m f i  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s , n l l e v  





FUNCTION c h e m p o t ( d s t a t .n e p t s , e s i z e , n s , b e ta )
USE s c o n d o .c o n s t s
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(r), INTENT(IN) ::  d s t a t  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : n e p ts  
REAL (w p ) . INTENT(IN) : : e s i z e . n s . b e t a  
REAL (wp) : : chempot 
END FUNCTION chempot 
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
FUNCTION p o l a r i z e  (g r n f  r . g m f i . p j e le m , b i g p i . n ew b p i, n l l e v .
f e r m ie n g .n q p ts  .n e p ts  . q s i z e  . e s i z e  .b e t a )  
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION( : .  
REAL (w p). DIMENSION(:. 
REAL (w p). DIMENSION(z) 
REAL (w p). DIMENSION(r) 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : 
REAL (w p). INTENT(IN) : 
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) :: 
REAL (w p). INTENT(IN) : 
REAL (wp) : : p o l a r i z e  
END FUNCTION p o l a r i z e  
END INTERFACE
: . : ) ,  INTENT(IN)
: . : ) .  INTENT(IN)
, INTENT(IN OUT)
, INTENT(IN OUT) 
n l l e v  
: ferm ien g  
n q p ts .n e p t s  
: q s i z e . e s i z e . b e t a
g m f r .
p je le m
b ig p i
newbpi
g m f i
INTERFACE
FUNCTION v e r t p o l ( b w . g m f r . g m f i , p je le m . b i g p i .n e w b p i . n l l e v ,
f e r m ie n g . n q p t s , n e p t s . qs i z e . e s i z e . b e t a )
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts
, : ) ,  INTENT(IN) :: bw
, : ) .  INTENT (IN) : : g m f r .  g m f i
, : ) .  INTENT(IN) : : p je le m
INTENT(IN OUT) :: b i g p i
INTENT(IN OUT) : : newbpi
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) ::  n l l e v  
REAL (w p ) . INTENT(IN) : : ferm ien g  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : n q p t s .n e p t s  












DIMENSION( : .  
DIMENSION(:, 




REAL (wp) : : p o l a r i z e  
END FUNCTION v e r t p o l  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE j e l t a b ( p j e l e m , n q p t s , q s i z e , n l l e v )
USE s c o n d o _ c o n sts
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(:. : ,  : ) ,  INTENT(OUT) : : p je lem  
INTEGER. INTENT (IN) : : nqpts  
REAL (wp), INTENT (IN) ::  q s iz e  
INTEGER, INTENT (IN) : : n l l e v  
END SUBROUTINE j e l t a b  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE l l c o u p l e  (oqgamma, p je le m , u p o t s q , n q p t s , qs i z e , n l l e v , nimp) 
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(:, : )  , INTENT(OUT) : : oqgamma 
REAL (w p). DIMENSION(:, : ,  : ) ,  INTENT(OUT) :: p je lem  
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(z), INTENT(IN) : : upotsq  
INTEGER, INTENT (IN) : : nqpts  
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) : : q s iz e  
INTEGER, INTENT (IN) n l l e v  
REAL (wp) , INTENT (IN) : : nimp 
END SUBROUTINE l l c o u p l e  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE fo u r p o t  ( b ig p i ,u p o t ,u p o t s q ,a im p ,n q p t s  . q s i z e , d i e c o n s t , &
e s q r , t f f l a g , t f c n s t )
USE sco n d o _ c o n sts
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(r), INTENT(IN OUT) : : b ig p i
REAL (w p), DIMENSION(z), INTENT(OUT) : : u p o t ,u p o tsq
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) : : aimp
INTEGER, INTENT (IN) : : nqpts  
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) : : q s i z e , d i e c o n s t , e sq r  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : t f f l a g  
REAL (w p), INTENT (IN) t f c n s t




SUBROUTINE p m ix C b ig p i.n ew b p i,n q p ts , a d fa c )
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p), DIMENSIONC:), INTENT(IN OUT) :: b ig p i  
REAL (w p ) , DIMENSIONC: ) ,  INTENT(IN) : : newbpi 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : nqpts  
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) : : a d fa c  
END SUBROUTINE pmix 
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
FUNCTION r e f  i n e e f (oqgamma, e f , n l l e v , e s i z e , e o f f ,hgmub) 
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p ) , DIMENSIONC:,:), INTENT(IN) : : oqgamma 
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) : : e f  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n l l e v  
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) : : e o f f . e s i z e ,h g m u b  
REAL (wp) : : r e f i n e e f  
END FUNCTION r e f i n e e f  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE findw dthC gm f i  .m a g f ie ld ,  e s i z e  .n ep ts  . n l l e v )
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p), DIMENSIONC:,:,:), INTENT (IN) : : g m f i  
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) : : m a g f i e l d , e s i z e  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s , n l l e v  
END SUBROUTINE findw dth  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE grengC gm f r , g m f i , e s i z e , e o f f , n ep ts  . n l l e v  .m a g f ie ld )  
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p), DIMENSIONC:,:,:), INTENT (IN) : : g m f r , g r n f  i  
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN) : : e s i z e , e o f f  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s , n l l e v  
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) : : m a g f ie ld  
END SUBROUTINE greng  
END INTERFACE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE g e n e p s ( e p s r . e p s i . g m f r , g m f i . p j e l e m , n l l e v ,  &
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n q p t s , n e p t s , q s iz e  . e s i z e  . f e r m i e n g , b e t a ,  & 
e s q r .d i e c o n s t )
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION( : , : ) , INTENT(OUT)
REAL (w p), DIMENSION( : , : , : ) , INTENT(IN)
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION(: , : , : ) , INTENT(IN)
INTEGER : : n e p ts .  n l l e v ,  nqpts
REAL (wp) : : q s i z e .  e s i z e ,  b e ta ,  fe r m ie n g .  e s q r .  d i e c o n s t  
END SUBROUTINE geneps  
END INTERFACE
e p s r . e p s i  
: g m f i .  g m f r  
: p je le m
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE s e l f  e _ c o r r  ( g m f r , g m f i . s e l f r . s e l f i . n s r  . n s i .  e p s i ,
e p s r ,p j e l e m .n e p t s .n q p t s  . n l l e v , q s i z e .  I 
e s i z e , f e r m i e n g ,b e t a , e s q r . & 
d i e c o n s t . e o f f . hgmub)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts  
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION( , : ) .INTENT(IN)
REAL (w p). DIMENSION(: . : . : ) . INTENT(OUT)
REAL (w p ) . D I M E N S I O N ( I N T E N T ( O U T )
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION(:, : ) .INTENT(IN) : :
REAL (w p). DIMENSION(:. ; . : ) .INTENT(IN)
INTEGER :: n e p ts .  n l l e v ,  nqpts
REAL (wp) : : q s i z e .  e s i z e .  ferm ien g . b e t a .  e s q r .  
d i e c o n s t . e o f f . hgmub 
END SUBROUTINE s e l f e . c o r r  
END INTERFACE
g m f i .  g m f r  
s e l f r .  s e l f i  
n s r ,  n s i  
e p s r . e p s i  
: p je le m
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE b ig w ( b e s s v a l . bw. u p o t s q .p j e le m . n q p ts  . q s i z e . n l l e v . nimp) 
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (w p). DIMENSION ( : , : ) ,  INTENT(IN) : : b e s s v a l
REAL (w p ) . DIMENSION ( : . : . : ) .  INTENT(OUT) : : bw
REAL (w p). DIMENSION ( : ) .  INTENT(IN) :: u p o tsq
REAL (w p). DIMENSION ( : . : . : ) .  INTENT(IN) : : p je le m
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : nqpts  
REAL (w p). INTENT(IN) : : q s i z e  
INTEGER. INTENT(IN) : : n l l e v  
REAL (w p). INTENT(IN) : : nimp 
END SUBROUTINE bigw  
END INTERFACE
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END MODULE s c o n d o _ in t e r f a c e s
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G.24 scondo_spin.f90
! Handles th e  uniform  trea tm en t o f  s p in
MODULE sco n d o _ sp in
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
REAL (wp) : : g s  = lEO.wp 
INTEGER : : s p i n s t a t e s
END MODULE sco n d o _ sp in
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G .25 selfe_corr.f90
A su b ro u tin e  to  c a l c u l a t e  th e  e l e c t r o n - e l e c t r o n  
s e l f  energy c o r r e c t io n
SUBROUTINE s e l f e _ c o r r  ( g m f r , g m f i , s e l f r . s e l f  i  , n s r ,  n s i ,  e p s i  ,
e p s r ,p je le m , n e p t s , n q p t s , n l l e v , q s i z e , ( 
e s i z e , f e r m i e n g , b e t a , e s q r , & 
d i e c o n s t , e o f f , hgmub)
USE sco n d o _ co n sts  
USE s c o n d o _ c o n tr o l  
USE s c o n d o .s p in
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (wp) :: b e t a ,  e s i z e ,  ferm ien g , q s i z e ,  e s q r ,  &
d i e c o n s t ,  e o f f ,  hgmub
INTEGER :: n e p t s ,  n l l e v ,  nqpts
. .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(:, : , : ) ,INTENT(IN) :: g r n f i ,  g m f r
REAL (wp), DIMENSION( : , : , : ) , INTENT(IN) : : s e l f r ,  s e l f i
REAL (wp),DIMENSION(:, : , ; ) ,  INTENT(OUT) :: n s r , n s i
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(:, : , : ) ,INTENT(IN) : : p je lem
REAL (wp), DIMENSION(:, : ) .INTENT(IN) :: e p s r , e p s i
. .  Local S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: cksum, e ,  f a c t ,  mnq, n v l . nv2, q, sum, sum2, f
REAL (wp) : : s m l e







b o t ( n e p t s ) , f r m i( n e p t s ) ,  b o s e ( n e p t s ) , n b o se (n e p ts )  
d n m r (n e p ts ) , dnm i(nepts)
c h i ( n l l e v , n l l e v ) , x n t ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
x c h g ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )
k r ( n e p t s , n l l e v , n l l e v ) , k i ( n e p t s , n l l e v , n l l e v )  
s p e n ( s p in s t a t e s )
I n t r i n s i c  F u n ct io n s  . .
INTRINSIC exp , f l o a t ,  i n t ,  min, s q r t
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PRINT * , " E n ter in g  New S e lf"
! G enerate Fermi d i s t r i b u t i o n
nmax = min ( n e p t s ,  i n t  ( ( (8 0 E 0 _ w p /b e ta )+ f  erm ieng)/ e s  i z e ) )  
DO i  = 1 ,  nmax
e = f l o a t ( i - l ) * e s i z e  -  f e r m ie n g  
f r m i ( i )  = lEO _wp/(exp(beta*e)+lEG_wp)
END DO
DO i  = nmcLX + 1, n ep ts  
f r m i Ci) = OEO_wp 
END DO
! G enerate Bose d i s t r i b u t i o n
nmaixb = minCnepts, i n t  ( ( ( 8 0 E 0 _ w p / b e t a ) ) / e s i z e ) )  
bose(l)=OEO_wp ! f i x  f o r  bad p o in t  a t  zero  
DO i  = 2 ,  nmaxb
e = f l o a t  ( i - l ) * e s i z e
b o s e ( i )  = lE O _w p/(exp(beta*e)-lEO _w p)
END DO
DO i  = nmaxb + 1, n ep ts  
b o s e ( i )  = OEO_wp 
END DO
! G enerate N e g a t iv e  Bose d i s t r i b u t i o n
nbose(l)=OEO_wp ( f i x  f o r  bad p o in t  a t  zero  
DO i  = 2 ,  nmaxb
e = f l o a t  ( i - l ) * e s i z e
n b o s e ( i )  = lE O _w p/(exp(-beta*e)-lE O _w p)
END DO
DO i  = nmaixb + 1, n ep ts  
n b o s e ( i )  = -lEO_wp 
END DO
(Now c a l c u l a t e  th e  S e l f  Energy C o r r e c t io n
IF ( s p i n s t a t e s  == 2) THEN 
s p e n d )  = -hgmub 
s p e n (2 ) = hgmub 
ELSE
sp en  = OEO_wp 
END IF
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C rea te  t h e  complex e n t i t y  K(x) where 
K_{NN_2>(x)= \ i n t _ 0 ~ \ i f t y  dq q
* |M_{NN_2}|"2 *  V_e(q) l / \ e p s i I o n ( x , q )
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t i n g  K s -  s t e p  1 ’
k r (1 :n e p t s ,1 :n l l e v ,1 :nllev)=OEO_wp 
k i d  : n e p ts  , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : n l l e v )  =OEO_wp
! Note t h a t  q * V _e(q )= co n st
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t i n g  K s -  s t e p  2 ’
DQ j = l , n q p t s
!MIC$ DO ALL s h a r e d ( n l l e v , n e p t s , pj e le m , e p s r , eps i , k r , k i , j )
!MIC$1 p r i v a t e ( l . k )
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO k = l , n l l e v
k r (1 :n e p t s , k , 1 ) = k r(1 :n e p t s , k ,1) &
+ p j e l e m C j , k , l ) * p j e l e m ( j , k , l ) * e p s r ( l :n e p t s , j )  
k i d  : n e p t s , k , 1) =ki ( 1 : n e p t s , k , 1) k
+ p j e l e m C j , k , l ) * p j e l e m ( j , k , l ) * e p s i C l :  n e p t s , j )
END DO !k 
END DO !1 
END DO !j
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t i n g  New s e l f e n e r g y ’
n s r C l : n e p t s ,1 :n l l e v , 1 : spinstates)=OEO _wp  
n s i C l : n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v , 1 : s p i n s t a t e s ) =OEO_wp
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t i n g  New s e I f e n e r g y  s ta g e  2 ’
! T h is  i s  t h e  p o s i t i v e  energy i n t e r a c t i o n  
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO j = l , n e p t s  
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
!MIC$ DO ALL s h a r e d C n l le v , n e p t s , f r m i , s p , j , 1 , n s i , f r m i , g m f  i , k i ) 
!MIC$1 p r iv a t e C k . i )
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO i = j + l , n e p t s  
! n sr  C i, k , sp )= n sr  C i, k , sp) + ClEO_wp-frmi Cj) )  &
* g m f  iCj , l , s p ) * k r C i - j + l  , k , l )  
n s iC i ,k ,s p )= n s iC i ,k ,s p )+ C lE O _ w p - fr m iC j ) ) &
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* g m f i ( j  , l , s p ) * k i ( i - j + l  , k , l )
END DO ! i  
END DO !k 
END DO !sp  
END DO !j  
END DO !1
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t in g  New s e l f e n e r g y  s ta g e  3 ’
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO j = 0 ,n e p t s - 1 
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
!M1C$ DO ALL sh ared  ( n l l e v , n e p t s , n s r , n s i , b o s e , g m f r , g m f i , k i , s p ,  j ,1 )  
!M1C$1 p r i v a t e  ( k , i )
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO i = j + l , n e p t s  
! n s r ( i , k , s p ) = n s r ( i , k , s p ) +  &
! b o s e ( j + l ) * g m f r ( i - j  , l , s p ) * k i ( j + l , k , l )
n s i ( i , k , s p ) = n s i ( i , k , s p ) +  &
b o s e ( j + 1 ) ♦ g m f i ( i - j  , l , s p ) + k i ( j + l , k , l )
END DO ! i  
END DO !k 
END DO ! sp  
END DO ! j 
END DO !1
! T h is  i s  th e  n e g a t iv e  energy  in t e r a c t io n  
PRINT ♦ , ’C a lc u la t in g  New s e l f e n e r g y  s ta g e  4 ’
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO j = l , n e p t s  
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
!M1C$ DO ALL sh ared  ( n l l e v , n e p t s , n s i , f r m i , g m f  i , k i , s p , j , 1)
!M1C$1 p r i v a t e ( k , i )
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO i = l , j
! n s r ( i , k , s p ) = n s r ( i , k , s p )  &
! + ( lEO_wp-frmi (j ) ) ♦ g m f i  ( j  , 1 ,  sp ) ♦ k r ( i - j + 1 ,k , 1)
n s i ( i , k , s p ) = n s i ( i , k , s p )  &
- (lEO_wp-frrai( j ) ) ♦ g m f i ( j  , 1 ,  sp )  ♦k i ( j - i + T , k , 1)
END DO ! i  
END DO !k 




PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t in g  New s e l f e n e r g y  s ta g e  5 ’
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v  
DO j = l , n e p t s - l  
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
!MIC$ DO ALL s h a r e d ( n l l e v , n e p t s , n s r , n s i , n b o s e , g m f r , g m f i , k i , s p ,  j  , 1) 
!MIC$1 p r i v a t e ( k , i )
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO i = l , n e p t s - j  
! n s r ( i , k , s p ) = n s r ( i , k , s p )  &
! - n b o s e ( j + l ) * g m f r ( i + j  , l , s p ) * k i ( j + l , k ,  1)
n s i ( i , k , s p ) = n s i ( i , k , s p )  &
- n b o s e ( j + l ) * g m f i ( i + j  , l , s p ) * k i ( j + l , k , l )
END DO ! i  
END DO !k 
END DO !sp  
END DO !j  
END DO !1
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t in g  New s e l f e n e r g y  s ta g e  6 ’ 
f a c t = - e s q r * q s i z e * e s i z e / ( d i e c o n s t * p i )
! n s r (1 ;n e p t s , 1 ;n l l e v , 1 ; s p i n s t a t e s ) = &
! n s r (1 :n e p t s ,1 :n l l e v ,1  :s p i n s t a t e s ) * fa c t
ns i (1 :n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : s p i n s t a t e s )=  &
n s i (1 :n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v ,1  :s p i n s t a t e s ) * f a c t
! Do a Kramers-Kronig on th e  s e l f - e n e r g y  — what an improvement 
nsr=0.0_w p  
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO i = l , n e p t s  
DO j = l , i - l
n s r ( j , k , s p )  = n s r ( j , k , s p ) + n s i ( i , k , s p ) / f l o a t ( j - i )
END DO
DO j = i + l , n e p t s






n s r =  - n s r / p i
! T h is  i s  th e  Exchange term
PRINT * , ’C a lc u la t i n g  Exchêinge p a r t  o f  new s e l f  e n e r g y ’ 
c h i (1 :n l l e v ,1  :nllev)=OEO_wp
DO j = l ,n q p t s  
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v




x n t  (1 : n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  =OEO_wp 
DO i = l , n e p t s
DO s p = l , s p in s t a t e s  
DO k = l , n l l e v
xn t ( k , sp) =xnt ( k . sp) + f rmi ( i  ) * g m f  i  ( i , k , sp)
END DO !k 
END DO !sp  
END DO ! i
xchgCl : n l l e v ,  1: s p i n s t a t e s  )=OEO_wp 
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO 1 = 1 ,n l l e v
xchgCl : n l l e v ,  s p )= x c h g ( l  : n l l e v ,  s p )+ c h i  (1 : n l l e v ,  1) * x n t  (1 ,  sp)  
END DO !1 
END DO !sp
f a c t = e s q r * e s i z e * q s i z e / ( d i e c o n s t * p i )
xchgCl : n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  = x c h g ( l  : n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s  ) * f  a c t
!Temporary
DO k = l , n l l e v
IF ( s p i n s t a t e s  == 2) THEN
PRINT * , k , x c h g ( k , l ) , x c h g ( k , 2 )
ELSE




! Add th e  exchange energy  t o  th e  s e l f  energy  c o r r e c t i o n  
!MIC$ DO ALL AUTOSCOPE
DO s p = l , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = l , n l l e v
n s r  ( 1 :n e p t s , k , s p )= n s r ( 1 : n e p t s ,k , s p )+ x c h g ( k , sp)  
END DO !k 
END DO !sp
IF (1==0) THEN 
PRINT * , 'W rit in g  New s e l f e n e r g y '
OPEN(unit=80, f i l e = ' n e w s e l f  x ' , s t a t u s = ' unknown’ ) 
DO k = l , n l l e v  
DO s p = l . s p i n s t a t e s  
DO i = l , n e p t s
w r i t e ( 8 0 , ' ( i 3 ,  e l 2 . 4 ,  e l 2 . 4 ,  e l 2 . 4 ) ’ ) k . & 
f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e , & 
n s r ( i , k , s p ) ,  n s i ( i , k , s p )
END DO ! i  
END DO !sp  
END DO !k 
closeCBO)
END IF
PRINT * ,  " E x it in g  New S e l f"
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE s e l f e _ c o r r
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G .26 selfener.f90
! A su b ro u tin e  to  c a l c u l a t e  th e  s e l f  energy
SUBROUTINE s e l f e n e r g y (o q g a m m a ,s e l f r , s e l f i , n e p t s , n l l e v ,  &
e s i z e , e o f f , hgmub)
!
USE sco n d o _ co n sts  
USE scon d o_sp in
I
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) :: e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  hgmub 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s ,  n l l e v
! . .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (wp) , INTENT (IN) : : oqgamma(:,:)
REAL (w p), INTENT(IN OUT) :: s e l f i ( : , : , : ) ,  s e l f r ( : , : , : )
!
! . . Local Scalc irs  . .
REAL (wp) : : b i s ,  b r s ,  d i f f ,  e ,  k e v a l ,  x t o l  
INTEGER ; : i , i t , j , k ,  m a x it , n , sp
!
! . .  Local Arrays . .
REAL (wp) b o t ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , b r ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , 
f b i ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
f b o t ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) ,  & 
f b r ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) ,  & 
f s l i ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
f s i r ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
s l i ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , s i r ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )  
REAL (wp) : ; s p e n ( s p in s t a t e s )
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n ct io n s  . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
!
x t o l  = 1E-I4_wp 
m axit = 40000
IF ( s p i n s t a t e s  == 2) THEN 
s p e n d )  = -hgmub 
s p e n (2) = hgmub 
ELSE
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spen  = OEO_wp 
END IF
! S e t  th e  upper l i m i t  sm a ll  f o r  machines l i k e  w o r k sta t io n s  
! and about 80 f o r  th e  Cray 190 
DO n = 1, 40
f s l r ( l : n e p t s , l : n l l e v , l  . - s p in s ta te s )  = OEO_wp 
f s l i (1 :n e p t s , 1: n l l e v ,  1 :s p i n s t a t e s )  = -lE -5_w p
DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO j = 1 , n l l e v
k e v a l  = e o f f  + f l o a t  ( j )  + sp en (sp )
DO i  = 1 , n e p ts
f b r C i , j , s p )  = f l o a t  ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e  -  k e v a l  -  s e l f r C i , j , s p )  
f b o t C i , j , s p )  = l E O _ w p / ( f b r ( i , j , s p ) * f b r ( i , j , s p )  & 
+ s e l f i ( i , j , s p ) * s e l f i ( i , j , s p ) )
END DO ! i  
END DO ! j  
END DO ! sp
f  br ( 1 : n e p ts  , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : s p i n s t a t e s  ) = &
f b r (1 :n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v , 1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  &
* f b o t (1 :n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v ,1  : s p i n s t a t e s )  
f  b i  ( 1 : n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v , 1 : s p i n s t a t e s  ) = &
s e l f i  (1 .-nepts, l : n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  &
* f  b o t  (1 : n e p t s , 1 ; n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s )
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1 , n l l e v  
DO j = 1 , n l l e v
f s i r ( 1 : n e p t s , j , s p )  = f s l r ( l . - n e p t s , j , s p )  &
+ oq gam m aC j,k )* fb r(l:n e p t s ,k , s p )  
f s l i ( 1 : n e p t s , j , s p )  = f s l i ( l : n e p t s , j , s p )  &
+ oqgammaCj , k ) * f  b i d  : n e p ts ,  k ,s p )
END DO !j  
END DO !k 
END DO ! sp
s e l f  r ( l  i n e p t s , 1 : n l l e v ,  1: s p i n s t a t e s )  = &
0 .8 E 0 _ w p * fs lr ( l  i n e p t s , 1 i n l l e v ,  1 i s p i n s t a t e s )  + & 
0 .2 E 0 _ w p * se lfr ( l  i n e p t s , 1 i n l l e v ,  1 i s p i n s t a t e s )  
s e l f  i d  in e p t s ,  1 1 n l l e v ,  1 1 s p i n s t a t e s )  = &
0 . 8E0 _wp*f s l i d  in e p t s ,  1 1 n l l e v ,  1 1 s p i n s t a t e s )  + &
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0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * s e l f i ( l  r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v ,  1 r s p i n s t a t e s )
END DO
!MIC$ DO ALL
IMICSl SHARED(nepts, e s i z e , e o f f , o q g a m m a ,se lfr , s e l f i ,
!MIC$2 m a x i t , n l l e v , x t o l , sp an , s p i n s t a t e s )
!MIC$3 PRIVATE(i, j , k , s p , k e v a l .d i f f , i t , b r , b o t . s i r , s l i . b r s , b i s  , e )
DO i  = 1, n ep ts
k e v a l  = f l o a t ( i - l ) * e s i z e  -  e o f f  
d i f f  = lEO_wp 
i t  = 1
DO WHILE ( ( d i f f > = x t o l )  .AND. (it<=m ax;it)  )
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1, n l l e v
b r ( k ,s p )  = k e v a l  -  f l o a t ( k )  -  s e l f r ( i , k , s p )  -  s p e n (s p )  
botC k .sp )  = lE O _ w p /(b r (k ,sp )* b r (k ,sp )  &
+ s e l f i ( i , k , s p ) * s e l f i ( i , k , s p ) ) 
s l r ( k , s p )  = OEO_wp 
s l i ( k . s p )  = -lE-5_wp  
END DO !k 
END DO !sp
DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1, n l l e v
s i r ( 1 r n l l e v , s p )  = s i r ( 1 : n l l e v , s p )  &
+ oqgammaC1 :n l l e v , k ) * b r ( k , s p ) * b o t ( k , sp)  
s l i d  r n l l e v , s p )  = s l i ( I r n l l e v ,  sp) &
+ oqgamma( 1 r n l l e v , k ) * s e l f i  C i, k , s p ) * b o t ( k , sp)
END DO !k 
END DO !sp
d i f f  = OEO_wp
DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s
DO j  = 1 ,  n l l e v
brs = s e l f r C i , j , s p )  -  s l r ( j , s p )  
b i s  = s e l f i C i , j , s p )  -  s l i ( j , s p )  
d i f f  = d i f f  + b rs*b rs  + b i s * b i s  
s e l f r C i , j , s p )  = 0 .8 E 0 _ w p * s lr ( j , s p )  &
+ 0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * s e l f r ( i , j , s p )  
s e l f i C i , j , s p )  = 0 .8 E 0 _ w p * s l i ( j , s p )  &
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+ 0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * s e l f i ( i , j , s p )
END DO ! j 
END DO ! sp 
i t  = i t  + 1 
END DO
IF ( i t> = m a x i t )  THEN 
e = f l o a t  ( i - l ) * e s i z e  




END SUBROUTINE s e l f e n e r g y
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G. 2 7 selfener2.f90
A s u b r o u t in e  to  c a l c u la t e  th e  s e l f  energy
In t h i s  c a s e  we are i t e r a t i n g  in c lu d in g  the  non s t a t i c  p a r t  o f  th e  
s e l f  en erg y .
SUBROUTINE selfenergy2(oqgam m a, s e l f r , s e l f i , n s r , n s i , n e p t s , n l l e v , i
e s i z e , e o f f , hgmub)
USE scon d o_con sts  
USE scondo_sp in
! . .  S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ), INTENT(IN) : : e o f f ,  e s i z e ,  hgmub 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: n e p t s ,  n l l e v
1
! . .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (wp), INTENT(IN) :: oqgamma( : , : )
REAL (wp), INTENTdN OUT) :: s e l f  i (  : , : , : )  , s e l f r  ( : , : , : )
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) : : n s i ( : , : , : ) ,  n s r ( : , : , : )
!
! . .  L o ca l  S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : b i s , b r s , d i f f , e , k e v a l , x t o l  
INTEGER :: i ,  i t ,  j ,  k , m a x it ,  n, sp
!
! . .  L o c a l  Arrays . .
REAL (wp) :: b o t ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , b r ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )  , 
b i ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
f b i ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , 6 
f b o t ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) ,  & 
f b r ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) ,  & 
f s l i ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
f s i r ( n e p t s , n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , & 
s l i ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s ) , s i r ( n l l e v , s p i n s t a t e s )  
REAL (wp) ; : s p e n ( s p in s t a t e s )
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  Functions . .
INTRINSIC f l o a t
!
x t o l  = 1E-I4_wp 
m axit  = 40000
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s p e n d )  = -hgmub 
spen(2) = hgmub
! S e t  the  upper l i m i t  s m a l l  f o r  machines l i k e  w o r k s ta t io n s  
! and about 80 f o r  t h e  Cray J90 
DO n = 1, 40
f s i r ( 1 : n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v ,1  : s p i n s t a t e s ) = OEO_wp 
f s l i  d :n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v ,1  :s p i n s t a t e s ) = -lE -5_w p
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO j = 1, n l l e v
k e v a l  = e o f f  + f l o a t ( j )  + sp en (sp )
DO i  = 1, n e p ts
f b r ( i , j , s p )  = f l o a t ( i - l ) * e s i z e  -  k e v a l  &
-  s e l f r d ,  j  , sp )  -  n s r ( i , j , s p )  
f b i ( i , j , s p )  = s e l f i d ,  j  ,sp )  + n s i d ,  j  , sp )  
f b o t d ,  j  , s p )  = l E O _ w p / ( f b r ( i , j , s p ) * f b r ( i , j , s p )  k
+ f b i d ,  j  , s p ) * f b i ( i ,  j  , s p) )
END DO ! i  
END DO !j 
END DO !sp
f b r C lr n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 - S p in s t a t e s )  = k
f b r (1 :n e p t s ,1 :n l l e v ,1  :s p i n s t a t e s ) k  
* f b o t (1  :n e p t s ,1  :n l l e v ,1  :s p i n s t a t e s ) 
f b i d  r n e p ts , 1 r n l l e v ,  1 : s p i n s t a t e s )  = k
f b i C l r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s )  k  
* f b o t ( l r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s )
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1, n l l e v  
DO j = 1 ,  n l l e v
f s l r C l r n e p t s , j , s p )  = f s l r C l r n e p t s , j , s p )  k
+ o q g a m m a C j,k )* fb r( lrn ep ts ,k ,sp )  
f s l i d r n e p t s , j , s p )  = f s l i ( 1 r n e p t s , j , sp) k
+ o q g a m m a C j ,k )* fb id r n e p ts ,k ,sp )
END DO !j  
END DO !k 
END DO !sp
s e l f r ( 1 r n e p t s , ! r n l l e v , I r s p i n s t a t e s )  = k
0 . 8 E 0 _ w p * f s i r d r n e p t s , i r n l l e v , I r s p i n s t a t e s )  + < 
0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * se lfr ( 1 rn ep ts , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p in s t a t e s )
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s e l f  i d  r n e p ts ,  1 r n l l e v ,  1: s p i n s t a t e s )  = &
0 . 8 E 0 _ w p * fs l id r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s )  + 
0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * s e l f i ( 1 r n e p t s , 1 r n l l e v , 1 r s p i n s t a t e s )
END DO
!MIC$ DO ALL
!MIC$1 SHARED( n e p t s , e s i z e , e o f f , oqgamma,s e l f r , s e l f i ,
!MIC$2 m a x i t , n l l e v , x t o l , s p e n , n s r , n s i , s p i n s t a t e s )
!MIC$3 P R I V A T E C i , j ,k ,s p ,k e v a l ,d i f f , i t , b r , b i , b o t , s i r , s l i , b r s , b i s  ,e )
DO i  = 1, n e p t s
k e v a l  = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e  -  e o f f  
d i f f  = lEO_wp 
i t  = 1
DO WHILE ( ( d i f f > = x t o l )  .AND. ( i t < = m a x i t ) )
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1, n l l e v
b r ( k , s p )  = k e v a l  -  f l o a t  (k) -  s e l f r d  ,k ,s p )  &
-  n s r ( i , k , s p )  -  sp e n (sp )  
b i ( k , s p )  = s e l f i ( i , k , s p )  + n s i ( i , k , s p )
b o t ( k , s p )  = lEO _w p/(br(k , s p ) * b r ( k , s p ) + b i ( k , s p ) * b i ( k , s p ) ) 
s l r ( k , s p )  = OEO_wp 
s l i ( k , s p )  = -lE-5_wp  
END DO !k 
END DO !sp
DO sp = 1 , s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1, n l l e v
s i r ( 1 r n l l e v , s p )  = s i r ( 1 r n l l e v , s p )  &
+ oqgamma( 1 r n l l e v , k ) * b r ( k , s p ) * b o t ( k , sp)  
s l i ( I r n l l e v ,  sp) = s l i d  r n l l e v , s p )  &
+ oqgamma ( 1 r n l l e v  ,k )  * b i (k ,  sp) *bot ( k , sp)
END DO !k 
END DO ! sp
d i f f  = OEO_wp
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s
DO j  = 1 , n l l e v
b rs  = s e l f r d , j , s p )  -  s l r ( j , s p )  
b i s  = s e l f i ( i , j , s p )  -  s l i ( j , s p )  
d i f f  = d i f f  + brs*brs + b i s * b i s  
S 6 l f r ( i , j , s p )  = 0 .8 E 0 _ w p * s lr ( j , s p )  &
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+ 0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * s e l f r ( i , j , s p )  
s e l f i C i , j , s p )  = 0 .8 E 0 _ w p * s I i ( j , s p )  &
+ 0 . 2 E 0 _ w p * s e l f i ( i , j , s p )
END DO !j  
END DO !sp  
i t  = i t  + 1 
END DO
IF ( i t> = in a L X it)  THEN 
e  = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) r e s i z e  




END SUBROUTINE s e I f e n e r g y 2
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G. 28 tauconst.f90
! A f u n c t io n  t o  e v a lu a te  th e  i n t e g r a l  which r e l a t e s  
! th e  quantum s c a t t e r i n g  tim e t o  th e  im purity  d e n s i t y  
! U sing  Thomas-Fermi
FUNCTION ta u c o n s t ( e c o n c , d i e c o n s t , m fa c t , im p d is t )
I
USE sco n d o _ co n sts
F u n c t io n  Return Value . .
REAL (wp) : : ta u co n st
Param eters  . .
REAL (wp) , PARAMETER : : g s s  = 2E0_wp
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (wp) , INTENTdN) :: d i e c o n s t ,  econ c ,  im p d is t ,  m fact
L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) : : b o t .  c l ,  c 2 ,  c3 ,  c4 ,  dx, f ,  k f , s n ,  sum, v a l ,  x 
INTEGER : : i , n s tep s
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  Functions . .
INTRINSIC s q r t ,  exp, f l o a t ,  s i n
!
n s t e p s  = 1000
k f  = sq r t (4 .0 E 0 _ w p * p i* e c o n c /g ss )  
c l  = 4 .0E 0_w p*p i*h bar/(em ass*m fact*gss*gss)  
c2 = - 8  .OEO_wp *kf* im pdist  
c3 = 0 .5E 0_w p *d ieconst*k f*h bar /ech g  
c3 = c 3 * h b a r /(e m a ss* m fa c t* g ss ) /e c h g  
c4 = 1.0E0_wp 
dx = p i / f l o a t  (n ste p s )  
sum = 0 . OEO_wp 
X = O.OEO_wp 
f  = 1.0E0_wp 
DO i  = 1 , n s te p s  
! f = 1 .OdO-cos( 2 . OEO_wp*x)
sn  = s i n ( x )  
b o t  = c3*sn  + c4
21'
v a l  = f * e x p ( c 2 * s a ) / ( b o t * b o t )  
sum = sum + v a l  
X = X + dx 
END DO
ta u c o n st  = cl*sum*dx
RETURN 
END FUNCTION ta u c o n st
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G. 29 vertpol.f90
! A s u b r o u t in e  t o  c a l c u l a t e  th e  P o l a r iz a t i o n  
! T h is  i s  w ith  th e  v e r t e x  c o r r e c t io n .
FUNCTION v e r t p o l  (bw , g m f r , g m f i , p je lem , b i g p i , n ew b p i, n l l e v ,
f  e r m ie n g .n q p ts ,  n e p ts  , q s i z e  . e s i z e  .b e ta )
!
USE s c o n d o _ c o n s ts  
USE sc o n d o _ sp in
!
! . .  F u n c t io n  Return V alue . .
REAL (wp) : : v e r t p o l
S c a la r  Arguments . .
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) : : b e ta ,  e s i z e ,  f e n n ie n g ,  q s i z e  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) : : n e p t s ,  n l l e v ,  n q p ts
! . .  Array Arguments . .
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) : : bw( : , : . :  )
REAL (w p), INTENT (IN) : : g m f r (  : , : , : ) ,  g m f  i  ( : , : , : )
REAL (w p), INTENTdN OUT) : : b i g p i ( ; ) ,  n e w b p i( : )
REAL (w p ) , INTENT(IN) : : p j e l e m ( : , : , : )
!
! . .  L oca l S c a la r s  . .
REAL (wp) :: cksum, e ,  f a c t ,  mnq, n v l , n v2 , q 
INTEGER :: i ,  j ,  k ,  1 ,  nmax, sp
!
! . .  L o ca l A utom tic A rrays . .
REAL (wp) :: f r m i ( n e p t s )
REAL (wp) :: b r ( n e p t s ) , b i ( n e p t s )
REAL (wp) : : g 2 r ( n e p t s )  , g 2 i ( n e p t s )
REAL (wp) : : b o t  ( n e p t s ) , r e s  (n ep ts )
!
! . .  I n t r i n s i c  F u n c t io n s  . .
INTRINSIC exp , f l o a t ,  i n t ,  min, s q r t ,  sum
I
! G enerate  Fermi d i s t r i b u t i o n
nmax = m in ( n e p t s , i n t  ( ( ( 8 0 E 0 _ w p /b e t a ) + f e r m ie n g ) /e s iz e ) ) 
DO i  = 1, nmax
e = f l o a t ( i - 1 ) * e s i z e  -  ferm ieng  
f r m i ( i )  = lEO _wp/(exp(beta*e)+lEO_wp)
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END DO
DO i  = nmax + 1 , n e p ts  
f r m i ( i )  = OEO_wp 
END DO
f a c t  = - g s * e s i z e / ( p i * p i )  
new bpi(1 :nqpts)=OEO_wp 
!MIC$ DO ALL
! MIC$1 shared  ( n q p t s , n l l e v , n e p t s , new bpi, bw, g m f  r , g m f  i , p j e l e m ,
!MIC$2 f r m i ,n m a x ,s p in s ta t e s )
!MIC$3 p r i v a t e ( i , j , k , 1 , s p , g 2 r , g 2 i , b r , b i , b o t , r e s )
DO i  = 1, n q p ts
DO sp = 1, s p i n s t a t e s  
DO k = 1, n l l e v  
DO 1 = 1, n l l e v  
! Cut I n t e g r a l  a t  nmax t o  save  time
g 2 r ( l:n m a x )  = g m f  r  ( 1 : nmax, k , sp ) * g r n f  r  ( 1 : nmax, 1 ,  sp) & 
-  g m f  i  ( 1 : nmax, k , sp )  * g m f  i  (1 : nmax, 1, sp )  
g 2 i ( l :n m a x )  = g m f  r  ( 1 : nmax, k , sp ) * g m f  i  ( 1 : nmax, 1 ,  sp ) & 
+ g m f  r  ( 1 : nmax, 1 ,  s p ) * g m f  i  ( 1 : nmax, k , sp )  
b r( l:n m a x )  = 1.0E0_wp -  b w ( i ,k , l ) * g 2 r ( l : n m a x )  
b i( l :n m a x )  = - b w ( i , k , l ) * g 2 i ( l  :nmax) 
b ot (1: nmax) = br ( 1 : nmax) *br ( 1 : nmax) &
+bi (1 : nmaix) * b i ( l  : nmax) 
r e s  (1: nmax) = (br (1: nmax) * g m f  r  (1  : nmax, k ,s p )  6 
+bi ( 1 : nmax) * g m f  i  ( 1 : nmax, k , sp) ) &
♦ g m f  i  ( 1 : nmax, 1 ,  sp) ♦ frm i ( 1 : nmax) /b o t  ( 1 : nmaix)
n e w b p i( i )  = n e w b p i( i)  + p j e l e m ( i , k , l )  &
♦ p j e l e m ( i ,k , l ) ♦ s u m  ( r e s ( 1 : nmax))
END DO !1 
END DO !k 
END DO !sp
END DO ! i
new bpi(1 :n q p t s ) = n e w b p i ( l : n q p t s ) ♦ f a c t
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I Return convergen ce  in form ation  
cksum = OEO_wp 
n v l  = OEO_wp 
nv2 = OEO_wp 
DO i  = 1 , nqpts
cksum=max(abs ( n e w b p i ( i ) - b i g p i ( i )  ) ,  cksum) 
n v l  = m a x C a b s(b ig p i( i ) ) , n v l)  
nv2 = msLX (abs (newbpi ( i )  ) ,nv2)
END DO
v e r t p o l  = cksum /sqrt(nv l*nv2)
RETURN 
END FUNCTION v e r tp o l
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G. 30 M akefile
•SUFFIXES: . f 9 0  .0
# Choose th e  co m p iler  
FORT = f90  - e  i  
#FORT = f9 0
# S et th e  o p t im iz a t io n
#GPT = -0  -b y te _ k in d s  - c c a r g s  ’ -0 6  - f u n r o l l - a l l - l o o p s ’
#OPT = -0 4  - t u n e  h o s t
OPT = - O s c a l a r S ,v e c t o r s , t a s k s , in l i n e S  -dp  
#OPT = -05  -q a r c h  h o s t  -q tu n e  h o s t
# Uncomment t h e s e  f o r  sy stem s  w ith ou t the  B e s s e l  f u n c t io n s  
#BESSF = b e s s e l j 0 . f 9 0
#BESSO = b e s s e l j O .o
SRC = $(BESSF) d e n s o s . f 9 0  j e l e m . f 90 m a in .f90 p o l a r i z e . f 90 \  
b e s s t a b . f 9 0  f o u r p o t . f 9 0  l a g u e r r e . f 90 melem .f90 s e l f e n e r . f 9 0  \  
chem pot.f90 g r e e n s . f 90 l l c o u p l e . f 9 0  m ix . f 90 \  
t a u c o n s t . f 90 p m ix .f9 0  \  
f in d e n e r . f 9 0  r e f i n e e f . f 9 0  f in d w d th .f9 0  \
g e n e p s . f 90 s e l f e _ c o r r . f 9 0  s e l f e n e r 2 . f 9 0  g r e e n s 2 . f 9 0  \  
v e r t p o l . f 90 b ig w .f9 0
OBJ = $(BESSO) d e n s o s .o  j e l e m .o  m ain . o p o l a r i z e . o  b e s s t a b .o  \  
f o u r p o t . 0  l a g u e r r e . 0  melem.o s e l f e n e r . o  \  
chempot.o g r e e n s .o  l l c o u p l e . o m ix .o  t a u c o n s t .o  p m ix .o  \  
f in d e n e r .o  r e f i n e e f . o  f in d w d th .o  \
g e n e p s .o  s e l f e _ c o r r . o  s e l f e n e r 2 .o  g r e e n s 2 .o  \  
v e r t p o l . o  b igw .o
HOD = s c o n d o _ c o n s t s . 0  s c o n d o _ in t e r f a c e s . o s c o n d o .c o n t r o l .o  \  
s c o n d o _ s p in . 0
scondo : $(OBJ) $ (MOD)
$(FORT) - 0  scondo  $(OBJ) $(MOD)
s c o n d o _ c o n s ts . o : s c o n d o _ c o n s t s . f 90
9 9 9
$ (FORT) $(OPT) - c  s c o n d o _ c o n s t s . f 9 0
s c o n d o _ in t e r f a c e s . 0 : s c o n d o _ i n t e r f a c e s . f 9 0  sc o n d o _ c o n s ts .o  
$ (FORT) $(OPT) - c  s c o n d o _ in t e r f a c e s . f 9 0
s c o n d o _ c o n tr o l . o : s c o n d o _ c o n tr o l . f 90 
$(FORT) $(OPT) - c  s c o n d o _ c o n tr o l . f9 0
sc o n d o _ sp in .o :  s c o n d o _ s p in . f9 0  s c o n d o _ c o n s t s . 0  
$(FORT) $ (OPT) - c  s c o n d o _ s p in . f9 0
# - I p e r f
$(OBJ): s c o n d o ^ c o n s ts . 0  s c o n d o _ sp in .o
m ain .o :  s c o n d o _ in t e r f a c e s . 0  s c o n d o _ c o n tr o l .o  sc o n d o _ sp in .o
s e l f e _ c o r r . o :  s c o u d o _ c o n tr o l .o  s c o n d o _ sp in .o
. f 9 0 . o :  $(SRC)
$(FQRT) $(OPT) - c  $<
c le a n :
rm $(OBJ) scondo $(MOD) *.mod
p r i n t - s o u r c e : 
e n s c r ip t  -Gr2 $(SRC)
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G.31 runparam.in
Ê m a ter ia l
d ie c o n s t = 1 2 .8 ,  
m fa c t= 0 .0 6 7 ,  
g s t a r = - 0 . 4 4  /
&sample
m o b il= 5 0 0 0 0 , 
e c o n c = 2 . 0 e l l ,  
im p d is t= 5 0 e -8  /  
ferun
tem p=4.2 ,  
m a g f ie ld = 2 . 0 6 8 e 4 , 
m agstep = 2 . GG0e2, 
n b p ts = l  /
&energy_mom 
esize=G .G G 6,  
e o f f = 1 5 .5 ,  
e u p p e r = l ,  
qsize= G .G 25 ,  
nepts=6GGG, 
nqpts=4GG, 
n l l e v = 4  /  
feconverge  
c t o l = l e - 5 ,  
itmax=2G, 
nsitmax=2G /  
f e c a l c c t r l
in c In d e _ n o n _ s t  a t  i  c=T, 
in c lu d e _ s p in = T , 
in c l u d e _ s t a t i c _ v e r t e x = F  /  
f e w r i t e c t r l
w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ p o l a x = F , 
w r it e _ n s _ p o la r = F . 
w r i t e _ s t a t i c _ g r e e n s = F , 
w r ite _ n s_ g r e e n s= T ,  
w r it e _ e p s i lo n = T  /
& f l i e s
d i a g f i l e = " d i a o u t . x " , 
d o s f i l e = " d o s o u t .x " , 
e l e v e l f i l e = " e l v o u t . x " , 
e w id th f  ile="w th .out .x " ,
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g r e e n s f i l e = " g r n o u t . x " , 
s p e c f i l e = " s p c o u t . x " , 
s t a t i c p o l a x f i l e = " b p i o u t . x " , 
n s g r e e n s f  i l e = " n s g m o u t - x " , 
n s s p e c f i l e = " n s s p c o u t - x " , 
n s p o l a r f i l e = " n s p o l o u t .x " , 
e p s i lo n f i l e = " e p s o u t - x "  /
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